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Build our Hi-Lo MW Antenna Matcher

What Receiver?

For The Radio Listener
ICOM introduces the IC-R7000, advanced technology, continuous coverage communications receiver. With 99 programmable memories the IC-R7000 covers aircraft, Marine, FM Broadcast, Amateur Radio, television and weather satellite bands. For simplified operation and quick tuning the IC-R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning the main tuning knob. FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with six tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5, 25KHz.

The IC-R7000 has 99 memories available to store your favourite frequencies including the operating mode. Memory channels can be called up by pressing the memory switch then rotating the memory channel knob, or by direct keyboard entry. A sophisticated scanning system provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto-M switch, the IC-R7000 automatically memorises frequencies that are in use whilst it is in the scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. The scanning speed is adjustable and the scanning system includes the memory selected frequency ranges or priority channels. All functions including the memory channel readout are clearly shown on a dual-colour fluorescent display. Other features include dial-lock, noise blander, attenuator, display dimmer and S-meter and optional RC-12 infra-red remote controller, voice synthesizer and HP 1 headphones.

IC-R71E, General coverage receiver.

The ICOM IC-R71E 100KHz to 30MHz general coverage receiver features keyboard frequency entry and infra-red remote controller (optional) with 32 programmable memory channels, SSB, AM, RTTY, CW and optional VFO's scanning, selectable AGC, noise blander, pass band tuning and a deep notch filter.

With a direct entry keyboard frequencies can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of frequency. The frequency is altered without changing the main tuning control. Options include FM, voice synthesizer, RC-11 infra-red controller, CK70 DC adaptor for 12 volt operation, mobile mounting bracket, CW filters and a high stability crystal filter.
Cover: The story of radio is portrayed on stamps issued by many countries. Raymond Schuessler is a keen US philatelist and the stamps reproduced on the cover and in his article come from his collection. The final part of C. M. Lindar's Three-band SSB Receiver series has had to be held over.
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GOOD LISTENING
I recently attended a Press Briefing held by the DTI Radiocommunication Division to launch their Consultative Document
The Use of the Radio Frequency Spectrum above 30GHz. Yes, that really is 30GHz - 30,000MHz! A trifle on the high side for today's scanners but then, whoever would have thought ten years ago that we would have receivers with the sort of performance we take for granted now.

However, the point of the exercise is for the DTI to try to collect as much useful information as possible, in short a space of time as possible, so that they can promote the use of this very intriguing part of the spectrum. I must admit that I find microwaves much more interesting than the almost d.c. parts of the spectrum below 144MHz but I had always thought that the frequency receiver would not be of much real use because of the very short range.

I was obviously mistaken as I had overlooked the re-use factor - especially around the oxygen absorption band at 60GHz. Here the fact that signals are very heavily attenuated means that the reuse factor reduces to a few kilometres, providing a natural filter that man will find very hard to beat. In the past radio amateurs have been at the forefront of technological advance, opening up frequencies that, in their day, were considered to be way above anything likely to be of practical use. Just think, even the s.w. bands were thought to be of no practical use in the early days of radio! Amateurs have pioneered new modes of transmission, opened up even higher frequency bands and sent signals over longer and longer paths on less and less power. What does the future hold above 30GHz? Well the amateurs have been allocated several bands above this frequency but I wonder how many amateurs will have the access to the equipment needed to produce working millimetric gear?

"Just a minute Fred, old man, I am going to use my new thin-film evaporating gear to modify this 40GHz front-end."

"How much did that set you back then, Bert?"

"Not much, Fred, I picked it up cheap at the club's jumble sale last month, but they cost a couple of million pounds new!" Still, in the past amateurs have always managed to get their hands on gear for seemingly impossible frequencies, so perhaps they will manage it in the future. I was also interested in some of the potential applications put forward for these frequencies. When I was very young the large Co-operative store in Luton had a fascinating overhead cable-car system which connected the lifts to a central accounts department. I found it fascinating to watch as the assistant put your money and the details of your purchases into a cylinder which was deftly hooked onto a steel carrier. A quick tug on a string and the cylinder sped on its way across the store, negotiating bends and junctions in a fascinating manner. A few minutes later and back it came bearing your receipt and change. More progressive shops had a vacuum pipe system - slightly less fascinating.

Now, it seems, these devices will be replaced by radio links using frequencies above 30GHz. Along with inter-office telephone links which will require no cabling, these systems utilise the very short range capabilities of the higher microwave frequencies for security and greater re-use capabilities.

I wonder whether, in forty years time the Editor of SWM will be mourning the loss of the systems of his childhood?

One of the problems facing the Editor of a magazine such as Short Wave Magazine, is how to fit the proverbial quart into the pint pot available. Each month I have to do a juggling act with the serials, trying to keep every reader happy while still presenting what I hope is a balanced and interesting magazine. This means that it often becomes necessary to miss parts of series and this month it is the turn of the final instalment of the "Three-band SSB Receiver".

Coming shortly in your favourite radio magazine - two new gripping serials! Starting in the January 1989 issue, well-known antenna authority, Fred Judd G2BCX, starts his series explaining all about antennas. Also starting sometime in the new year is a specially commissioned series aimed at the very raw beginner. George Dobbs G3RV, author of the well-known Ladybird Book on radio which is now sadly unobtainable, has written a series especially for those who are starting right at the bottom of the ladder. So if you are young in either years or radio knowledge then this series is for you.

DICK GANDERTON

A WORD IN EDG EWAYS

Sir
I wrote recently about tubing suppliers as I wished to construct a home-brew log periodic array, because the purchase price of a ready built is too expensive.

 enclosed is a picture of the finished article cost approx £33.00 (Inc. mast), a similar aerial made by a manufacturer advertising in your magazine is cost at £85.00. Should other s.w.is be interested in experimentation or construction of log periodic arrays, I recommend the relevant section in the VHF Antenna Handbook (ISBN 088006-7144) which can be borrowed from your local library.

A. J. HARDING
STEVENAGE
HERTS

Sir
G. Hewlett, in his article 'Tuning in the 1930's' asks who or what was G5SW? Perhaps I can answer his question.

G5SW was a short wave transmitter that the Marconi Company were instructed to build by the BBC. It was situated at The Marconi Company's works at Chelmsford, and opened on 5 November 1927.

This transmitter remained in service until 17 December 1932, as the Empire Broadcasting Service opened on 9 December 1932. It is interesting to note that in July of the same year, low-definition television signals were transmitted from this station on a wavelength of 25 metres and these signals were received in Australia.

NORMAN E. PILGRIM
LEICESTER

IF YOU HAVE ANY POINTS OF VIEW THAT YOU WANT TO
AIR PLEASE WRITE TO THE EDITOR. IF YOUR LETTER IS
USED YOU WILL RECEIVE A £5 VOUCHER TO SPEND ON
ANY SWM SERVICE

The Editor reserves the right to shorten any letters for publication but will try not to alter their sense. Letters must be original and not have been submitted to other magazines.

Antenna Details
Forward gain: 13.5dBi Front to back: 15.0dBi SWR: 1.8:1
Freq coverage: 100 - 650MHz Vertical beam width: 60 deg. Impedance: 50 ohms
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Sir

Do you think that Tim Wright is trying to tell me something with his articles on the Eddystone 940? The 940 is my main receiver and I have two of them. The 940 was introduced about 1967 at around £135, and I purchased mine a couple of years later second-hand. It had, apparently, been used by an amateur transmitter, as a pair of wires had been attached to the stand-by switch, obviously to operate a relay. At that time it cost me £145 - a very good bargain indeed.

It is in constant use for around 10 hours a day, some 360 days of the year, in that time, apart from making three or four major valve changes, I have only had about five valves burn out. Other repairs required being a loose grub screw on the vernier scale and a similar adjustment to the grub screw of the theory great capacitor or two or three times.

The second 940 I bought for £25 to provide spare parts, and is actually in better condition than my "number one" set. It had been "out of order," but I found that the tuning coil inserts had been tampered with or removed. It has been brought back into partial service again.

I am still switching-on at 0400 UTC, with morning reception up to around 1030 UTC.

G E H WILLET

Sir

I have been very interested to read about Tim Wright's attempts to restore an ailing Eddystone 940 receiver. In my introduction to the now well-known G4DTG "Ultimate Hybrid" (Radio Communication, Dec 87 et seq.), I singled out this receiver as one of the all-time great achievements of exceptional performance despite its age and low intermediate frequency.

A simple test of the sensitivity of a receiver is one of the best diagnostic tools possible. Of course, it is not difficult to perform as follows. Disconnect the antenna and substitute a dummy load, e.g. a small 50-100 ohm resistor between the antenna socket and ground. Turn the a.f. gain to maximum and you should hear only receiver noise just disappears. Reconnect the antenna, remove the dummy load, and tune the set to an unused frequency. Any noise then emanating from the speaker must be antenna/cosmic noise. The louder it sounds, the better is the signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver. (The antenna should ideally present a 50-100 ohm impedance to the set.) If your receiver has no i.f./r.f. gain control then you should have bought one which has, since without one you cannot achieve an ideal gain distribution.

I would mention this test because the 940 passes it better than any other receiver I have tried provided one small modification is made: that is to remove the gain control line from the ECC189 r.f. amplifier. Disconnect the gain control line from R4 (150 ohm) and connect the bottom end of R4 to the chassis. The ECC189 produces exceptionally low noise but, unfortunately, the gain control reduces its gain earlier than that of V2, the 6BA6. The result is that the wanted signal, particularly if weak, is reduced more rapidly than receiver noise. This is of consequence in the 940 because it really has too much gain in the r.f. stages and should be operated with the r.f. gain backed well off and the a.f. gain set high. It is this excessive gain which causes frequency-pulling (actually "frequency-locking") which, despite careful design to obviate the problem, can only be expected.

However my suggested modification allows operation at reduced gain and immediately removes the problem. Although I agree that it is not good practice to apply a.g.c. to the mixer since it can alter possibly critical valve working points, its removal appears to have no effect on the pulling on strong signals. This seems to be due to some of the signal arriving at the local oscillator grid and causing it to "lock". I would warn 940 owners against diving into the receiver and replacing everything in sight. The 940 at this stage is still the only receiver to use original components except for one of the notorious screen-dropping resistors. I have tried valve replacement with no improvement, but I keep an eye on the general performance, re-aligning the set every few weeks. The practice of interchanging valves and changing circuits and alter the gain distribution. Extremely critical measurements would be needed, and complete realignment to decide whether valve was best. It looks, and sounds, as though it were from the factory. No leaky capacitors or faulty resistors have been detected. The low l.f. has caused no problems even at the highest frequencies and I believe that, with careful alignment, Eddystone's figure for image rejection can be bettered. The set is exceptionally stable, and dial accuracy incredibly good (although I, too, have fitted a very lightly-coupled buffer to drive a frequency counter).

Tim's fleeting reference to replacing all carbon resistors with metal film types might plunge the unsuspecting into many hours work. Most of them are totally inaccessible without taking the entire set apart, or cutting packs to pieces and I wonder if he actually attempted this task of micro-surgery. Also, I would not expect any significant improvement. With a non-ideal transformer, there are hardly any resistors in the signal path and most of those associated with the offending stages are solidly decoupled at r.f. Any improvement here is more likely to result from better thermal stability, but even this is difficult and where does one obtain 1W and 2W metal film resistors? It should also be mentioned that, as the mains transformer has 330V tapping, not 240V, all voltages will measure at least 5 per cent high and even 10 per cent in some places.

I would have liked to have seen further qualification of Tim's remarks concerning the tedious windings on the l.f. transformers. This is an established technique, not over-coupling the windings to broaden the response curve and seems to have no undesirable consequences.

Without wishing to sound too clever or hypercritical, I must add that I have never taken the "stenoide" circuit, almost certainly harmonic distortion into "phone" signals. The stenoide circuit attempts to restore tonal balance by removing the lower audio frequencies, but, at the same time, seems to emphasise the distortion products. In addition, tuning becomes extremely critical, demanding a much higher tuning ratio than the 940 possesses, and extreme frequency stability. If the receiver drifts into the sidebands the effect is nerve-grinding.

Tim's article is the first that I have ever seen on this receiver, although I have noticed since my original comments in Radio Communication that a few "wanted" adverts have appeared for it. It was my "control sampler" receiver during the development of the G4DTG "Ultimate Hybrid", while in practice both are limited by cosmic noise.

RAY HOWERGE GO4DTG CATERHAM SURREY
Solar Powered DMM

Whatever will they think of next? Solar powered calculators are quite commonplace but Universal Instruments have just introduced a pocket-size digital multimeter which uses solar power!

In case you are wondering what happens when you are deep in the dark and murky corners of your shack try throwing the voltage around a piece of sick gear, the HioKI 3242 has an internal rechargeable battery. You don’t even have to remember to leave the meter out of its case - the case is made from transparent vinyl so that the battery is recharged even when the meter is not in use. Presumably you have to remember not to put it away in a cupboard or drawer.

The HioKI 3242 is an auto-ranging instrument with a single rotary switch and a 3 1/2 digit liquid crystal display which shows, not only the measurement, but also the units and symbols along with polarity. All voltage ranges are fully protected to 50V and input impedances are greater than 10 megohms.

The instrument measures d.c. voltages from 0.1mV up to 500V in five ranges and with an accuracy of better than 1 per cent. Measurement of a.c. voltage is from 1mV to 500V in four ranges. Resistance is measured from 0.1 to 20 megohms in six ranges, along with both visual and audible continuity checking. All the resistance ranges are protected against voltages of up to 250V.

Measuring just 120 x 65 x 18mm including the fully enclosed test lead storage compartment and weighing in at around 110gm the HioKI 3242 costs $50.08 inc. VAT from Universal Instrument Services Ltd, Unit 62, GEC Site, Cambridge Road, Whetstone, Leicester LE8 5LH. Tel: (0533) 750123.

Peak Envelope Power Meter Kit

One of the most popular circuits designed by John Reiden GWS4AH and available, until about two years ago, at rallies and by mail order as a ready-made and tested p.c.b. was the peak envelope power (p.e.p.) meter.

Now arrangements have been made for Technical Software to produce the p.e.p. module. This board will convert any power meter to read p.e.p. instead of average power and is very easy to install and calibrate as well as being very effective and cheaper than paying a lot extra for a s.w.r. meter with a built-in p.e.p. capability.

The p.e.p. meter is an indispensable aid to the correct operation of an s.s.b. transmitter if you are to avoid overdriving the p.a. with consequent distortion and wide-band splatter.

The board is available, ready assembled and tested with mounting kit and full instructions for installation, calibration and use at a price of $12.00 inc. VAT and p&p from Technical Software, Fron, Upper Llandrindod, Caerphilly LL54 7ZF. Tel: (0226) 881886.

Godiva Award

The Coventry Amateur Radio Society have just introduced a new award which is available to all licensed operators and short wave listeners.

Called the Godiva Award, it is given for contacting G2ASF, G7ASF or any other special event station operated by Coventry Amateur Radio Society or at least two of their club members. You also have to work, or hear, a sufficient number of stations located within the City of Coventry boundaries to achieve the requisite number of points for the award. 20 points are required for any station located in the British Isles, 15 for other European stations and 10 points for stations outside Europe. You get 5 points for each CARs callsign worked or heard, 2 points for each CARs member worked or heard and 1 point for each Coventry station worked or heard. All contacts must have been heard after 1 January 1988 but there is no limit for the achievement of the award. Contacts via repeaters are not acceptable for the award.

The cost of the award, which is printed in three colours on high-quality paper for posting up on your shack wall, is $1.50. A full set of rules and further details are available, for a stamped addressed envelope, from J. Ward G4HHT, 3 Shirley Road, Coventry CV2 2EL

New Address for GB2ATG

Bob Andrews, who runs GB2ATG has moved. GB2ATG is one of the few amateur radio news broadcast services in the UK and Bob welcomes any item of amateur radio news for possible transmission by GB2ATG. Items of news about amateur radio data activity - RTTY, Amotor, packet and fax - are particularly welcome as GB2ATG is part of BARTG's service to its members.

GB2ATG is transmitted during the first and third Sunday of each month on 3.590, 14.090 and 144.600MHz. As it is operated by a group of volunteers its schedule is subject to change. However the most recent schedule is always published in Datacom, the quarterly journal which is sent to all BARTG members.

BARTG caters for all those who are interested in using data modes - RTTY, packet, Amotor and fax - with amateur radio and currently UK membership costs $8.00 per year. If you are into data communication then contact Mrs Pat Beedie GW6MJO, "Fynnnonias", Sailem, Llandello, Dyfed, SA19 7NP. Tel: (0558) 822266 who will send you forms and membership details.

Bob GB1IZZ is also looking for more amateurs to join his group of volunteers to transmit GB2ATG so if you are interested contact him at 52 Lint ridge Road, Erdington, Birmingham B23 7HX.

Connectors

If you are looking for low-cost, good-quality, audio connectors then Rendar of Bognor Regis have just added a useful range to their stock.

Jack sockets and plugs for general use in the three common sizes of 2.5, 3.5 and 6.3mm are available together with a gold-plated range for higher specification equipment use. Panel and p.c.b. mounting sockets are complemented by straight, right-angled and in-line plugs. DIN and Phono plugs and sockets in a comprehensive variety of body materials and designs are supplied. Connectors for d.c. power use are also included in the range. Other interesting items include a wide range of switches and audio cables.

For more information contact Gez Smith, Rendar Ltd, Durban Road, South Bersted, Bognor Regis, West Sussex PO22 9RL. Tel: (0243) 825811.
DTI Radiocommunications Division Information Sheets

The Radiocommunications Division of the Department of Trade and Industry has just issued three new Information Sheets.

The first one is the Current List of Information Documents. BR81 September 1988. This document gives you a complete list together with Information on how to order, of all the Information Sheets, Generic Publications, Licence Application Forms and Guidance Notes concerning the use of the radio spectrum.

The Radio User's Guide to the Law. BR97, is a new Information Leaflet which explains the regulations governing the use of radio equipment when it is used for civil communications in the UK.

Another new Information Leaflet is the General role of the Radio Investigation Service. BR98. This describes the role of the RIS and how to use it and includes a map of the UK showing the District Structure of the Service.

Radio Amateur Information Sheet No. 7. New Amateur Radio Licences. BR99, briefly deals with the recent major revision of the Amateur Radio Licence to be introduced on 1 January 1989.

These Information Leaflets are available free of charge from The Information and Library Service, Department of Trade and Industry, Radiocommunications Division, Room 405, Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo Road, London SE1 8UA. You can also use their 24 hour Answerphone Ordering Service on 01-215 2072.

Cat's Wiskers Certificate

North Cheshire Radio Club are running their "Cat's Wiskers" award for received Morse at speeds of 14, 18, 26 and 30 w.p.m. Stations can, of course, pick any, or all of the above speeds and those who have just passed the Morse test can start at 14 w.p.m. and work their way up.

The starting date was Sunday 25 September 1988 on Top Band around 1,820MHz and on 2 metres 144MHz after the Slow Morse broadcast by the RSG. Approximate starting time is 7.30 p.m. clock time.

Your "Cat's Wisker" text should be sent, together with 50p to cover postage and packing, to North Cheshire RC, Morely Green Social Club, Mobyboat Road, Morley Green, Wilmslow SK9 5NT or you can deliver it personally.

Opening up the Millimetric Wavebands

The section of the radio frequency spectrum above 30GHz will bring a communications boom if industry grasps the opportunity, according to the DTI's consultative document The Use of the Radio Frequency Spectrum above 30GHz.

The DTI sees enormous potential for new types of services not yet catered for which will be made possible by exploiting the different propagation characteristics of these frequencies. Short-range television, very fast data transmission, cable-less internal telephone systems, electronic funds transfer at point of sale (EFTPOS), communications between buildings in line of sight and mobile services such as route guidance for vehicles or portable telephones are among the ideas being suggested. The DTI is calling for responses from users, potential users and industry on how best to exploit this opportunity to be sent to them by 31 December 1988.

At present there are but a few areas of this vast spectrum actually allocated or being used. Among these allocations are several amateur bands which, for obvious reasons, are rather empty at present. In the past, however, radio amateurs have paved the way to the opening up of frequencies which had been deemed impossible to use. Perhaps history will repeat itself here.

A maximum practical range of up to 10 to 15km for these frequencies would seem to be a disadvantage. However, for certain types of services this short range could be turned to advantage, allowing re-use of frequency allocations at short distances, increasing the information carrying capacity of the bands over the country as a whole.

Telecommunications policy allows short telephone links between buildings of the same business across gaps such a roads and line-of-sight millimetre links could provide this connection very effectively at a cost probably considerably lower than providing a wired or optical fibre link. Only a simple annual licence fee would be payable for the use of the frequency.

Industry Minister Robert Atkins said: "Efficient communications are so important to success that every new sector of industry and commerce is likely to find uses for this new area of the spectrum. I welcome publication of the report and I want to see imaginative schemes being put to us so that the Government can play its full role.

If we are to see the maximum benefit to suppliers and users of millimetre waveband equipment, we need to begin the process of collaboration between these groups at the earliest possible time. We need to identify as many uses as possible and approach their implementation in an orderly manner.

"There is also a need to co-ordinate European harmonisation of frequency allocations within the range and the sooner we in the UK get our act together, the better the chance we have of taking a lead in the discussions now starting in Europe."

Copies of the consultative document are available from the The Information and Library Service, Department of Trade and Industry, Radiocommunications Division, Room 405, Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo Road, London SE1 8UA. You can also use their 24 hour Answerphone Ordering Service on 01-215 2072.

Science Museum Radio Station GB2SM

The Science Museum in London has its own amateur radio station which operates under the special event callsign GB2SM. Here Geoff Volter G3JUL is seen at the console talking on the 144MHz band to the Rt. Hon. Cecil Parkinson MP during his visit to RSG Headquarters in Potters Barr on 9 September 1988.
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Catalogues

A large number of catalogues are sent into the office covering all manner of items, interesting, useful and otherwise! Some of those received recently and which I felt are of interest are described here.

**Tandy**
The Tandy 1988-89 Electronics Catalogue is now available free from your local Tandy Store. The catalogue contains a full section by section show-case guide to the complete Tandy range of electronic goods.

- The 140 pages, in full colour, details the main features of the products which include audio and hi-fi equipment, radios and televisions, electronic toys and games and the Tandy Computers range of IBM PC compatible computers and peripherals.

- If you have difficulty in locating your copy write direct to InterTAN UK Ltd, Tandy Centre, Leamore Lane, Wallsall, West Midlands WS2 7PS.

**BareNco**
This catalogue, issue 6, gives details of a comprehensive range of antenna mast support hardware, connectors and cables.

- If you need any parts for your antenna mast, r.f. feeder cables or connectors then you need this small booklet. It will cost you 20p from BARENCO, 27 Park Road, Barnstone, Notts. NG13 9JF. Tel: (0949) 60607.

**Global Specialties**
This is the most comprehensive catalogue ever produced by Global Specialties. The 32-page booklet is entitled The Album and features the full range of products offered by the company including oscilloscopes, signal sources, power supplies, safety testers and voltage monitors, prototyping and training equipment and a wide range of logic test products and analysers. Information is also provided on wattmeters and multi-meters with a special section on frequency and time measurement counters and capacitance meters.

- The Album is available from Global Specialties, 2nd Floor, 2-10 St. Johns Street, Bedford MK42 0DH.

**Greenweld**
The 1989 Catalogue from Greenweld is the biggest they have ever produced. Inside its 100 pages you will find a wide range of electronic components - everything from plain resistors to complex instruments and audio equipment.

- If you are into home construction then you really must get a copy of this catalogue. It will cost you £1.00 from Greenweld Electronics Ltd, 443L Millbrook Road, Southampton SO1 0HX. Tel: (0703) 772501.

**Whinston**
The latest edition of The Whinston Catalogue has just arrived. Known as "The Cat" by regular customers this one is No 121 September 1988 and is an indispensensible item if you are into home construction - or even car maintenance, d.i.y. or, dare I mention it, model engineering.

- Full of items such as nuts and bolts, bearings, electrical items, raw materials such as alloy tube and rod, tools and a whole host of other goodies too numerous to mention - both new or surplus - you can get your free copy by writing to K.R Whinston Ltd, New Mills, Stockport SK12 4PT or phoning their 24 hour Answerphone service on (0663) 42028.

Low Frequency Antenna System

There is a demand for a simple, low-cost, l.f. antenna capable of being erected in the confines of the modern garden. Many stations make do with end-fed wires with an a.u.u. but such antennas can give rise to interference problems and in general are poor performers.

- Waters & Stanton have introduced their solution to the problem in the form of the LF-8040 dipole kit. This is an 3.5/7MHz (80/40m) dipole with a total length of about 21.3m. This length can be reduced by dropping the ends or installing it as an Inverted "V" system.

- The kit comprises a pair of 50OHM traps together with a dipole 50239 centre piece, end insulators, wire and full instructions. The completed antenna operates as an efficient dipole on both bands and can be used without an a.u.u. The feed impedance is 50ohms and by the use of the special coils the size has been reduced to about half-size on the 3.5MHz (80m) band. Price is £29.00 plus £1.00 p&p. from Waters & Stanton Electronics, 18-20 Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel: (0702) 206635.
GRASSROOTS

Lorna Mower

Poole RAS have a Review meeting and videos on November 25. Meet in Commander's House, Constitution Hill Road, Poole, Dorset at 7.30pm. Dave Mason G3PFM on Poole 674539.

Loughton & District ARS meet in Room 20, Loughton Hall, Rectory Lane, 7.45pm. November 4 is Club Social including the Film Show. John Ray G8DZV on Loughton 3434 after 7pm.

Yevoli ARC have the Full Wave Dipole G3MMV on November 3, Zener Diode Voltage Stabiliser G3MYM on the 10th. Product Detectors G3VMY on the 17th and a Natter Night on the 24th. Thursdays, 7.30pm at the Recreation Centre, Childwall. David Railway G4NHM at 7 Thatcham Close. Yevoli BA21 3BZ.

East Lancashire ARC have a Home Construction on November 1. 1st & last Tuesdays, 7.30pm at the Conservative Club, Castleton Street, Blackburn. Philip Drew G1CPR on Accrington 32936.

Grafton RS have RFI in Industry G3XE on October 28 and Night on the Air on November 11. 2nd & 4th Fridays, Holy Trinity Church Hall, Stapleton Hall Road. Todd G0UZ on Southport 8155.

Wakefield & District RS meet Tuesdays, 8pm in Ossett Community Centre, Prospect Road. November 1 is Practical Evening, the 8th a Pig & Pea Supper at G4OWV and the 15th is Members on the Air h.t. Contest by John Roberts G1WKF at 1 Pontefract Place, Gartforth, W Yorks LS25 2NL. Brethurst & TS meet Tuesdays, 8pm at Rudge Wood Community Centre, Parkwood Green, Rainham. November 3/17 are Natter Nights, the 10th is Simple RX by G3GJU and the 24th a Construction Contest. Trevor Cannon G0LYW on Medway 32153.

South Manchester RAS have Halloween f.d. Contest on October 28. Visit to TV Switching Centre on November 4 and their Annual Dinner on the 11th. Fridays, 8pm in Sale Moor Community Centre, Norris Road. David Holland G3WFT on Sale 1837.

Midland ARS have MAXPACK demo (provisional) on November 15. Tuesdays 7.30pm, classes from 7pm. Unit 16, 60 Regent Place, B'ham. Wednesdays is Morse. Thursdays is On the Air. Tom Brady G6GGA on 021-357 1924.

Mid-Warwickshire ARS meet 2nd & 4th Tuesdays. 8pm in St. John's Ambulance HG, 61 Emscote Road. November 8 is Video Night RGB and the 22nd is Technical Topics by members. Peter Brown G0HIH on 0603 370.

Derby & District ARS meet Wednesdays, 7.30pm at 119 Green Lane. November 2 is a Junk Sale. Kevin Jones G4FMY on Derby 669157.

Wirral ARS meet 1st & 3rd Wednesdays at Arpley Farm, Arpley Park, Wirral. Natter Nights Tuesday 2nd is a Chairman's Night. Brian G8LBK on Wallasey 1346.

Both & District ARS have VHF Night on November 9 and a talk on the 23rd. Alternate Wednesdays, 8pm at the Englishcombe Inn, Englandcombe Lane. Eric Otter G0EVE on Combe Down 832156.

Cheshunt & District AR meet Wednesdays, 6pm in the Church Room, Church Lane, Werrington. November 9/23 are Natter Nights and the 2nd is a talk by G3OUP. Peter Davies G1KAQ on Lea Valley 769630.

Wimbledon & District AR have Weather Satellites G4CYE on October 28 and The Noise Bridge and Its Use G3OWW on November 11. 2nd & last Fridays, 7.30pm in St Andrews Church Hall, Herbert Road. Tom Mansfield G3EHS on 01-4921418.

Norfolk ARC meet Wednesdays, 7.30pm in The Norfolk Dumpling, The Livestock Market, Harford. November 2/16 are Informals, the 3rd is Visits to TV Studios in the TV City video and the 23rd is G3AMF on Early days of SB.

Chelmsford ARS have a annual Junk Sale on November 1. 1st Tuesdays, 7.30pm at Marconi College, Arbour Lane. Roy Martin G3PMX on Chelmsford 35221 Ext. 3815.

Workshop ARS have Nighters on November 1/15 and Call my Buff (Mattby visit Workshop) on the 8th. Meet Tuesday, time and place from Mr C. G. Gee G4ZUN on Workshop 486614.

Vale of Evesham RAC meet 1st & 3rd Thursdays. Ann Josh and Terry (both from Shipston) on the 15th. Howells ARS meet 1st & 3rd Thursdays. 7pm in the Shipston Arms. November 7 is a Quiz Night and the 22nd another Natter Night. Meet at The Edge of the World by G4WBR. Mike G4UXC on Evesham 831508.

Thompson & District AR have a Quiz Night on November 8 and Natter Night on the 22nd. Meeting place and time from H. Cromack G0FAT on Thornton 411062.

Acton, Brentford & Chiswick ARC have trips to Korea G3XPC on November 16. Alternate Tuesday, 7.30pm at the Chiswick Town Hall, High Road. W. G. Dyer G3GEH on Acton 3778.

Verulam ARC meet 2nd & 4th Tuesdays. 7.30pm at the RAE Association HG, New Kent Road. November 8 is on Activity Evening and on the 22nd the Club holds its annual Great Egg Race - an interclub event. Mike G4YJG on St. Albans 59316.

Reading & District AR have Berkshire Downs Repeaters by G4CCC/G8DO on November 8. The 22nd is their AGM. Alternate Tuesdays, 8pm at the White Horse Pub, Emmer Green. Mike Anthony G4THH on Reading 774042.
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Listen to the World on the
HF-125 SHORT WAVE RECEIVER

The HF-125 short wave receiver was conceived, designed and is "Made in Britain" for the DX enthusiast. Its ability to perform on a crowded band with strong adjacent stations was a major consideration in its design. The HF-125 is also easy to use, the controls being simple and sensible. Essential bandwidth filters which are often options on other equipment are fitted as standard. Unnecessary frills are not included and their omission is deliberate. The result is an affordable receiver.

The HF-125 has continuous coverage from 30kHz to 30MHz. Operating modes are AM, USB, LSB and CW. An optional board (D-125) adds FM and Synchronous AM. The HF-125 comes complete with a comprehensive range of bandwidths. For the Morse enthusiast a 400Hz audio filter is included as standard.

Operating the HF-125 is refreshingly simple. The controls are logical in use and a large back-lit liquid crystal displays the operating frequency.

Two buttons, one marked up, the other down, select the correct megahertz and you tune to the required frequency using a large heavy knob with a thoughtfully provided finger recess. The tuning rates relate to a simple design concept of two stations per knob revolution on each mode. As well as providing the optimum tuning rate whilst you are carefully looking for a weak signal, the HF-125 automatically increases its stepping increment as the knob rotation speed increases. The result is an extra rapid frequency shift to a new part of the band. There is also an optional keypad controller (K-125) for even quicker frequency selection.

To further enhance reception other facilities are included. A noise blanker is permanently in circuit to deal with vehicle ignition interference. 20 dB of attenuation can be switched in when required and an HF or LF cut control can be applied to the audio output. The HF-125 provides its owner with outstanding performance.

Connections are included for both 50 and 600 ohm impedance aerials (SO-239 and a terminal block). The receiver has jack sockets on the rear panel, one for an external loudspeaker and the other for tape recording. The HF-125 operates from 12 volts DC and, as such, is suitable for use from an external battery whilst caravanning or boatling. For home use an AC mains adapter is supplied with the receiver. For truly portable listening, in the garden or on a hilltop, an internal rechargeable battery, charger and active whip aerial option (P-125) is available as well as a tough protective carrying case with shoulder strap (C125). Operation on a fully charged Nicad pack is around 10 hours.

Compact and lightweight, the HF-125 is 255mm wide, 100mm high and 200mm deep, a portable high performance short wave receiver.

HF125..........................£375.00 inc VAT, carriage £8.00
D125............................£59.50 inc VAT, carriage £1.00
K125..............................£59.50 inc VAT, carriage £1.00
P125..............................£69.51 inc VAT, carriage £2.50
C125..............................£23.85 inc VAT, carriage £2.50

FREE

Send 50p to cover the postage and we will send you, by return of post, your FREE copy of "THE LISTENER'S GUIDE" (2nd edition), a commonsense look at radio listening on the LF, MF and HF bands. Its unique style will, I am sure, result in a "good read" but underneath the humour lies a wealth of experience and expertise. You will also receive detailed leaflets on our range of receivers and a copy of our current price list.

LOWE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE Telephone 0629 580800 (4 lines) Fax 580020 Telex 377482
Shops in GLASGOW Telephone 041 945 2626, DARLINGTON Telephone 0325 486121, CAMBRIDGE Telephone 0223 311230,
CARDIFF Telephone 0222 464154, LONDON Telephone 01 429 3256, BOURNEMOUTH Telephone 0202 577760
All branches are closed all day Monday.
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When the archaeologists of the future unearth our civilisation they will have a good idea of our culture from the stamps they find.

Amateur radio operators have repeatedly been honoured by having stamps issued highlighting their hobby. And why not?

When you hear some of the stories about the deeds of some amateurs you know that these “badges of honour” are well deserved. Like the New Orleans radio amateur who, on hearing a Columbia emergency call asking for a snake serum, relayed the call so that the serum could be sent from Miami, saving a boy’s leg from being amputated, or helping to save a whaling vessel crew which had struck an iceberg in the Arctic; or the Canadian operator helping to rescue four soldiers in Manitoba 2400km away.

Pioneers

Stamps commemorate the handful of pioneers in 1901 who, inspired by Marconi, the father of wireless communications, grew into an international fraternity with half-a-million members.

Those were the days when all transmitting and receiving apparatus had to be assembled by hand with few books and no magazines available on the subject.

Remember, it was an amateur who helped track the first man-made satellite, who discovered the value of short waves and who opened the way to TV and v.h.f. f.m. broadcasting.

The wartime stamps are well deserved because World War II saw over 25,000 “hams” in uniform designing “comms” equipment, setting up global networks and manning radar installations. They were indeed valuable wartime assets.

Israel honoured its amateur radio operators in 1987. The Palestine Radio Club was organised during the British Mandate and eventually became the Radio Amateur Association of Israel. These amateurs played an important role in laying the foundations of the Army Signal Corps, as well as the civilian communications network during the early years of the state of Israel. The association has 900 members, 700 of which hold official licences.

Ascension Island issued a stamp in 1982 showing King George V making his first BBC Christmas Radio Broadcast to the Empire, something which has since become a Commonwealth tradition.

Amateur Equipment

A variety of old amateur equipment is portrayed on some stamps adding to the collectable quality of such stamps. Even Disney’s Chip and Dale get into the act on a Bhutan stamp, featured on the cover, celebrating the “History of Communications”.

Ever since 1840, when the postage stamp originated in England, postal authorities throughout the world have marked great milestones in science, medicine, arts and history by issuing special stamps. Those receiving such an accolade have earned a permanent niche in world history, for stamps never perish.

If you want to start your own collection, consult a stamp catalogue in your local library (Scotts, Gibbons or Minkus). They list and/or illustrate all stamps with their official number and current value. The catalogues are revised annually to include all new stamps and price changes.

Subscribe to a good weekly stamp newspaper (Linn’s), also available at most libraries. Search their advertisements for dealers who specialise in the country whose stamps you are after.

New Issues

You can also subscribe to a “new-issue” service in which you will be sent all “ham” stamp issues as they are released.

Visit a local stamp shop. They may have a good selection or be able to fill in the blank spaces. Used stamps are cheaper than mint.

Storage

Stamps should be stored in 3-ring plastic sheets, with windows, to protect the stamps from humidity, dust and creasing. They can be kept in a loose-leaf notebook.

Profits

The greatest profits lie in stamps with printing errors. A man in London went into his local Post Office for a sheet of 100 stamps priced at 9p each. When he got home he found that no price had been printed on them. A stamp shop later bought the sheet from him for £600.

In 1918, the US airmail stamp of the Jenny plane was printed upside down. A sheet of 100 were purchased at a Post Office window. Recently, one of those stamps was sold at auction for $100,000.

Newsletters

Some amateur radio club newsletters have regular columns dealing with philately, while others in countries such as Canada, Sweden, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Berlin, East Germany, Bulgaria, Belgium and Portugal, carry stamp news over the airwaves.

As an amateur, it should be easy for you to ask other ham-philatelists in foreign countries to send whatever stamps commemorating amateur radio their country has issued to add to your collection. Perhaps you could even trade your own duplicates in this manner.

Rewarding

Just as few hobbies are more rewarding and utilitarian than amateur radio, with its friends, fun and excitement, philately lets you combine your original hobby with a secondary one to give you twice the interest.

Tune in and see.
Remove the a.f. input terminals with the wiring to them on the back of the chassis and fit two BNC sockets in their place. One is to enable a digital frequency counter to be driven from the L.O. and is connected via a small 2.2pF capacitor in series with a 50Ω resistor to the grid of the triode section of V3 (pin 9) using RG174 coaxial cable. The other is for an i.f. output to drive other equipment and is connected via a 10pF 250V capacitor to V7 pin 7, again using RG174 coaxial cable.

The network (C107, R70, T1) feeding the PHONES socket on the front panel is removed and the socket rewired across the 2.5Ω winding of the output transformer for use with low-impedance phones. The loudspeaker terminals are removed and two ⅛ inch jack sockets fitted in their place. One of these is wired directly across the 2.5Ω windings of the output transformer. The other is connected to the “Tape monitor” output in Fig. 3.1 A 2W 30Ω resistor is soldered across the secondary terminals of the output transformer to prevent it “singing” when there is no load across it.

Squelch Circuit

The squelch circuit (Fig. 3.1) is built on a tagstrip which is attached to the rear bracket of the selectivity switch (S2). Remove the noise blanker front panel switch — it never was very effective — and fit the 10kΩ potentiometer used to set the squelch level (Set trip). This modification is great when you are monitoring an empty frequency, waiting for a transmission, as it removes unwanted background noise — very useful if you do a lot of listening on the aircraft or marine bands.

Stenode Modifications

Part of the stenode circuit modifications have already been detailed in Part 2. These concerned alterations to the switching arrangements of S2 around the crystal XL1. To complete the stenode modification cut the connection between the wiper of the AF GAIN control RV3 and the grid of V8A (pin 2). A parallel RC combination (2.2Ω & 150pF) is inserted as shown in Fig. 3.1. The rear section of the SELECTIVITY switch (S2c) is wired so that in the MIN position this RC combination is shorted out.

Antenna Sockets

I replaced the antenna and earth terminals with two 75Ω BNC sockets and a sub-miniature toggle switch used to earth the A2 socket for unbalanced use. A 10nF 250V blocking capacitor allows for d.c. voltages on the antenna feeder such as might be used to remote-tune Varicaps on a loop antenna. Two 10kΩ bypass resistors from each input provide a discharge path for rain static.

T. J. Wright G1BCR/G9BZW

The final part of this series covers modifications to add a tape monitor, local oscillator output to drive a digital frequency display and a useful squelch circuit. The stenode modifications are also completed. Finally, some performance figures are given.

Mains Voltage

In areas like mine, where the mains voltage is often above 240V, the mains transformer core losses, and heater voltages, can be lowered a few per cent. This can be achieved by putting the unused low voltage winding on the transformer in series with the neutral leg. Make sure it is wired the right way round, series adding, or it will make matters worse. Check this by measuring the output from the transformer, before and after the modification.

Dial Markings

If you wish, remove the dial glass and, using a water-soluble ink to allow for alterations, underline the various frequency allocation, e.g. broadcast in red, marine in blue, aircraft in green and amateur in black. This makes rapid band searching much easier.

Leave the set running continuously for at least a week to allow the components to settle down and give it a reliability test. Finally do a complete and thorough realignment as described in the Service Manual and test the performance.

Results

The end result is, I feel, well worth the effort spent. Since completion my 940 is rarely turned off, so that I don’t have drift problems after turn-on, or surges causing premature failure. It has been in use now for over twelve months, given me much enjoyment and proved very reliable.

Performance

The overall performance of the receiver is shown in the charts. However, there is a discrepancy in noise figure, taken at 20kHz. One value (7dB) was obtained by taking the equivalent noise bandwidth from the i.f. curve (5kHz) and using a c.w. signal to double the noise output; the other (6dB) by a direct method, irrespective of bandwidth, using a thermal noise source. The most likely reason for this difference is local oscillator sidebands having the effect of increasing the bandwidth. Another possibility is inaccuracies in the equipment used in the test set-up.

While listening to the Eddystone on 5MHz, a Drake 150W transmitter was in use on 3.5MHz, the antennas being some 15m apart; this did not seem to have any detrimental effect on the receiver. Out of curiosity an oscilloscope was connected to the antenna socket of the receiver and about 1.5V of r.f. at 3MHz was noted — thus demonstrating the need for good r.f. selectivity in some situations.

Noise

The receiver has enough sensitivity as the output of antenna background noise will exceed internally generated noise, even on
a small antenna. The system is therefore externally noise limited so no further improvement is possible, unless the shape factor of the i.f. passband is reduced or improved, or an antenna with some directivity is employed.

The work suggested here should only be carried out by those with a sound knowledge of radio, or by others prepared to write off the set! The relevant manuals must be obtained from the manufacturer, and of course this type of restoration work could equally apply to other secondhand receivers.

I have refurbished many different models of Eddystone and other similar communications receivers, and am willing to advise anyone contemplating or involved in such an undertaking.

---

**Abbreviations**

- a.f. = audio frequency
- BNC = type of coaxial socket
- c.w. = continuous wave (Morse)
- dB = decibel
- i.f. = intermediate frequency
- l.o. = local oscillator
- nF = nanofarad
- pF = picofarad
- r.f. = radio frequency

**Performance**

- Minimum detectable signal: -129dBm (0.9μV)
- Minimum usable signal: -117dBm
- S/N (NAD): 6 or 7dB
- Noise figure (see text): 7dB
- Third order intermodulation distortion (see Note 1): 9dB
- Fx ± 20kHz: 7dB
- Fx ± 100kHz: 5dB
- Fx ± 200kHz: 1dB
- 1dB gain compression (1kHz separation at 20MHz): -1dB
- Selectivity: 6dB above noise floor
- -6dB ± 2kHz
- -60dB ± 8kHz
- Image rejection: > -110dB at 2MHz
- -70dB at 10MHz
- -40dB at 20MHz

**Notes:**

1. Spurious free dynamic range for spurious products 3dB over noise floor.
As this is being written we are but a few days away from the date on which the United States Armed Forces Radio and TV Service is due to leave the short wave broadcasting bands. AFRS programming was carried over the facilities of the Voice of America which rented the time to AFRS. An increase in those fees is blamed for the loss of AFRS on short wave.

At this point it is generally expected that a great hue and cry will be raised when the world public finds out AFRS is no longer available to them since the AFRS audience includes untold numbers of non-military, non-US citizens around the globe. Many felt that AFRS, with its string of domestic network news feeds, pop music and play-by-play sports gave a better "feel" for life in the US than other stations in America.

Readers who want to appeal for a return of AFRS to short wave may write letters to the following. The Chairman, House Foreign Affairs Committee, 2534 Rayburn House Office Building, Washington DC 20515 and Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations Committee, SR-335 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington, DC 20510. Also to Lt. Col. Thomas Hanen, AFIS/AFRTS, 601 North Fairfax, Suite 360, Alexandria VA 22314 and to Mr. Charles Z. Wick, Director, US Information Agency, 301 Fourth Street, NW, Washington DC 20547. If enough letters are received perhaps this valuable source of short wave programming can be returned to the airwaves.

**WWCR Nashville**

WWCR, the new US short wave station based in Nashville, Tennessee, had to delay its planned September start-up. But if the new intentions went according to schedule it should be on the air about now. Actually, the revised start date was January 2. Check 7520 and 15690 for this one's appearance. Reception reports may be sent to 3314 West End Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee, 37203.

WRNO in New Orleans, through its sales representative for religious programming, Pierce International Communications, is offering a special edition QSL card for reception reports on any one of some 40 different commercial religious broadcasts aired on WRNO each week. If you verify at least 20 of these programs you can get what Pierce terms a "very special QSL card." Reception reports may be sent to Pierce International Communications at 10021 Torre Ave., Suite 320, Cupertino, CA 95014.

**Radio Kek'chi**

In Guatemala, Radio Kek'chi on 4845 has matched an increased operating schedule to a new 5 kilowatt transmitter with the result being much improved reception in North America. Indeed, Kek'chi dominates the frequency leaving the normally strong Brazilian there completely unheard. The former 0100 sign off now is at 0400 or even later. The programmes include many in the Kek'chi Indian language, religious songs and the like.

In Costa Rica, Radio For Peace International (RFPI) was using two new frequencies during the summer and fall months - 13660 in the 22 metre band was active from 0100 to 1000 and 21555 from 1800 to 0000 during the weekdays. The 22 metre band was reported by some to suffer from jamming. That wasn't noted in several checks at our midwest US location and it's difficult to see who would want to jam this station or why.

**Colombia**

Colombia has seen some fresh broadcasting activity on short wave of late. New is La Voz del Rio Arauca, a member of the Radio Cadena Nacional (RCN) network, broadcasting on 4896 from the town of Arauca. The call letters on short wave are HJR and the transmitter runs 3 kilowatts. Sign on is at 1000. The station's address is Calle 16 con Carreras 20 y 21, Arauca, Colombia.

Caracol Bogota now occupies 4755 24 hours per day. Some ten years back this frequency was used by Emisoras Nueva Mundo and the new activity is really the same station but using the Caracol network designation, as does Caracol Neiva on 4945. The two frequencies often carry the same programming from Caracol.

Radio Super in Bogota, main station of the Super Network has beenreactivated on its former 6035 frequency.

A rare Chilean station has been heard by a few North American DXers recently and perhaps will be logged by a few more if its frequency of 6030 is emptied of AFRS and the VOA does not place another service there. The station is Radio Santa Maria from Coyhaique, scheduled from 1000 sign on to 0400 close.

The Voice of Nicaragua is using 6100 again instead of its more often used 6015 frequency. The station airs two hours of English per evening (except Sundays) at 0200 and 0500.

In Venezuela there are reports of three stations planning to broadcast on short wave, though none have yet appeared. They are Radio Alto Lano on 5010 from Santa Barbara de Barinas; Radio Continental de Barinas to be at 4940 and Radio Cristobal at San Cristobal which says it will use 9570.

A number of DXers have complained about the frequent refusal of the Falkland Island Broadcasting Service to issue QSLs, even for highly detailed reports. An easier route may be to log the British Forces Broadcasting Service's programming on the FIBS transmitter and then send the report to FIBS, PO Box 1234, London W2. Most of BBS has been much kinder with replies. The FIBS 3368 frequency carries BBS programming at all hours of the day except from 1000 to 1215 and 1730 to 2130 when the programme are those of FIBS.

**HCJB in Hawaii**

Look for some short wave broadcasting activity from Hawaii a couple of years from now. HCJB (Quito, Ecuador) has applied to the American Federal Communications Commission for a license to build a station in the Hawaiian Islands. The station would improve HCJB's coverage of Asia. Most North American DXers look upon Hawaii (and Alaska, for that matter) as separate "radio countries".

**DX Publications**

Two limited circulation DX publications based in North America - Fine Tuning and Numero Uno - recently organised a joint committee tasked with several assignments. These include attempting to get the broadcasting administrations or private stations in countries not now using short wave to consider the advantage of adding a short wave service, encouraging stations which do not have schedules which make them hearable in North America to make one-time schedule adjustments or special broadcasts and other special on-the-air events. The committee, as yet without a formal name, is already working on some projects and seeks ideas and suggestions along the lines sketched above. Send your comments and suggestions to Mr. Richard D'Angelo, 2216 Burket Drive Wyomissing, Pennsylvania 19100.

**Frendx**

The North American Shortwave Association (NASWA) has long been the largest club on the continent and deals exclusively with short wave broadcast listening and DXing. The club's bulletin, Frendx, is undergoing something of a facelift under a new editorial committee and has included some excellent articles over recent months. Sample copies can be had by sending $2 to NASWA, 46 Wildflower Road, Levittown, PA 19057.

We are out of room for this time. Please send your comments in care of Short Wave Magazine. Be assured that your letters are very welcome. Until next time, best wishes from North America!
**NEW BEARCAT**

**IT'S HERE AT LAST!**

Bearcat's latest high technology scanner is now available in this country. It covers 10* mtr, 6* mtr, Airband, High Band, UHF and 950MHz. The UBC 200XT is the hand held scanner with the latest facilities - 850-950MHz in 12kHz steps, 200 memories in 10 Banks. Super LCD Backlight for discreet listening in the dark, detachable Nicad power pack & charger @ £240.00 (E5.00 P&P).

**ONLY LIMITED STOCKS AVAILABLE**

OUR NEXT DELIVERY IS IN TWO MONTHS

*May vary*

---

**END OF SEASON SALE WHILE STOCKS LAST**

**TRANSCIEVERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu FT757GX HF 100W</td>
<td>£599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu FT726H VHF-45W</td>
<td>£196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenpro + KT2003E VHF HF/H</td>
<td>£169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTX1600 VHF-HF/H</td>
<td>£196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MOBILES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu FT218H 45W 2M Mobile with FREE 1/4 WAVE ANT</td>
<td>£1349.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu FT218H NEW 45W 2M Mobile OVS feature or LOGIC</td>
<td>£1399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM IC-240E 2M Mobil</td>
<td>£1500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu FRG9500 Short Wave 100 MHz-300MHz, all MODE + Memo</td>
<td>£159.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu FRG9500U-FR9580 as above with WAF Cover Fitted</td>
<td>£279.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icom SR 71 Tap &amp; Grade Communicate sets from</td>
<td>£329.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu FRG9600 VHF Hand Scanner classic</td>
<td>£379.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony SW10 Short Wave Receiver</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Many more makes and models in stock - PLEASE CALL FOR PRICES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ROYAL 1300 WIDEBAND DISCONE**

Following the huge success and popularity of the 25-1200MHz wideband discone antenna - Icom AH 7000 & Velco - Diamond D101 with transmit facilities on VHF-UHF amateur bands, Raycom decided to persuade a UK manufacturer to make a "BRITISH COPY" at a very competitive price!

COMPLETE WITH PROFESSIONAL CABLE & CONNECTORS AT ONLY £65.00

**ORDERING INFORMATION**

**ALL PRODUCTS ARE IN STOCK**

**ALL MINE NEW ORDER DEPARTMENT CAN NOW DESPATCH MANY ITEMS SAME DAY BUT IT MAY TAKE UP TO 14 DAYS TO DELIVER. ORDER early!**

**PLEASE INCLUDE CARRIAGE AND STATE YOUR PHONE NUMBER AND NUMBER OF D O C U M E N T S OVER £75.00 CARRIAGE FREE. PLEASE ALLOW TIME FOR PERSONAL CHEQUES TO CLEAR, PLEASE CALL BEFORE ORDERING AND FOR MORE INFORMATION.**

**PLEASE TEL: 021 544 6767**

**RAYCOM LIMITED**

FOR THE BEST IN AMATEUR RADIO

**NEW INFOLINE 0836 282228 available 5-9pm (weekdays only)**

**THROUGH YOUR CONTINUOUS AND VALUED CUSTOM, RAY WITHERS COMMUNICATIONS LTD HAS MOVED AND EXPANDED TO ENABLE US TO OFFER YOU EVEN BETTER SERVICE AND PRICES - STAY WITH THE RAYCOM FAMILY - BEST EQUIPMENT, BEST SERVICE, BEST PRICES, BEST BACK-UP, AND PLENTY OF PARKING FACILITIES AND EASIER TO GET TO! WE NOW BOAST THE BEST CENTRAL FACILITIES IN THE COUNTRY, WHY NOT POP ALONG AND SEE THE LATEST TRANSCIEVERS, SHORTWAVE/SCANNING RECEIVERS AND ACCESSORIES? MOST OTHER PRODUCTS ADVERTISED IN THIS MAGAZINE ARE AVAILABLE AT RAYCOM, AND DON'T FORGET OUR EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS AND MODIFICATIONS!**
Lattice masts can be divided into two distinct categories: fixed and tilt-over. The former type is made up of sections, typically 3m in length, and the total height of the structure is determined by how many sections are bolted together. During the construction of the tower, the lower section is normally bolted to a firm foundation and the structure is then assembled vertically. For the amateur, this is fine provided vertigo is not a problem.

Tilt-over towers usually consist of several telescopic sections, thus allowing the structure to be extended, at will, to various heights. Generally speaking, a single winch is used for extending the mast and also for providing the lifting (tilt-over) facility for maintenance and access to the antennas. Tilt-over can only be effected with the lattice sections retracted. This type of mast is available from several manufacturers and is popular with many radio amateurs. A variety of height options are available and some designs of 18m and under are freestanding and do not require the complexity of guy-lines, etc. Various types of mounting posts are available too. Some of the smaller mast systems do not even require a concrete foundation.

**Advantage**

One bid advantage of a lattice structure over a pole mast is the improvement in accessibility. In the case of a fixed mast, it may be climbed to gain access to the rotor and the various antennas, although with a tilt-over type this may be carried out in complete safety at ground level.

The latter type can also be retracted during periods of inclement weather such as gales or heavy thunderstorms; most systems can be lowered manually within minutes by only one person. The fact that the smaller systems do not require guy-lines means that the system is more likely to meet approval from the planning authorities and the neighbours, but you must be prepared to spend a few hundred pounds for this privilege.

**Home-made Mast**

Some years ago, the authors and a couple of colleagues were able to obtain a number of second-hand triangular lattice sections at a cost of virtually next-to-nothing. The lattice sections were fabricated from iron and each measured 3m in length. The sections were secured to adjacent ones by means of three bolts.

The idea of a fixed structure was immediately ruled out because of the weight of each section of lattice. It was difficult enough for one person to lift a section off the ground let alone drag it vertically upwards to assemble the mast! It was decided that some form of pivot assembly would need to be designed for easily raising and lowering the mast. In theory, the whole erecting operation should be more predictable too when compared with the pole mast previously used because the rigid lattice structure would not sway and bend.

After the share-out, only two lengths of 3m lattice were available per person, so this meant that some form of extension would be required in order to attain a similar height of the original pole mast.

The extra height was achieved by adding a scaffold pole clamped centrally inside the mast by means of six heavy-duty clamps (see Fig. 1). At the top of the scaffold pole, the rotator was fitted. The rotator used was of the popular offset variety which accepted an antenna support pole of 1.5m diameter maximum. An alignment bearing was also fitted below the motor unit. The rotator conveniently provided a securing point for the upper set of guy lines—the lower set of guy lines were attached to the protruding top lugs of the lattice section. Both sets of guy lines share the same ground anchoring points, but it is important to note that separate turnbuckles must be used.

As with the scaffold pole mast described in Part 13, the guy lines were cut to length prior to erection. Similar hardware associated with the guying, such as turnbuckle and eyes, etc., were also used.

The mast was made of a number of heavy-duty clamps arranged to form a pivot and locking arrangement as shown in Fig. 2. A number of clamps were required which may at first seem rather extravagant when the total cost is taken into account, nevertheless, the mast base pivot arrangement has proved to be safe and reliable after eleven years, considering the weight involved.

Initially only a single section of lattice was clamped to the pivot bar. The lattice section was then manually raised and once vertically, the "U" bolts were tightened. Note that adjustment is virtually impossible once the mast is completely assembled because of the weight involved. Consequently, great care and accuracy was necessary at this stage.

As with a building, it is vitally important to have a firm and reliable foundation for a mast installation. One made of concrete is strongly recommended, since the downward weight of the mast may be quite considerable, especially in the case of an iron one.

For the type of mast described here, a hole measuring about 0.6 x 0.6 x 1m deep should be excavated. Dig carefully though, there may well be waterpipes or drainage systems present just below the surface. One slip of the spade and you could be up to your neck in it—literally!

Once the excavation is complete, explore around the immediate vicinity with a probe for water pipes which may be lurking a few more centimetres from the bottom of the hole. This important procedure is in preparation for later activities involving hammering in poles for supporting the mast pivot assembly. The hole will eventually be filled with concrete and to give extra strength, a few broken bricks can be added. If your previous arrays brought down the chimney stack during a gale then the remains could be used!

Four lengths of scaffold pole are hammered into the clay at the bottom of the hole. Getting the poles truly vertical and perpendicular must be done by means of a plumb line. If you attempt to align these by sight, you will have difficulties because looking down a hole can create the illusion that the poles are parallel when in fact they are not! Consequently, don't be too alarmed when the poles seem to converge yet the plumb indicates they are vertical.

To make concrete, a mixture of Portland cement and aggregate consisting of sand and coarse gravel should be prepared. When buying aggregate, obtain the type classified as "all-in" which has the sand and...
gravel already mixed in. The recommended ratio of ingredients is 1 part cement to 4.5 parts aggregate. These must be thoroughly mixed dry in sufficient quantity required to fill the hole. Once this has been carried out, small amounts of clean water should be added and, using a spade, turn the mix constantly until it is workable with no dry aggregate present. Eventually, the mix should be stiff enough to hold ridges formed with the edge of the spade but, remember, the mixture will begin to become unworkable after an hour or two. Once the concrete has been poured into the hole, the surface can be smoothed using a trowel.

At least a week should be allowed to give the concrete chance to dry and acquire some strength before fitting the clamps, etc. If possible allow a longer period because the drying-out process continues over many weeks.

When the lattice mast and associated conglomeration of accessories have been laid out along the length of the garden, it soon becomes apparent that great difficulty will be experienced in raising it to a vertical position, especially if the lattice is made of iron. If a willing army of volunteers is available all well and good, but a more elegant approach is to use a winch.

Winches are relatively inexpensive, but the main problem may be finding somewhere to buy one. In this respect, the authors were fortunate in that there was a local yacht chandler in business. A suitable type of winch is one that can take 1000lbs strain - despite this, it is surprisingly small. Suitable rope for hoisting the mast is relatively cheap too, and the type eventually chosen should be suitable for weights up to one tonne.

For the system described by the authors, nylon rope was used in favour of metal cable as a safety precaution in the event of the rope snapping while hoisting the mast. Metal rope could inflict a very serious injury, whereas with nylon rope the only people in any danger are those beneath the lattice mast helping to guide it vertically. Whilst on the subject of safety, it may be wise for all concerned to wear some form of protective headgear, just in case anything does decide to plummet to the ground!

Most lattice sections have protruding upper lugs to which the rope (and guy-lines) can be conveniently attached by means of a heavy-duty "D" shackle. The nylon rope is terminated with an eye and needs to be spliced. The authors were fortunate because the yacht chandler offered to do this rather skilful task which only took a couple of minutes to perform, producing an extremely neat end result.

The general winch arrangement is shown in Fig. 3, which also shows the method of attaching the nylon rope to the lugs of the lattice mast.

A firm anchorage point for attaching the winch is required. A length of aluminium scaffold pole knocked into the ground to a depth of about one metre is sufficient and the winch can be bolted to the face of the protruding upper portion. Remember to knock the tubing into the ground at a slight angle in the same way as for the guy-wire anchor points. The holes for the winch bolts are best drilled after the tubing is in position.

Without a winch, it could take seven or eight people to erect such a mast, but using this device the number is only four - one to operate the winch and three to help raise the mast to a sufficient angle for the winch to take effect. The greatest effort is the initial lifting of the mast, but once past a certain angle it's only a matter of guiding it to its vertical position and helping to keep the winch rope taut.

Once the mast has been erected and its base firmly secured using the heavy-duty clamps, the guy lines can be attached to their respective ground anchor points. Adjustment will be necessary in order to obtain true vertical alignment of the structure. In most cases, the alignment can be checked by comparing it with the corner of the house wall.

Once alignment is satisfactory, the winch rope can be removed and stored for use at a later date should the mast have to be lowered. If the rope is left attached, it may well deteriorate and become weakened. The winch can be unbolted from its support and stored in a safe place rather than being left out to rust. Such a move also prevents it from being stolen.

In practice the system works well. Antenna accessibility is better than a pole mast of similar height, although it’s not the type of structure you’d wish to lower on a daily basis! No doubt readers with a greater mechanical inclination would be able to devise a tilt-over system based on similar types of lattice section.

**Larger Antennas**

Should a more ambitious antenna system be contemplated in which very large arrays stacked in formation may be incorporated, a sturdier antenna support pole of larger diameter must be used. Consequently, a different type of rotator to the one described above will be required in order to turn the heavier load. This can be mounted inside the upper part of a lattice section (see Fig. 4), although the exact method of mounting will depend upon the type of rotator used. A little careful thought and experimentation should provide a solution. It will be necessary to obtain a
The lattice sections obtained by the authors were definitely in need of renovation, despite the single coat of pre-sale aluminium paint! Casually scraping away patches of rust soon indicated that the renovation would be both time consuming and extremely boring — but it had to be done. Fortunately, a hot week towards the end of May occurred and the task was undertaken. The wire brush attachment was duly fitted to the electric drill and the work commenced once the necessary protective goggles were worn. Don’t attempt to carry out this type of work without eye protection – it is dangerous. Similarly, there is plenty of dust created even when the job is done out of doors, so it’s a good idea to purchase a pack of disposable masks to prevent the inhalation of rust and old paint, etc.

The most difficult task is getting into the corners where the thin angular struts join the main vertical supports. When all the rust has been removed and the bare iron is on display, some form of rust treatment should be carried out, otherwise your precious time will have been wasted. A liquid preparation known as Jenolite was used for removing the rust and, surprisingly, a small amount goes a long way — so don’t be tempted to buy a gallon of the stuff! Follow the instructions carefully when applying it to the bare metal. A primer paint can then be used for the base coat. One containing a rust inhibitor is best. The primer used by the authors was called Rustodian, and it is classed as a “rust inhibiting calcium plumbate lead based primer paint.” An industrial or specialist paint supplier should be consulted for this product.

Applying the primer can be fun and there is something satisfying about watching it being “splashed” on. No matter how careful you are though there will always be a little bit you will miss, especially with having to treat the inside surfaces and all the nooks and crannies. Two coats are sufficient but you’ll have trouble seeing where you have missed a bit with the second coat!

Aluminium paint can be used for the subsequent top coats and it looks good when completed. It is advisable to store the sections for several days or even a couple of weeks to allow the paint to harden fully, otherwise the surface could easily be damaged causing water to penetrate, thus allowing the rust cycle to commence once again. Avoid climbing the mast for a month or two, if possible, for the same reason.

The mast used by one of the authors was originally renovated during 1978 and then again in 1987. The second renovation was an easier task because the few rust patches present were only superficial and complete renovation was not considered necessary. Eventually, it was decided that stripping the various layers and repainting would be beneficial and this time it only took three or four evenings to complete.

Routine Maintenance
It is advisable to periodically check any mast and antenna installation for wear and tear. There is quite a lot of weight involved with antenna masts and their demise can be extremely frustrating. DX reception is not the only thing you could lose — you could also lose a place to put the plants once the greenhouse has been demolished. Ideally, the system should be periodically maintained and frequent checks made for signs of slackness in the guy wires. It’s not much fun attempting last minute adjustments and routine checks of this nature during the early hours surrounded by a howling gale.

Antennas can sometimes be dismantled and the oxide removed from the elements and boom to make them look shiny and new again. The use of a soap-filled pad (e.g. a Brillo pad) dipped in warm water to clean aluminium tubing achieves shiny results amazingly fast. All electrical connections should be thoroughly checked (re-making the connections is a good idea) and if there are any signs of water penetration inside the antenna junction boxes, find out why. If penetration has occurred, be prepared to replace the whole of the coaxial cable since capillary action may have drawn in water along its entire length.

A MESSAGE TO ALL OUR SUBSCRIBERS

We would like to apologise to all our subscribers for the delay in the delivery of their October issue of Short Wave Magazine. Unfortunately the Post Office managed to lose the entire October subscription posting — only finding it four weeks later! Thank you for your patience and cooperation, particularly those who took the trouble to telephone and let us know as soon as their copy arrived through the letter box.
Pre-amplifiers

Bert Jackson of Leeds has written asking about adding a pre-amplifier to his scanner. He wonders how much of a difference one would make to the reception of weak signals.

This is a bit of a tricky question to answer, as a lot depends upon the sensitivity of the receiver you intend to use it with, and your location.

Check your existing equipment, starting with your antenna. For example it is in a good location outside the house and close of nearby objects? Are you using the best coaxial cable that you can afford? If the answer to either of these two questions is no, then improve this aspect of your station before adding a pre-amp. The best addition to any station is a good antenna.

If you tend to listen to just one small band of frequencies, for example one of the Amateur or Air Bands then the best choice may be one dedicated antenna for that particular band. This is because most of the wide-band antenna designs only have limited gain across their frequency coverage. Dedicated antennas on the other hand generally have more active elements for a given size at the frequencies of interest, and so produce more gain.

However to fully exploit the frequency coverage of your scanner a wide-band design is required. The two main types of wide-band antenna are the discone, which gives all round coverage but with only about 1dB gain, and the Log periodic, which provides increased gain, but is directional and so requires the addition of a rotator.

After the antenna comes the coaxial connecting cable. If you have a cable run of more than 2 or 3 metres and are using thin UR43 type cable then replace it! The thicker UR67 type or better still some Rome Poly will make a big improvement, particularly at the higher frequencies. Beware of cables sold in CB shops as many of these are only intended for use on 27MHz and have a much thinner outer braid than their professional equivalents.

If you are interested in frequencies above 500MHz then seriously consider using Helix cable such as Andrews LDF 450 or its equivalent. Only after fitting the best antenna and feeder you can afford should you consider the use of a pre-amplifier.

However before rushing to fit one have a look around your immediate neighbour- hood. Do you live near any transmitting stations, radio amateurs or p.m.r. users such as taxi companies? If you live in a city the chances are that you will, in which case you could be asking for trouble if you fit an amplifier. This is because the increased gain brought about by the pre-amplifier, coupled with the strong local signal, can lead to overloading of the receiver. Although this will not cause any permanent damage it can create other problems. The most usual manifestation of this is the local signal appearing in the background on other transmissions. In really severe cases it can lead to the wanted signal being blocked out each time the local station transmits.

Of course, this situation can occur without a pre-amplifier in circuit, but adding one will make any small instance of overloading many times worse.

Assuming that you don’t run into these problems then adding a pre-amplifier may improve your station. A few guidelines first though. The best site for a pre-amplifier is at the masthead, just below the antenna, with as short a connecting lead as possible. Choosing this location helps to prevent any additional attenuation introduced by the cable worsening the performance of the system. This is because it boosts the very weak signals before they become reduced still further by the losses in the cable run to the receiver. Additionally it helps to prevent these weak signals from being masked by the noise present in the input stages of the receiver.

What should you look for when choosing a pre-amplifier? Well the most important parameter to look at is the noise figure. This is a measure of “goodness” and shows how much additional noise is introduced into the system by the pre-amp. Good figures for wide-band designs are around 1dB at 100MHz and 3dB at 500MHz. The smaller the figure the better, but beware of really low figures as these are generally only valid at one spot frequency.

Many people are misled into believing that the gain of the pre-amplifier is the most important figure. This is not so. In fact many commercial designs have too high a gain for use with the average scanner, which as I mentioned earlier can lead to overloading. If the pre-amp has an adjustable gain control of if you have a variable attenuator that you can put in circuit between the pre-amp and the receiver, then you can set the gain for an optimum value. Put the pre-amp in circuit and set it for maximum gain. Tune the receiver to a weak n.f.m. station – select one that you can just understand above the receiver noise. Now reduce the gain until the noise starts to become noticeably worse, this is the optimum gain setting. If the pre-amp is good it should not be introducing more than about 10dB gain at this point. Take the pre-amp and attenuator out of circuit and listen to the signal with the antenna connected directly to the receiver. Does the signal sound any worse? If it does then the pre-amp is making a difference. If it doesn’t then the receiver input stages are already as good as, or better than the pre-amp you are testing. The final point to watch for is the signal handling ability of the amplifier. This is particularly important with wide-band designs as they have to deal with many strong signals throughout their frequency range without producing spurious signals. The way in which this is specified is in terms of the 3rd order intermodulation products generated by the circuit.

The method by which this is determined is rather lengthy for this column but the figure to look for is greater than + 10dBm at the input. Beware of figures much larger than this as some companies quote the 3rd order product at the output of the amplifier making the specification look better. In this case the gain of the amplifier has to be taken into account.

From a user’s point of view I have found it advantageous to have some means of by-passing a pre-amplifier, for instance in order to check when I suspect overloading of the receiver. Some pre-amplifiers have this facility built in, but in other cases it may be necessary to fit coaxial relays to perform the function.

One other application for a pre-amp is as a distribution amplifier, permitting one antenna to feed several receivers with little degradation of the signals. This can be achieved with a TV antenna splitter fed from the output. Cheap resistive splitters will work, but for the best results use one of the low-loss ferrite types. As well as having lower losses through the splitter they also offer greater isolation between the receiver feeds. (Fig. 1)

With care a pre-amplifier can be a useful addition to your receiving station.

This month Alan starts his column with some advice on the use of pre-amplifiers. Icom R7000 memories are discussed with further information on mods to this scanner.
Icom R7000 Memories

A small problem with the modification to provide 100 extra memory channels I outlined in the May issue has been brought to my attention. Although this was based on an Icom drawing it does suffer from the drawback of discharging the receiver’s lithium memory back-up battery rather more rapidly than expected. However there is a solution to the problem which also has the advantage of making the modification easier to perform.

Please read the previous article before attempting any work as most of the details are the same as outlined before, except that IC8 Pin19 on the logic unit is now desoldered and pushed back through the board to the component side. This saves having to cut the p.c.b. track on the underside of the board. (See Fig. 2) The new 47kΩ resistor is now connected between the raised i.c. pin and the anode of D9 which is located just to the right of the multi-way connector used for the remote control option. It is advisable to sleeve the resistor leads before running them along the topside of the board. The lead to the switch is taken from the junction of IC8 Pin13 and the new resistor. You may have to desolder the lithium battery to gain access to this point so ensure that it does not short against the i.c. pin when it is refitted.

Band III Update

Many of the new p.m.r. allocations in the middle of the old 405 Line TV Band III (174-225MHz) are now buzzing with activity as the new networks take on more customers. Most of the systems are becoming fully operational and are now starting to offer regional coverage through interlinking or trunking of the base stations. In principle this is very similar to the cellular telephone system where the user is transferred from base station to base station as he moves around. All the handover arrangements are taken care of automatically by the system, the user being unaware of any changes. Signalling being achieved by means of a 1200 baud data burst at the end of each transmission. The advantage of this system is that it offers a much higher quality service than that obtainable from a single base station and additionally permits a greater number of users per block of radio channels. One other bonus for users is the improved protection against casual eavesdropping as a result of the changes of channel each time the user is handed over to the next base station.

Many existing p.m.r. users are expected to move to the new systems as the running costs are much lower than those associated with more traditional systems providing wide area coverage. I believe that over the next few years we will see many of the large radio communication users such as power industries, Water Boards and breakdown services re-engineering their existing systems to take advantage of the new technology.

New Products

By now the latest hand-held scanner from Uniden-Bearcat should be available from dealers. Called the BC-200XL it offers frequency coverage of the bands 66-88MHz, 118-174MHz, 406-512MHz and 806-966MHz. Other features include 200 memory channels, 10 priority channels, channel lockout, automatic search, scan delay and snap-on battery pack. It does however have the annoying feature present on most scanners originally designed for the American market — no manual mode changing, a.m. being selected automatically on the v.h.f. Airband with no means of changing from f.m. on the other bands. I am sure that this feature will affect UK sales, unless of course a modification is possible. The price should be around £249 with several dealers offering them, so check the advertisements for details.

The other new product should please Icom R7000 or Yaesu FRG9600 owners. This is a new version of the already popular Aircast Scanner Computer which has been available for use with the AOR 2002 for some time. It is a stand alone unit which connects to the scanner, and provides a whole host of additional features. The only additional items required are a 12V supply and a computer or terminal with an RS232 interface. The scanner computer can then be programmed to operate the receiver automatically, searching out new channels, logging channel occupancy on an external printer or switching a cassette recorder on when certain channels become active.

These are just a few of the tasks possible depending on how you programme the unit. A very interesting product I believe.

Contact Aircast Products, PO Box 78, Bournemouth BH1 4SP. Tel: (0202) 660233 for further details.

The end of another column — I am always interested in receiving your ideas and questions, so keep those letters coming in to the usual address PO Box 1000, Eastleigh, Hants SO5 5PB.

Until next month — Good Listening.

---

SERVICES

Subscriptions

Subscriptions are available at £17 per annum to UK addresses and £19.00 overseas by Accelerated surface Post outside the Europe. For further details see the announcement on page 20 of this issue. Airmail rates for overseas subscriptions can be quoted on request. Joint subscriptions to both Short Wave Magazine and Practical Wireless are available at £27.00 (UK) and £30.00 (overseas). Three year subscriptions are also available for SWM at £45.00 (UK), £50.00 (overseas).

Components for SWM Projects

In general all components used in constructing SWM projects are available from a variety of component suppliers.

Where special, or difficult to obtain, components are specified, a supplier will be quoted in the article.

The printed circuit board for the SWM Audio Filter, July '87 issue, is available price £2.75. The printed circuit board for the SWM Active Weather Satellite Antenna, June '88 issue, is available price £4.20. Orders to Short Wave Magazine, Enfeco House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP. Prices of p.c.b.s include VAT and P&P.

Back Numbers and Binders

Limited stocks of most issues of SWM for the past 10 years are available at £1.45 each, including post and packing to addresses at home and overseas (by surface mail).

Binders, each taking one volume of the new style SWM, are available price £3.50 plus £1 post and packing for one binder, £2 post and packing for two or more, UK or overseas. Please state the year and volume number for which the binder is required. Prices include VAT where appropriate.

Orders for p.c.b.s, back numbers and binders, PW computer program cassettes and items from our Book Service should be sent to PW Publishing Ltd., FREE-POST, Post Sales Department, Enfeco House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP, with details of your credit card or cheque of postal order payable to PW Publishing Ltd. Cheques with overseas orders must be drawn on a London Clearing Bank and in sterling.

Credit card orders (Access, Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa) are also welcome by telephone to Poole (0202) 678558. An answering machine will accept your order out of office hours.
GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 1988
(6th edition)

480 pages. £21.00 or DM 60.00. ISBN 3-924509-88-3

The fully revised new edition is the first publication in the world giving exactly details on teleprinter stations using those new ASCII, EBCDIC, etc., systems. Hundreds of frequencies of these stations are listed, as well as the results of our 1987 monitoring missions to the Yemen Arab Republic and to Maputo/Ruanda/Rodrigues.

This unique manual covers the complete short wave range from 3 to 30MHz, plus the adjacent frequency bands from 010 to 153kHz and 1.6 to 3.0MHz. Contrary to initial publications, it is built on real-time monitoring throughout the year around the clock. It includes details on all types of utility stations including facsimile, Morse, phone and teletype stations, the latter covering the entire spectrum from standard RTTY over SIDOR to all those fascinating new ASCII, FDM, PDM and VFT systems.

The numerical frequency list covers 15002 frequencies of stations which have been monitored during 1987, thereof 33% RTTY and 3% FAX, call sign, name of the station, ITU country symbol, types of modulation and corresponding return frequency, or times of reception and details, are listed. The alphabetical call sign list comprises 315call signs, with names of the station, ITU country symbol, and corresponding frequencies.

77 RTTY press services are listed on 502 frequencies not only in the numerical frequency list, but also chronologically for easy access around the clock, and alphabetically in country order.

Additional alphabetical indices cover:
- Schedules of 72 meteorological FAX stations on 287 frequencies.
- 81 metric RTTY stations on 243 frequencies. 512NAVTEX schedule.
- 952 name and traffic abbreviations and signals. 182 telex service codes.
- 563 utility stations addresses in 201 countries.
- Regulations on frequency and call sign allocations.
- Frequency band plans for the Aeronautical and Maritime Mobile Services.
- All O-code and 2-code groups for civil and military use.
- Emission designations, classes of stations, and various other tables.

Further publications available are Guide to Facsimile Stations, Radiotelegraphy Code Manual, and Maritime Code Manual, etc. For further information ask for our catalogue on commercial telecommunication on short wave, including recommendations from all over the world. All manuals are published in the handy 17 x 24 cm format, and of course written in English.

The price includes air mail to anywhere in the world. Payment can be by cheque, cash, International Money Order, or postpaid account Stuttgart 103370. Dealer inquiries welcome — discount rates and pro formas invoices on request. Please mail your order to:

KLINGENFUSS PUBLICATIONS
Hapenhofer Str. 14, D-7400 Tübingen, Fed. Rep. Germany, Tel. 01049 7071 628300

ARE COMMUNICATIONS

The new BEARCAT 200XLT

is an unbelievable scanner
with incredible features!

- 200 programmable memory channels
- 12 band coverage
- Automatic search
- Priority channel
- Selective scan delay
- Illuminated display
- Automatic lockout
- Track tuning
- Direct channel access

Available with stock £229.00 carriage free, including ac charger, nicad pack and carrying case.

Opening hours Monday - Friday 9.30-5.30 Saturday by appointment.

A R E Communications Limited, 6 Royal Parade, Hanger Lane, Ealing, London W5 6HJ, England. Fax: 01-991 2965 Tel: 01-991 4474
Listen to HF Broadcasts as they were always intended to be heard with LINIPLEX Radio Systems

LINIPLEX F2 Broadcast Receiver tuned by the low noise LINIPLEX OSC-1 frequency synthesiser, 2-22 MHz.

Complete system with matching loudspeaker . . . £1399 including VAT.

PHASE TRACK LTD., 16 Britten Road, Reading, RG2 0AU, England.
Tel: 0734 752666 Tx: 848888 Tadlex G.

Featuring:
- The nearest thing to Hi-Fi on short wave.
- The first successful synchronous demodulator (patented).
- No distortion and minimum fading.
- Near ideal LSB/DSB/USB modes derived by a unique tracking filter to minimise adjacent channel interference.
- Rebroadcast quality for both speech and music in all modes.
- Highest RF performance.

GAREX

GAREX ELECTRONICS

MAIN DISTRIBUTOR OF PYE radiotelephone spares — S.A.E. for list.

Extensive range of PYE radiotelephone spares — S.A.E. for list.

NEW IMPROVED REVCONE

The British made REVCONE already revered throughout the world has now been improved with a new exclusive feature. The addition of a vertical element to a diagonal has been shown to improve the performance on a selected band.

Now the REVCONE offers YOU the choice of band!

All new REVCONES supplied by us now incorporate a mounting slot for an optional vertical whip for the band of YOUR choice. Whips may be chosen for any frequency from 27 to 950MHz from the standard REVCO range. Bases REVCON, excellent value at £5.95. Action whips from £7.95.

Remember that British made products carries no overseas freight or Import Duty.

BROADBAND PREAMPLIFIERS

REVCO P3 wide-band model with special narrow band 70-960MHz for £139. half wave or loop of set version for TV or DC operation. BNC connection 10250 £15.36. 50Ω output.

HARRISON HOUSE, AKEMAN STREET, TRING HP23 5AA. Telephone Service (044283) 9580 & Chesham (0296) 666894. Callers by appointment only.

Ask for our secondhand scanner bargain list.

25th ANNIVERSARY YEAR 1963-1988
Radio Australia in the 1980s

Radio Australia is a division of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation, the country’s national broadcaster. It is funded, by, yet independent of, the Australian Government.

The stations brief is to foster an understanding of the Australian nation and people and to reflect Australia’s views on the world and regional affairs. It also promotes regional awareness amongst neighbouring countries and provides an invaluable link back home for expatriate Australians. Priority is given to serving listeners in the Asian and Pacific regions, in particular China, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, the Philippines, Vietnam, Japan, Burma, India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and the Pacific nations. This it does through its services in English, Indonesian, Standard Chinese, Tok Pisin, French, Thai, Japanese and Vietnamese. All of these services are carried on short wave, using some fifty frequencies daily.

The station’s output is to some extent regionalised, with language services targeted to specific areas for the peak listening hours. The studios in Melbourne are never silent, with around 340 hours of programming produced every week.

The Indonesian Service broadcasts morning, afternoon and evening sessions and provides an entertaining mix of news, information and entertainment. A daily English language course is one of the most popular programmes.

Chinese listeners have the benefit of standard Chinese programmes in the morning and evening and Cantonese during the evening too. Programmes have an emphasis on information about Australia, spanning music, talks, news and documentaries. There is also a daily English language course.

The Papua New Guinea Service broadcasts every evening in Tok Pisin and English, with the regular programming comprising talks, interviews and information programmes, together with the modern and traditional music of Papua New Guinea and the Pacific region.

The French Service transmits every day to the Pacific, Asia, Indian Ocean and African countries. There is an emphasis on lively music and programmes which focus on issues of importance to developing countries as well as those reflecting Australian life.

Thai listeners have a breakfast time service which focuses on information, particularly world news and current affairs with a strong emphasis on events in South West Asia. English lessons can be heard twice a week.

The Vietnamese Service is broadcast each evening with news, current affairs, topical talks and a segment devoted to Australia and Australians. A wide variety of music is featured including Vietnamese Opera.

The Japanese Service transmits two average sessions. The first of these is tailored to a younger audience, concentrating on music, whereas in the second broadcast, entertainment and music are balanced by news, current affairs and information programmes.

News and Current Affairs

All of Radio Australia’s programmes include news and current affairs, topical spoken work features and interviews and easy listening music. There is also regular and in-depth sports coverage.

The English Service transmits 24-hours a day, aiming to reflect and showcase modern Australia, its culture and issues, through music and spoken word programmes. It also provides a comprehensive news and current affairs service. The news room is manned 24-hours a day, providing a service to all the language sections, together with major bulletins in English every hour through the day and night. Several broadcasting organisations in the Pacific take some Radio Australia bulletins on relay and either record them for later re-broadcast or transcribe them for translation and broadcast.

Around 230 people work at Radio Australia, with about half born abroad. Language broadcasters are usually recruited from their home countries and work under three-year contracts. The largest single department is News and Current Affairs which employs around 50 people.

Radio Australia is located 18km from the Central Business District of Melbourne in East Burwood. The 18.2 hectare site will eventually comprise all of the ABC’s radio, television and administrative departments. The new Broadcasting Centre, which was completed at the end of 1982, replaced leased accommodation in an old factory in Central Melbourne. The new building has three levels with a gross floor area of 6800m², with the upper levels housing studios, programme departments and administration. Level One houses the workshops, storage, staff facilities and plant rooms.

Each programme department is virtually self-contained and in close proximity of the studios — most of which have an external view, a number overlooking the main entrance foyer. There are 18 studios, including 17 in one and two person configurations for presentation and recording work. There is also one multi-track production suite. The six “one-man-operation” studios are intended for live on air presentation and are operated by professional announcers/presenters. They, whilst presenting a programme, also control its signal levels via their studio consoles. Five suites of studios and associated control booths are provided for live on air presentation, or for production and recording of taped programmes. For convenience in presentation, most of the music played on Radio Australia is recorded on standard broadcasting cartridges, rather than each presenter using individual discs. Thus, there is a full-time need for transferring music from discs or tapes onto cartridges.

Radio Australia’s Master Control Room is a global reception and distribution centre. Every day, the station sends 50 hours of programme in its nine languages to its world-wide audience.

A computer controlled switching system with a capacity of 40 inputs/outputs is the core handler of all traffic, able to feed material into and out of the Radio Australia centre, as well as from point to point in the building. Sixteen Aussat lines come into Master Control, as well as terrestrial lines from Melbourne Sound Operations Centre and ABC’s Master Control in Melbourne. Twenty lines are available to service the transmitters around the country.

Voice reports from the world-wide network of Radio Australia correspondents are received and recorded in a Lines Room for distribution to the programme departments.

We continue our look at Radio Australia by coming up-to-date to see what they are doing in the 1980s and where they are heading in the future.
There's no need to dwell on the way in which the postal problems have taken their toll of this month's column but I'll try to catch up on all your letters when they finally arrive. Meanwhile here are some more descriptive 'goodies' to keep you going.

**You Communicate**

Some of this month's offerings from you were of necessity by 'phone! Tommy Menzies GM1EQ (Edinburgh) was until recently pilot of Proctor Cherokee G-ARYR but has changed to small high-wing Cessnas with the sale of his previous aircraft. Much of his flying is based at Fife (Glenrothes) which is also the site of an n.d.b. (G0) dah-dah-dit, dah-dah-dah, 402kHz). Another of Tommy's local airfields is Cumbernauld which has recently had an asphalt runway built and will now be increasing use for general aviation training (with an air/ground frequency of 120.6MHz). Tommy knows the cheapest place to uplift Avgas in Scotland; if you'd like to be let in on the secret then please write via the editorial address and, as in all exchanges of information with other readers, enclose both a blank and a self-addressed envelope (stamping each). In this case also tell me your aircraft or flying club details. If it's information you 're after then The Pilots' Database carries class IIA/B NOTAMS and more. To enquire about membership eligibility write to 85 Malthouse Lane, Earlswood, Solihull, West Midlands, B94 5RZ. Access when permitted is via telephone, modem, and terminal (for PC and emulation). Lucky owners of Prestel equipment will also find aeronautical information on pages 20970, 20971, 20972-20974 inclusive and 20973.

One of our regulars Geoffrey Powell (Tamworth) 'phoned in and asked about amateur use of radar. Marine radar would be annoyed too, as it is intended to help prevent collisions at sea. I'm not sure of the licensing requirements but if used in a built-up area its high-intensity pulses could cause serious interference to neighbours' electronic equipment. I'm not aware of any licensed amateur experiments as the regulations expect the frequency allocations to be used for stations to communicate with one another and not to simply bounce signals off inanimate objects. One effect that can be heard on v.h.f. amateur transmissions is aircraft flutter, a fortuitous event when an aircraft passes through the signal path and momentarily enhances received strength. Of course this gives no clue as to the exact position of the use not only general height or heading, but this is a repetition of the earliest experiments that first demonstrated the feasibility of radar.

Now a report from Sorrento, Italy, where Graham Whitling was on holiday. "QNH high, temperature high, visibility high." Sounds ideal! What about the aircraft? I always feel that the flight is an important part of a Mediterranean holiday.

**Frequency & Operational Information**

No apologies for repeating my plea about care at airfields. Don't go where you shouldn't - at Wycombe Air Park (Booker) some visitors transgressed and met with trouble. If you over-indulge your welcome, you will have the Air Navigation Order to thank rather than the much kinder law of trespass! And please don't be one of those annoying people who plays their radio loudly as if it's some kind of status symbol. Stick an earpiece in it. Lastly, don't smoke near aircraft, on movement areas or in the hangar. You might not hear the bang!

There are two new frequency changes in the 888 issue of the General Aviation Safety Information Leaflet from the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). The Blackpool Approach frequency is temporarily replaced by Tower on 118.4MHz and Land's End has a new frequency of 130.7MHz.

Perhaps the subject of flight safety was invented, along with the hot air balloon, by the Montgolfier brothers. Here is the accident report.

**Aircraft type:** Mk 1 hot air balloon. **Power plant:** One open fire. **Location:** France. **Date:** 19/9/1783. **Purpose of flight:** Air test. **Crew:** 3 **Injuries:** 1 (fatal)

The three crew members (a sheep, a cock and a duck) embarked in the aircraft. On landing the cock was found to be dead. The investigation centred on the intrinsic safety of the aircraft. However, eye witness evidence stated that the sheep had been seen to kick the cock to death during the flight. The cause of the accident is therefore assumed to be due to the conduct of the crew rather than any pre-accident defect in the aircraft itself.

But I digress. At Biggin Hill the QTR/21L grass strip has been withdrawn. Ground movements control has been introduced at Coventry on 124.8MHz during summer weekends (0830-1900). Edinburgh now has an Association Terminal Information Service (a.t.i.s.) on 132.075MHz. The a.t.i.s broadcasts are very useful when trying to form a general picture of actual weather at various places (e.g. en route). The August "Airband" described the departures now in use at London (City). CAA Aeronautical Information Circular 72/1988 points out that route A is not just restricted to flights to Paris. Youth in the Air Year (1988)

The Royal Aero Club (President: HRH The Duke of York) are organising this project to enable individuals and groups of 14-21 year-olds to accomplish something aeronautically-related. Obviously that includes flying but there's no need to leave the ground; the project is very open-ended and other ideas include reducing tension in airport departure lounges, producing a newsletter (will it rival "Airband"?), or improving in-flight catering (not too difficult in some cases!). Now, I've offered to give any assistance that my Museum can provide, remember that here is a resource of technical aircraft equipment and instruments. If any participants need this assistance please 'phone me on 01-958 5113 (weekday evenings). More information about Youth in the Air is available from Andrew Healey (Aviation Publicity, Faroak Airport, Chobham, Surrey. GU24 8BH; telephone 0945 5670 in office hours). If any of the younger readers out there have an idea for a project, well, you now know what to do! And there are various prizes including a trophy. But hurry — there's little time left this year to send in your application.

**Some Theory**

Many references have been made in this column to the instrument landing system (i.i.s.) but a new improved microwave landing system (m.i.s.) is now being developed to supersede the older equipment and to provide greater accuracy, less susceptibility to distortion by terrain and other aircraft, and hence improve safety. The transmissions are around 5GHz and include at least the inevitable azimuth localiser and elevation glide slope. In some cases a flare commens signal is crossed in the path of the runway threshold and helps with autoland. The signal is encoded and sweeps across the beamwidth in time. Depending on which code the aircraft receives, the time relation of the signal can be worked out. If this is X milliseconds from the start of the sweep, the displacement of the aircraft from the sweep's origin can be worked out. Some of the British Airways Boeing 757s are currently monitoring an experimental m.i.s. set-up as they land on 27R at London (Heathrow).

Some other nav aids are also mentioned from time to time. Doppler is self-contained within the aircraft. A signal at 8.8GHz is transmitted with a typical power around 1W. Two beams are aimed fore and aft and left-right of the aircraft, both angled sharply downwards. The return echo changes frequency according to the Doppler shift and from this the speed and side-drift of the aircraft over the ground is worked out.

When you hear the Morse idiom of a beacon, its audio modulation is nominally
Departure from Edinburgh

Larger airports have laid-down standard instrument departure (s.i.d.) procedures for use on take-off. These are devised with not only air traffic control operations in mind but also noise abatement. A few years ago I followed the s.i.d. out of Edinburgh by sitting in the passenger compartment of a Trident 2 and using nothing other than the let-down plates, a reasonable (ex-diving!) magnetic compass and a pair of Mk.1 eyeballs (which didn’t work too well in the dark and with the low cloud base). There are two final points to aim for on these departures; a reporting point called GRICE to the north and, on my flight, the southerly point of TALLA which is a v.o.r. (TLA: dah, di-dah-di-dit, di-dah, 113.8MHz). The westerly runway’s departure is TALLA 1C but my flight is going out on the easterly TALLA 1D. The path curves away from the town itself, flying basically clockwise round its northern edge and throwing the noise back along the Firth of Forth. Only then does the clockwise track turn south, track 050° until the d.m.e. shows 7nm. Then, a right turn on to a magnetic track of 150° is made and the track followed until the Talla 029° (from) radial is intercepted. This radial is itself now tracked inbound to the beacon by making a further right turn on the 209°. By the time we are within 12nm of Talla (using its d.m.e.) the aircraft must be above 4500ft (QNH altitude) and there’s high ground ahead. Back with you again next month, probably with a backlog of your letters.

**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.t.i.s.</td>
<td>automatic terminal information service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAA</td>
<td>Civil Aviation Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.m.e.</td>
<td>distance measuring equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHz</td>
<td>gigahertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hz</td>
<td>hertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.l.s.</td>
<td>instrument landing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>megahertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m.l.s.</td>
<td>microwave landing system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.b.</td>
<td>non-directional beacon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nm</td>
<td>nautical mile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>personal computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QFE</td>
<td>height above airfield altitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QNH</td>
<td>standard instrument departure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.i.d.</td>
<td>tactical air navigation system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v.h.f.</td>
<td>very high frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v.o.r.</td>
<td>very high frequency omnidirectional radio range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VORTAC</td>
<td>v.o.r. with TACAN watt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BEHIND THE SCENES AT RADIO AUSTRALIA**
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Output from the one person studios goes directly to air via the Master Control and the transmitters. All transmissions to air are recorded in Master Control on a 16-21-track logging tape, covering all transmitter lines as well as the Telecom talking clock. Each spool can hold 24-hours of programme.

Master Control also houses an extensive monitoring system which can distribute material throughout the building from a variety of sources, including studio output, three short wave receivers, TV audio and f.m. and a.m. tuners.

Transmission supervisors staff Master Control for 24 hours daily. They are shift leaders, monitoring incoming and outgoing material and supervising the work of 12 operations officers. Outside business hours, these senior personnel are effectively in charge of the station.

**English Service**

On the air 24-hours every day of the year, the English Service of Radio Australia is one of the favourite stations for thousands of listeners throughout the world. With informal and friendly presentation which appeals to listeners young and old and a range of programming just about second to none. Radio Australia reaches out to bring some sunshine and warmth from down-under to the rest of the world.

**News**

Broadcasts about Australia, Asia, The Pacific and the world at large are heard every two hours from 0100UTC.

**International Report**

Is a half hour programme analysing and interpreting events from around the globe. It is heard every two hours from 0000UTC.

**Anything Goes**

Is with John Anderson with all types of musical delights on Sunday at 0300. Monday at 2230, Wednesday at 0230, Thursday at 0630 and Friday at 1730.

**Communicator**

Is a weekly media report with Roger Broadbent heard on Sundays at 0230, 0730, 1230, 1730 and 2030UTC.

**Boomerang**

Answers listeners questions about Radio Australia on Thursdays at 2345, Fridays at 1713, Saturday at 0913 and 1430 and Sunday at 0113.

**Monitor**

Is with Brendon Telfer looking at science, medicine and technology news from Australia on Saturdays at 0430, Sundays at 2330, Mondays at 1530, Tuesdays at 0730 and Fridays at 0130UTC.

There’s more to Radio Australia’s English language programmes than the brief selection shown here, full details are carried in the Radio Australia programme guide.

The station can be heard clearly in Europe during the morning and evening periods: try 9.655MHz between 0700 and 1030 and in the evening from 1500 until 2000 on either 7.205 or 6.035MHz.

Radio Australia — sharing the world with its friends!
**Short Wave Receivers & Scanners**

**ELLIOTT ELECTRONICS**

for the Radio Enthusiast

- **Aerial**
- **Accessories & Masts**

Instant finance available

Written details on request.

RIGS, ANTENNAS, SWR BRIDGES, POWER SUPPLIES, TEST GEAR, COMPONENTS, MORSE KEYS, COAXIAL CABLES, ROTATORS, MICS, PLUGS AND SOCKETS, SWITCHES

---

**THE UK's SCANNER SPECIALISTS**

**BLACK JAGUAR MkIII**

Probably our most popular hand held scanner and selectable AM/FM reception. Very sensitive receiver covering - 26 30MHz; 50-88MHz; 115-174MHz; 220-230MHz; 360-520MHz (approx)

£235

**200 XLT Bearcat**

Hand held scanner with 200 channels of memory scan covering - 26 34MHz; 115-174MHz; 406-512Mhz; 806-956MHz

£249

**Beacon 210 XW**

NEW Base station scanning Rx with 20 channel memory scan covering 33 50MHz; 136-174MHz; 406-512 MHz

£179.99

**55 XLT Bearcat**

A superb NEW low cost hand held scanner with 10 memories and covers - 26 34MHz; 136 174MHz; 406 512MHz

£99.99

**Beacon 800 XLT**

40 Channel Base Scanner Covers - 26 34MHz; 115-174MHz; 406-512MHz; 606-912MHz

£229

**NEW 580 XLT Bearcat**

Complete with AG adaptor

£99

**70 XLT Bearcat**

Pocket size scanner with 20 memory scan covering 66-88MHz; 118-174MHz; 406-512MHz

£149.99

**NEW BUMPER CATALOGUE**

£2 includes £20 worth of vouchers

---

**spacetech**

L. E. Hornby, 21 West Woolls, Portland, Dorset DT5 2EA. Tel: 0305822753

**WXSAT EQUIPMENT**

- RECEIVERS
- VHF ANTENNAS
- SHF DISH ANTENNAS
- PREAMPS
- DECODERS
- SOFTWARE
- COMPLETE WEATHER SATELLITE STATIONS
- ACCESSORIES

**WXSAT**

WRITE OR CON deteriorate

This picture is a screen photo of a NOAA image decoded by our popular WXSAT software and receiving station for the BBC. Take a look at the evaluation disk before paying over the odds for an inferior system. Our complete NOAA system, built and ready to go only £20.35

**THE SPACETECH WX-PODULE FOR THE ACORN ARCHIMEDES**

- 996 COLOURS
- BD LEVEL GREY SCALE
- SUPER Hi-RES
- MULTI-SCREEN BUFFER
- SMOOTH ANIMATION
- MANY UTILITIES

Not to be confused with highly priced, highly limited low specification frametube systems. The results obtainable are SPECTACULAR, and the price is £259.95.

Write or phone for our Demo Disk now (£5 Refundable).

**THINKING ABOUT AN HF 125 GENERAL COVERAGE RX, OR AN ICS FAX-1 FACSIMILE OR RTTY TU OR A PK 232 ALL MODE CONTROLER**

PHONE US FIRST!!!

**SATELLITE PICTURES AND PUBLICATIONS, PLEASE ASK FOR LATEST LIST**

- REMOTE SENSING BOOKS
- COLOUR SATELLITE IMAGE ATLAS
- SUPERI SATELLITE POSTERS
- PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS AND SLIDES
- TEACHING AND LEARNING PACKAGES

---

**NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS**

189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth PO2 9AE. Telex: 869107

**HOTLINE (0705) 662145**

---

*Images and text are not part of the natural text representation.*
Many of the better m.w. receivers have an antenna socket quoted as being a "nominal 400 ohms" with others being anything from 300 to maybe 1000 ohms at the AE and E terminals somewhere at the back. Unfortunately this impedance can vary over the band, although connecting your 50/75 ohm loop to these sockets will probably give quite good results in spite of the obvious mismatch.

Matching

If you intend to use a higher antenna impedance RX with a low impedance loop the usual arrangement is to make a wide-band, ferrite ring, matching transformer which can give quite impressive results. Again, this has some limitations over the whole of the medium wave band.

The Hi-Lo MW antenna matcher described here was designed to cover this general situation. It is nothing more than a simple variable CL matching unit to match low impedance loops to high impedance receivers. Consisting of a carefully designed inductance L and a 1nF variable capacitor all enclosed in a screened box, it has been used to match many low impedance loops to various high impedance receivers and gives that little essential extra needed on a very weak DX signal.

The Circuit

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. The variable capacitor is a good quality, 500 + 500pF, 2-gang, air-spaced type with both gangs connected in parallel to give a total capacitance of 1000pF. A short length of coaxial cable is plugged into SK1 which is a phono socket. This cable should be kept as short as possible, certainly no longer than 150mm. The other socket, SK2 is the usual coaxial antenna socket used to connect the unit to the loop antenna, using coaxial feeder.

Most medium wave DXers use a good communications receiver with a loop antenna. Loops have a low impedance of 50 or 75 ohms and, while some m.w. communications receivers have a 50 to 75 ohm input allowing direct connection to the loop, many do not. This simple unit will allow you to match a loop into your m.w. receiver.

Construction

The inductance L1 consists of 47 turns, of 7/0.2mm pvc covered wire (1.2mm o.d.), close-wound onto a 10mm diameter ferrite rod 140mm long. The winding is started 12mm from one end of the ferrite rod, leaving a flying length of the wire at each end for connection purposes. The rod is held in two Terry Clips screwed to a length of dry wood 12mm thick and 140mm long, which is then fastened to the bottom of the screened box.

The dimensions of the metal box are not critical - the one used for the prototype measured 212 x 40 x 40mm and provided that there is plenty of clearance around the ferrite rod you could use any metal box.

Operation

Operation is simple. Just set the variable capacitor to the general search area to which the receiver is tuned, peaking it when the desired signal has been found. You will find that the effect on a weak signal can be quite dramatic! The original unit covered the frequency range 300 to 1580kHz i.e. the whole of the medium wave band plus the segment down to the h.f. end of the l.w. band.

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

One Year

£17.00 UK
£19.00 Overseas

Three Year

£45.00 UK
£50.00 Overseas

Fill in the Order Form below and post it to: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Subscriptions Dept., Eneflo House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP (no stamp required) Credit Card Orders taken on (0202) 673556.

Overseas subscriptions outside Europe are now despatched by Accelerated Surface Post for faster delivery.

If you already have a subscription you can still take advantage of our offer, but you must quote your subscription number.
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1. Special Joint Subscription
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Address
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Sony are just 1 out of 131 companies who claim to have the widest range of shortwave radios.

Don't worry, Sony haven't stooped to making bogus claims. The companies opposite are all those who stock our shortwave radios. As you can see, the widest range of shortwaves is only available in a narrow range of shops.

This might give you the impression that they're fairly exclusive. Far from it.

With prices between £69.95 and £299.95, Sony shortwaves cater for everyone, from the everyday business traveller to the most demanding enthusiast.

At one extreme you'll find the ICF 5100.

It may look like the standard tranny found in most people's kitchen. It's as easy to use as your average tranny. But don't let that fool you.

A flick of a dial and Radio 1 is replaced by stations from every corner of the World (and the top, bottom and sides as well). To reduce interference it has a dual conversion circuit, a feature usually reserved for the most expensive models.

Speaking of which, at the other extreme is the ICF 2000D.

It does everything an enthusiast could want. And quite a few things he didn't know he wanted but will soon swear he couldn't do without. Like a synchronised detection system for instance, something you'd only expect in professional equipment.

You'll even find the World's smallest shortwave radio, the ICF SW1.

Slightly larger than a cassette box, it's just what you need when you wake up in a strange hotel room in Papua New Guinea, and feel a hankering for the news back home.

Whether it's a simple case of homesickness you want to cure, or an advanced case of 'enthusiast's fever', Sony shortwaves are the answer.

For a free trip around the World (well, its radio stations anyway), ask your nearest Sony Shortwave Centre for a free demonstration.

London: SKB Limited, Video & Audio, 100 Ballards Lane, Finchley, London N3 2DN.

Edgware Electronics Centre, 194 Edgware Road, London W2.

Harrods Ltd., Radio & TV Dept., Brompton Road, Knightsbridge, London SW1 XJL.

Knightsbridge Electronics, 155 Knightsbridge, London SW1 7PA.

LeSet Ltd., 115 Fulham Road, London SW3.

PNR Audio Vision, 28 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9RB.

Welbeck Video Ltd., 26 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.

Selfridges Ltd., Radio & TV Dept., 400 Oxford Street, London W1A 1AB.

Wallace Heatson Ltd., New Bond Street, London W1.


Galaxy, 230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.

Spatial Audio & Video, 29 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9RE.

Massey Radio Ltd., 117 Chiswick High Road, Chiswick, London W4.

David Ingram (Hi-Fi Centre), 42-43 Lower Marsh, Waterloo, London SE1.

Alvabond, 70 Ballards Lane, Finchley, London N3.

Goodwins, 7 The Broadway, High Road, Wood Green, London N22.

Southern England: Suttons Limited, Bourneemouth Sony Centre, The Quadrant, Bournemouth B1 2AB.

Milton's Audio Visual Ltd., Southampton Sony Centre, 29 London Road, Southampton, Hants. SO1 2AD.

Brassby Limited, Colchester Sony Centre, 14-16 Culver Street West, Colchester, Essex CO1 1JG.

J. O. R. Gilbert, 35a High Street, Baldock, Herts.

Nicholls Bros., 82 High Street, Braintree, Essex.

Videovision, Camberley Sony Centre, 42 High Street, Camberley, Surrey GU15 3RS.

Videovision, Kingston Sony Centre, 40 Fife Road, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey.

Whomes Centre Limited, 28 The Mall, Broadway Shopping Centre, Basleyheath, Kent DA6 7JJ.

Whomes Centre Limited, 32 The Mall, High Street, Bromley, Kent BR1 1TR.

Whomes Centre Limited, 84 Eastgate International Shopping Centre, Basildon, Essex SS14 1EX.

Hamilton Electronics Ltd., 35 London Road, Southampton, Hants.

Dawson Radio Ltd., 23 Seaford Road, Westbourne, Bournemouth, Dorset BH4 9AA.

Tony Reynolds Radio, 12 Lichfield Terrace, Richmond, Surrey.

R. Jones Ltd., 60 High Street, Whitton, Middlesex.

Whistable Teleradio, 75 Biggin Street, Dover, Kent.

Gerald Giles Sony Centre, 37 St. Stephens Street, Norwich, Norfolk NR1 3QH.

R. N. French, 16 Queens Parade, Hastings, East Sussex.


Malcolm Audio & TV Ltd., 12 South Street, Chichester, Sussex PO19 1EH.

South Midlands Communications, SM House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Ind. Estate, Eastleigh, Hants. SO5 3BY.

Barrettts of Canterbury, 1 Rose Lane, Canterbury, Kent.

Paul Dogra & Sons, 6 High Street, Slough, Berks.

Alders Dept. Store, Radio & TV Dept., North End, Croydon, Surrey.

Tru-Fi Sound & Vision, 2 Central Parade, London Road, Redhill, Surrey.

Tru-Fi Sound & Vision, 10-12 Grosvenor Road, Aldershot, Hants.

Tru-Fi Sound & Vision, 10 Church Street, Leatherhead, Surrey.

Lyles (Worthing) Ltd., 224 Findon Road, Findon, Worthing, Sussex.

Weybbridge Audio, 5/6 Waterloo Terrace, Baker Street, Weybidge, Surrey.
Loughton Photographic Limited, Southend Sony Centre, 11 South Church Road, Southend-on-Sea, Essex SS1 2NJ.
Loughton Photographic Limited, Chelmsford Sony Centre, 1-4 West Square, High Chelmer, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 1XS.
Waters & Stanton Electronics, 18/20 Main Road, Hockley, Essex.
Waters & Stanton Electronics, 12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex.
Marrow Sound, 34 West Street, Horsham Sussex.
Marrow Sound, 45 Commercial Way, Woking, Surrey.
Marrow Sound, 22 Tunsgate, Guildford, Surrey.
Marrow Sound, 5 High Street, Epsom, Surrey.
South West England: Ron Millard, 31 Southgate Street, Bath, Avon BA1 1TP.
Tape Recorder & Hi-Fi Limited, Bristol Sony Centre, 8-10 Bond Street, Broadmead, Bristol BS1 3LU.
Tape Recorder & Hi-Fi Limited, Weston Sony Centre, 4 Waterloo Street, Weston-Super-Mare, Avon.
C. F. Loader, Plymouth Sony Centre, 20 Armada Centre, Armada Way, Plymouth, Devon PL1 3LE.
Hickmans Limited, Swindon Sony Centre, 39b Havelock Street, Swindon, Wiltshire SN1 1SD.
J. P. Williams Limited, Exeter Sony Centre, 15 Paris Street, Exeter EX1 2UB.
J. P. Williams Limited, Barnstaple Sony Centre, Holland Walk, Barnstaple, N Devon EX31 1DW.
Battarbee's Limited, Taunton Sony Centre, County Walk, Taunton, Somerset TA1 3TZ.
Bee-Jay Television Ltd., 22 Clifton Down Shopping Centre, Whiteladies Road, Clifton, Bristol BS8 2NN.
Tom Molland Ltd., 110 Cornwall Street, Plymouth, Devon PL1 1NF.
Visibly Sounder, 100 Union Street, Torquay, Devon.
Moss of Bath, 45 St. James Parade, Bath BA1 1UO.
Upton Electronics, 31 Torquay Road, Paignton, Devon TQ3 3DT.
Midlands: Brian's Sony Centre, 160-162 Corporation Street, Birmingham, W Midlands B4 6TB.
C.T.S, 3 Regent Grove, Leamington spa, Warwickshire CV32 4NN.
C.T.S, 58 Evesham Walk, Kingfisher Centre, Redditch, Worcestershire B97 4HA.
R. Tinley Limited, Barnford Sony Centre, 77a Abington Street, Northampton NN1 2BH.
Stuart Westmoreland Limited, Derby Sony Centre, 2c Albert Street, Derby DE1 2OS.
Kings Radio (Hereford) Ltd., 35 Widemarsh Street, Hereford HR4 6EA.
Robbs of Gloucester, 15 Worcester Street, Gloucester, Glos. GL1 3AJ.
Witney Audio Centre, 29 High Street, Witney, Oxford.
David Buswell, 5 Talsman Square, Kenilworth, Warwickshire.
Russell Acott, 124 High Street, Oxford, Oxford.
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Seymour Chemist Limited, 5 High Street, High Wycombe, Bucks. HP11 2AZ.
Fenway TV, 8 Victoria Way, Newmarket, Suffolk.
University Audio, Peas Hill, Cambridge.
Rogjay Electronics Limited, Coventry Sony Centre, 73 Lower Precinct, Coventry, West Midlands CV1 1DS.
R. C. Sneling, Blofield, Nr. Norwich.
Horflons, 8-9 Lower Temple Street, Birmingham B2.
Johnsons Shortwave Centre, 43 Friar Street, Worcester, Worcs.
Ray Withers Communications, International House, 963 Wolverhampton Road, Oldbury, W Midlands.
Millers Music Centre, Sussex Street, Cambridge, Camb.
Northern England: E. W. Hewitt Limited, Stockport Sony Centre, 104 Princes Street, Stockport, Cheshire SK1 1RJ.
E. W. Hewitt Limited, Altrincham Sony Centre, 91a George Street, Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 1RW.
E. W. Hewitt Limited, Warrington Sony Centre, 48 The Mall, Golden Square, Warrington, Lancashire, WA1 1QE.
Peter Bamford Limited, Hull Sony Centre, 42 Paragon Street, Hull, North Humberside HU1 3ND.
Jones of Oakwood Limited, Leeds Sony Centre, 103 Vicar Lane, Leeds LS1 6PJ.
Jones of Oakwood Limited, Wakefield Sony Centre, 35 Cross Square, Wakefield, W. Yorks.
Claretone Ltd., Manchester Sony Centre, 66/68 Bridge St. Manchester, M3 2RG.
W. M. Hewitt, 549 Ecclesall Road, Sheffield.
Lester and Nix Ltd., 11 King Street, Belper.
Williams Electrical Shops, Sheffield Sony Centre, 955 Ecclesall Road, Banner Cross, Sheffield S11 8TY.
CBS Audio Vision Ltd., St. John's Precinct, Liverpool.
Fairboths, 58 Lower Hillgate, Stockport.
Williams Electrical Shops, Rotherham Sony Centre, 7 Riverside Precinct, Corporation Street, Rotherham S60 1ND.
Whitelyes, Deansgate, Blackpool.
Ball Bros., Bacup Road, Rossendale, Lancs.
J. G. Windows, 1-7 Central Arcade, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Goodrights Limited, Preston Sony Centre, 98/100 Fishergate Hall, St. George's Centre, Preston, Lancs. PR1 2NR.
Fenhams, 119 Grainger Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Lawsons, 7 St. Ann's St, Whitby.
Erricks of Bradford Limited, Bradford Sony Centre, 18 Rawson Square, Bradford, W. Yorks, BD1 3JP.
Haddons, 29-33 Finkle Street, Kendle, Cumbria.
Misons, 11 Warwick Road, Carlisle, Cumbria.
Searie Audio, 229 Rawlinston Street, Barron, Cumbria.
Scotland: Edinburgh Sony Centre, 386 Morningside Road, Edinburgh, Scotland EH10 5HX.
McMichael Bros., 9 Mill Street, Alloa, Clackmannanshire, Scotland SK10 1DT.
Graham Robertson, 5 Fountain Road, Bridge of Allan, Stirlingshire, Scotland FK9 4ET.
Video One, Glasgow Sony Centre, 31 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow, Scotland G2 5HS.
Connolly Bros., Hi-Fi Limited, 31 Almondvale Centre, Livingston, Midlothian, Scotland EH54 6NB.
Connolly Bros., Hi-Fi Limited, 7 King Street, Kilmarnock, Scotland KA1 1PT.
David Steven, 1-3 Main Street, East Kilbride, Scotland.
Murray Mackie, 30 High Street, Fraserburgh, Scotland.
Martin E. Payne Limited, 38 South Methven Street, Perth, Scotland PH1 5NJ.
Martin E. Payne Limited, 18 Union Street, Dundee, Scotland DD1 4BH.
C. Bruce Miller, 363 Union Street, Aberdeen, Scotland.
J. D. Brown, 28-36 Castle Street, Dundee, Scotland.
McMichael Bros. 23/27 Upper Craigies, Stirling, Scotland. FK8 2DG.
In Hi-Fi Ltd., 63 George Street, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Wales: Radiocraft Sons Ltd., 251 Cowbridge Rd. E, Canton, Cardiff CF1 9TG.
Radiocraft Sons Ltd., 231 High Street, Swansea SA1 1NY.
Tele-Electrical Services, 9 The Brackia Street Centre, Bridgend, Mid, Glamorgan CF31 1DD.
Northern Ireland: F. Rea & Co. Ltd., 24-30 Chichester Street, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
Laser Electrical Ltd., Unit 3, Abbey Trading Estate, Newton Abbey, Northern Ireland.
Audio Times, 85 Royal Avenue, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
Channel Islands: Reg Mauger (Sales) Ltd., 20 Haikett Place, St. Helier, Jersey, C.I.
Soundtrack, 1 Church Street, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, C.I.
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ONY ICF 2001D
76-108 Mhz
115-136 ARBANO
153kHz-29,956kHz
FM - AM - 539 32 MEMORIES
INC PSI, CARRY STRAP
& EARPHONE
Sony ICF 76000S FM/AM/SSB £169
Sony SW11 150-30MHz + FM Stereo-249... AM/FM
Sony Pro 50-150MHz-180MHz, 115MHz-224MHz,
AM-FM-SSB £299
Sony Anti Active Antenna
Sony Accessories Available
SONY ICF 76000S 76-108MHz
76-108MHz
153kHz-29,956kHz
Complete with case,
main power supply,
earphone and
frequency list.

KENWOOD

Kenwood R71 - 150kHz-950MHz £399
Kenwood: T5140S £800
Kenwood R5000 £799
New Bearcat UBC200XL £249
Handheld 20,545MHz, 115-115MHz, 405-479MHz, 805-955MHz inc
MCat Charger & Case
Bearcats in Stock: Black Jaguar etc

191 FRANCIS ROAD
LEYTON - E10 6NQ - LONDON
TELEX 8953690 LEXTON G
PHONE 01-555 0854 01-556 1415
FAX 01-555 1298

DRESSER ACTIVE ANTENNAS

ARA 900
ACTIVE ANTENNA
50MHz - 1300MHz
Gain 12dB Typical

NEW

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
FOR ARA 900
Gain
Frequency Range
Noise Figure

12dB below 100MHz
10dB below 100MHz
10dB below 500MHz
7dB below 500MHz
7dB below 1000MHz
5dB below 500MHz
2.7dB below 1300MHz

£139.00

OPEN MON - SAT 9AM - 5.30PM
INTEREST FREE HP FACILITIES AVAILABLE
ON MANY ITEMS
PROMPT MAIL ORDER

DRESSER COMMUNICATIONS LTD.

ICOM

ICOM R71
General Coverage Receiver
£955

FIRST CLASS SHORT WAVE RECEIVER. BUY THIS FOR £855 AND RECEIVE AN ARA 30 FREE.
WORTH £129.
Also R7000 complete with ARA900 £999.

PHONE FOR BEST PRICE
ICOM IC32G
ALL IN
ICOM IC2GE
STOCK
ICOM IC28
+ ALL ICOM models available. +
YAESU Accessories.

YAESU

FRG 9600 £475
FRG 880 £575
FRV 880 £100
FRV 88 (X) £125
FRV 880 £575
FRV 88 (X) £100
FRV 880 £125
FRV 880 £250

For products you can rely upon
to give amazing results

For information on Active Antennas, RF Amplifiers, Converters,
Audio Filters, the Morse Tutor and Speech Processors
send or telephone for a free catalogue and selective data sheets
as required.
All our products are designed and made in Britain.
Orders can be despatched within 48 hours subject to availability.

DATONG

ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Clayton Wood Close
West Park
Leeds LS16 6QE
Tel: 0532 744822
The intensity of the signals present at a receiving site may range from very weak to very potent and result in voltages at the antenna terminals of a receiver of less than 1 microvolt to well in excess of 100 millivolts! High gain r.f. and i.f. amplifiers will be needed in the receiver for the weaker signals, but the stronger signals will easily overload them unless the gain can be reduced. The provision of a suitable gain control is complicated by the fact that the strength of many signals varies in a random manner due to fading.

Manual Gain Control

If the effects of overloading are to be avoided the amplification in the r.f. and i.f. stages must be varied to suit the level of an incoming signal. This could be done manually by varying the bias on one or more of the transistors used in these stages, or in a valve receiver the bias applied to variable-mu valves could be changed by simply varying a common cathode resistor.

Varying the gain of the r.f. and i.f. stages will alter the audio output, so the control could also be used to maintain a comfortable listening level. Some care in its adjustment would be needed when tuning across a band however, because the low gain setting required for potent signals could easily result in the weaker signals being missed altogether, whereas the high gain setting needed for weak signals could well result in an unacceptable high audio output when a potent signal is encountered!

Although manual control of the receiver i.f. gain may be satisfactory while receiving a long or medium wave a.m. ground wave signal during daylight, some difficulty may well arise after dark because additional sky wave paths cause fading. The majority of short wave signals also suffer from some form of fading and continual changes in the state of the ionosphere result in widely varying signal levels, so manual control if the receiver gain is impractical.

Automatic Gain Control

In order to counteract the effects of fading and maintain equal audio output levels from all signals received, some form of automatic gain control (a.g.c.) is required which will vary the r.f. or i.f. amplification of the receiver in inverse proportion to the strength of an incoming signal. The way in which this can be achieved in practice will depend upon the type of signal involved. One system, which may be used with a.m. signals, is known as reverse a.g.c. because an increase in signal strength results in a decrease in the current flowing in the controlled amplifier stages which leads to a reduction in gain.

The basic circuit of the last two i.f. stages of a transistorised a.m. receiver using reverse a.g.c. is shown in Fig. 2. The a.g.c. will respond to variation in incoming signal strength will depend upon the time constant or product of R3/C2 in the a.g.c. filter – typically 0.2 to 0.5 seconds is required for a.m. broadcast signals.

To achieve maximum efficiency it is necessary to apply the a.g.c. potential to as many of the r.f. and i.f. amplifier stages as possible so that the majority of the receiver gain is controlled by the a.g.c. system. However, it is not good practice to apply the a.g.c. to the mixer stages since more efficient operation can be obtained by using a fixed point on the transfer curve. High gain at low noise is required in the first r.f. amplifier if a good signal-to-noise ratio is to be achieved, so the a.g.c. is often omitted from this stage too. Because of the limited signal handling capacity of many transistor r.f. stages a variable r.f. attenuator (0-40dB) is often provided in the antenna input circuit so that very strong signals may be attenuated manually before they can reach the input of the first r.f. amplifier.

The overall effect of the a.g.c. system will be to hold the receiver audio output reasonably constant despite wide variations in incoming signal strength – see curve "B", Fig. 1. Note however, that if the receiver is operating close to maximum gain when the incoming signal level is at its mean value, it will not be possible for the a.g.c. system to increase the gain sufficiently to maintain a constant audio output when the signal level falls, so it is important that there should be an ample reserve of gain.

One of the disadvantages of the system so far described is that even a very weak signal will be rectified when it reaches diode D1 and filtered by R3/C2 so as to create a negative d.c. control voltage which will vary in proportion to the strength of the incoming signal. It is then applied to the base of the bipolar transistor Tr3 in the preceding i.f. stage via R2, where it tends to oppose the positive fixed bias applied via R1 and causes the overall gain to be reduced. An increase in incoming signal strength results in a higher negative control voltage which will further reduce the fixed positive bias on the base of Tr3 and lower the overall gain. Conversely a reduction in signal level, such as during a fade or when tuning into a weaker signal, will reduce the control voltage and allow the positive bias on Tr3 to rise and so increase the overall gain. The rate at which signal at the output of the last i.f. stage Tr4 is sampled via C1 and then rectified by diode D1 and filtered by R3/C2 so as to create a negative d.c. control voltage which will vary in proportion to the strength of the incoming signal. It is then applied to the base of the bipolar transistor Tr3 in the preceding i.f. stage via R2, where it tends to oppose the positive fixed bias applied via R1 and causes the overall gain to be reduced. An increase in incoming signal strength results in a higher negative control voltage which will further reduce the fixed positive bias on the base of Tr3 and lower the overall gain. Conversely a reduction in signal level, such as during a fade or when tuning into a weaker signal, will reduce the control voltage and allow the positive bias on Tr3 to rise and so increase the overall gain. The rate at which signal at the output of the last i.f. stage Tr4 is sampled via C1 and then rectified by diode D1 and filtered by R3/C2 so as to create a negative d.c. control voltage which will vary in proportion to the strength of the incoming signal. It is then applied to the base of the bipolar transistor Tr3 in the preceding i.f. stage via R2, where it tends to oppose the positive fixed bias applied via R1 and causes the overall gain to be reduced. An increase in incoming signal strength results in a higher negative control voltage which will further reduce the fixed positive bias on the base of Tr3 and lower the overall gain. Conversely a reduction in signal level, such as during a fade or when tuning into a weaker signal, will reduce the control voltage and allow the positive bias on Tr3 to rise and so increase the overall gain.

The overall effect of the a.g.c. system will be to hold the receiver audio output reasonably constant despite wide variations in incoming signal strength – see curve "B", Fig. 1. Note however, that if the receiver is operating close to maximum gain when the incoming signal level is at its mean value, it will not be possible for the a.g.c. system to increase the gain sufficiently to maintain a constant audio output when the signal level falls, so it is important that there should be an ample reserve of gain.

One of the disadvantages of the system so far described is that even a very weak signal will be rectified when it reaches diode D1 and filtered by R3/C2 so as to create a negative d.c. control voltage which will vary in proportion to the strength of the incoming signal. It is then applied to the base of the bipolar transistor Tr3 in the preceding i.f. stage via R2, where it tends to oppose the positive fixed bias applied via R1 and causes the overall gain to be reduced. An increase in incoming signal strength results in a higher negative control voltage which will further reduce the fixed positive bias on the base of Tr3 and lower the overall gain. Conversely a reduction in signal level, such as during a fade or when tuning into a weaker signal, will reduce the control voltage and allow the positive bias on Tr3 to rise and so increase the overall gain. The rate at which signal at the output of the last i.f. stage Tr4 is sampled via C1 and then rectified by diode D1 and filtered by R3/C2 so as to create a negative d.c. control voltage which will vary in proportion to the strength of the incoming signal. It is then applied to the base of the bipolar transistor Tr3 in the preceding i.f. stage via R2, where it tends to oppose the positive fixed bias applied via R1 and causes the overall gain to be reduced. An increase in incoming signal strength results in a higher negative control voltage which will further reduce the fixed positive bias on the base of Tr3 and lower the overall gain. Conversely a reduction in signal level, such as during a fade or when tuning into a weaker signal, will reduce the control voltage and allow the positive bias on Tr3 to rise and so increase the overall gain.
negative control potential resulting from a weak signal. The a.g.c. action will remain inoperative until the rectified signal voltage exceeds the pre-determined delay voltage.

The reverse a.g.c. system is also employed in many of the a.m. valve receivers still in use, but in most of the older circuits diagrams it was referred to as automatic volume control (a.v.c.) rather than a.g.c. The negative control potential is applied as a bias to the grids of variable-mu valves in the r.f. and i.f. stages and any increase in signal strength results in more grid bias, which reduces the gain, conversely a weaker signal results in less bias and increased gain.

Full advantage can be taken of high gain low noise amplification in the first r.f. stage of valve receivers without having to resort to a.g.c. to limit the gain, because the signal handling capacity of most valve r.f. amplifiers is superior to their modern transistor counterparts. To cater for very potent signals a manual control marked r.f. gain is often provided — this is simply a variable resistor in the cathode circuit of the first stage which enables the applied bias to be increased, thereby reducing the gain. The a.g.c. is not usually applied to the mixer stage(s) because the varying anode current could affect the stability of the associated local oscillator, especially when a single pentagrid or triode-hexode valve performs the dual role of mixer and local oscillator.

Although the reverse a.g.c. system is generally satisfactory in receivers using variable-mu valves, it is far less satisfactory in transistorised receivers employing bipolar and some types of field effect transistors. The main problem is that reducing the gain by lowering the positive bias on the base, decreases the current flowing through the stage to the point where its ability to handle the signal without distortion is severely impaired. In addition, reducing the current causes a rise in the input impedance of the stage — this will affect the i.f. selectivity, especially if the controlled stage follows a crystal filter. Fortunately the signal handling problems can be avoided by using a technique known as forward a.g.c.

In the forward a.g.c. system a reduction in gain is obtained by increasing the current flowing in the controlled stages! This can be effected by applying sufficient forward bias to specially designed transistors so that they are operating in the saturated region of their characteristics. A weak incoming signal will result in a d.c. control potential from the a.g.c. rectifier which will slightly increase the forward bias on the transistors and allow a high gain, but a strong signal will result in a high control potential which will drive each transistor deeper into saturation, thus reducing the gain considerably. It follows that the highest current will flow in each stage when it is required to amplify the strongest signal, so this system offers a distinct advantage over the reverse a.g.c. system as far as signal handling and distortion is concerned.

More Advanced Systems
Both types of a.g.c. system may well prove to be satisfactory in long, medium and short wave a.m. broadcast bands, but a more complex approach is often adopted in communication receiver designs. A wider dynamic range than can be provided by these simple diode a.g.c. systems may be required when certain types of m.o.s.f.e.t. are used in the r.f. stages and when the i.f. stages are designed around integrated circuits. A minimal loading on the output of the i.f. stage can be effected by using an a.g.c. amplifier to boost the signal sample prior to rectification — see Fig.3. This will also ensure that the a.g.c. diode is driven well into the linear region of its characteristics. The RC network following the rectifier provides a suitable decay time — see later. A d.c. amplifier raises the control potential to the required level.

More than one a.g.c. system may be used in some advanced designs. By taking an additional sample of the signal prior to the filter(s) used to restrict the i.f. bandwidth, an a.g.c. potential based on a broader response may be obtained. Strong adjacent channel signals, which will be outside the passband of the filter(s), will result in a control potential which may be applied to the early stages and help to eliminate splatter and cross modulation. Instead of obtaining the a.g.c. control potential from the i.f. signal the amplified audio output from the detector is sampled and rectified in some receivers, but there is really very little to choose between the two systems.

The provision of an effective a.g.c. system for use with a keyed carrier (c.w.) signal conveying Morse code or a single sideband suppressed carrier (s.s.b.) transmission presents a number of difficulties because there is no continuously available signal at the output of the last i.f. stage on which to base the operation of the a.g.c. system!

In many communications receivers a beat frequency oscillator (b.f.o.) is coupled into, or just prior to an envelope detector, so that incoming c.w. signals result in an audible beat note at the detector output — see page 32, SWM July '88. Unfortunately the b.f.o. output will also produce a large a.g.c. control voltage which will greatly reduce the sensitivity of the receiver, so it is necessary to disable the a.g.c. system by shorting the control line to ground. In these circumstances it is usual to operate the receiver with the audio gain well advanced and then control the r.f. gain manually.

By screening the b.f.o. and reducing the coupling so that its output only reaches the detector, it may be possible to reduce the control voltage arising from it to an acceptable level, but a better approach would be to sample the incoming signal at the output of the penultimate i.f. stage and rectify it so as to produce a control potential based purely on the level of the incoming signal. This may not be necessary when a product detector is used for c.w. reception because of the inherent isolation between the signal and b.f.o./c.c.o. ports — see page 37, SWM September '88.

Since there will be no signal during the key-up periods between the characters of each letter and between words it is necessary to change the a.g.c. time constant so that it decays slowly during the gaps in the signal so that the overall remains reasonably constant. Fast attack (2ms or less) can be obtained with low impedance a.g.c. detectors, but the long decay times required (0.2-1s) can be achieved by using a large value capacitor for C in Fig.3.

Similar problems arise in the a.g.c. systems used with s.s.b. signals because there may well be no output from the transmitter during brief pauses between words etc. Unless a long decay time is employed in the a.g.c. system the gaps between words will result in an objectionable surge of noise as the gain suddenly increases. However, a long decay time also implies that a large interference "spike" can effectively mute the receiver for a long period after it has gone, so special hang a.g.c. systems have been devised, which maintain a steady a.g.c. potential for a pre-determined period after the incoming signal has gone, but the rise and decay times are made very short. Receivers which cater for a.m., s.s.b. and c.w. signals often provide a choice of three a.g.c. conditions — fast, slow and off. 

---

**Fig. 3**

A diagram illustrating the principle of forward a.g.c. with a diode detector and RC control network.
RX-4 MULTIMODE RECEIVE

RTTY / CW / SSVT / AMTOR

This is the ultimate in software for the SWL. Just one program to receive all four modes, switching from one to the other at a single keystroke. Extremely user-friendly, RX-4 has the facilities and performance you need to catch all the action on the bands as soon as you hear it.

When you see the features it's easy to see why RX-4 is today's best-selling receive software.

RTTY and AMTOR tuning scale makes tuning in very quick and easy. Four RTTY baud rates, any shift, normal or reverse, with selectable unshift on space. CW software filters and controllable autotrack for maximum performance up to 250 wpm. On-screen indicator lets you set the level and tuning with a minimum of fuss.

SSVT has selectable rates in both directions and two modes of picture storage for maximum use of memory. Text and pictures can be stored, recalled to the screen and dumped to a printer as well as being saved to tape or disc.

Please note that the AMTOR section only receives ARQ mode (mode A) but this is the most common mode and covers a lot of commercial TOR stations, also.

Previously, people have paid over £30 for separate RTTY, CW and SSTV programs which do not have the performance, facilities and convenience of RX-4. We are offering this amazing software for the low price of only £25 on tape, £27 on BBC or CBM64 disc.

BBC8 CBM86 and VIC20 need our TIF1 interface. This has isolation between computer and radio to reduce computer noise and switchable filters, giving much improved copy. Kit £20 (assembled PCB + cables and connectors) or ready-made, boxed with all connections £40, both available only with the software. For SPECTRUM we have two versions. One needs no hardware at all, the other uses the TIF1 via an interface adapter board SIA-1 for improved performance. Tape + SIA-1 £40.

Both versions are available on +3 disc at £2 extra.

Same day dispatch by First Class Post, Airmail Overseas. Prices include p&p and VAT, where applicable.

technical software (SWM)
Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7HF. Tel: 0286 881886

SITUATED AT SOUTHERN END OF M25 – EASY ACCESS TO M25 AND SOUTH LONDON

ANTENNA BITS

\[ \text{ICOM 1} \]

Kenwood R200D 825.00
Kenwood K605D 875.00
Kenwood R500D 995.00
Lone HF125 785.00
Yates FRG 8100 638.00
Yates FRV 8600 V.H.F. Converter 1000.00

SITUATED AT E4-25S

Drake V.H.F. wavemeter 30.50 (15)
A.K.D. V.H.F. wavemeter 24.95 (15)
Kenwood LF20A low pass filter 30MHz BW 32.25 (20)
Adams AM300 desk mic with pre-amp 53.00 (20)
Adams AM3000 desk mic with compression 69.00 (20)
S.M.C. Teleco 102 2.0m 50.00 (10)
KPC2 Kangaroo Packet 145.00
AEV PK232 5 mode Terminal Unit 289.95 (15)
CRW 2000 and CRTY Decorder 286.97 (15)

ANTENNA RECEIVER CABLES


\[ \text{ICOM ICR7000} \]

Price \( £ 899 \)

Kenwood FRG900M 599.00
WLN 2500MHz 179.00
A.R. AR 267 497.30 (10)
SSV3 RS232 "Arbanc" 249.00
Sony Air-7 249.00

YAESU VK-70 Wide Band Receiver 495.00

YAESU W279M 499.00

YAESU KFR 2000 Antenna 30-50MHz 259.00
ICOM AH700 Antenna 25-130MHz 542.50 (10)

CABLES ETC.


\[ \text{ICOM I} \]

CABLES

6/08 low loss coax 50ohm per metre 0.75 (0.25)
50ohm microstrip 1.00 (1.00)
UR5 75ohm coax per metre 0.36 (1.00)
UR6 50ohm coax per metre 0.40 (1.00)
UR6 50ohm microstrip 2.3mper metre 0.40 (1.00)

Ann-Polyester Guy Rope (403G) per metre 0.25 (1.00)

50ohm 16 wire hard drawn copper wire 8.95 (0.25)

goods normally despatched within 24 hrs. – prices correct at time of going to press – error possible

ICOM ICR7000 Receiver with Headphones and Antenna Price £899

We always stock a good selection of frequency reference books

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD HIGH ST, HANDCROSS, W. Sx. RH17 6BW (0444) 400786

Open Mon-Fri 9am-5pm except Wed 9am-12.30pm. Sat 10am-4pm

Component Centre

7 Langley Road, Watford, Herts WD1 3PS
Tel: Watford 245395
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GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS
8th edition — June 1988
262 pages. ISBN 3-924509-86-9
£14. — or DM 40. —

Reliable and easy-to-use FAX equipment is now available for less than £200. It prints weather charts, press photos, satellite pictures etc. with excellent resolution via a standard Epson-compatible dot matrix printer. The interest of mariners, yachtsmen, pilots, radio amateurs, monitors and meteorologists around the world in the reception of FAX transmissions has subsequently exploded during the past two years. Apart from the hardware mentioned, the potential user needs detailed and actual schedules of those FAX stations. That vital information is published since the early seventies in our international reference books like the FAX Guide.

The numerical frequency list covers 333 frequencies — from VLF to UHF — of FAX stations which have been monitored in 1987 and 1988. Frequency, call sign, name of the station, ITU country/geographical symbol, technical parameters of the emission, and details, are listed. All frequencies have been measured exact to the nearest 100 Hz. The alphabetical call sign list covers 219 call signs, with name of the station, ITU symbol, and corresponding frequency (see Schedule). Schedules of 89 FAX stations on 318 frequencies are listed alphabetically, including the latest schedules of Blackburn Metro and Royal Navy London. Additional chapters cover:

- Comprehensive list of equipment on the market for both FAX and meteorological satellite reception, with photos and manufacturer's addresses.
- Detailed explanation of the technique used for the transmission of FAX pictures.
- Regulations on technical characteristics of FAX equipment, including all CCITT and WMO standard test charts.
- Comprehensive list of both geostationary and polar-orbiting meteorological satellites, with full technical data. Detailed explanation of APT PREDICT and FANS polar-orbiting satellite position data codes.
- Radio amateur FAX activities.
- 224abbreviations.
- 63 station addresses in 34 countries.
- 178 sample charts and their inscription.

Further publications available are Guide to Utility Stations, Air and Meteo Code Manual, Radiation Code Manual, etc. Write for a catalogue of publications on commercial telecommunication on shortwave. All manuals are in the handy 17 x 24 cm format, and of course written in English.

Price includes airmail to anywhere in the world. Payment can be by cheque, cash, or International Money Order. Postal Giro Account: Stuttgart 2053 75-709. Dealer inquiries welcome — discount rates and pro forma invoices on request. Please order from

KLEINENFUSS PUBLICATIONS
Hageloch, D-7400 Tübingen, Fed. Rep. Germany, Tel. 01048 7071 6280
Thanks to the postal strike, I have just three days in which to write, so, alas, rather than discussing the doings of contributors I will have to deal in the main with technical points.

Barry Smith (Stockbottle, Northumberland) has returned to the fold after some 25 years; he has bought the Sony receiver out of a shop 20 miles away and started logging the signals again. At first Barry used the telescopic whip antenna and then an aerial box and finally a dipole to an antenna comprising some 30 metres of wire. Since erecting this he has found that for much of the time he needs to keep the DX/Local switch at "Local" and wonders why.

At a guess, the DX/Local switch is almost certainly an attenuator fitted between the antenna and the first active stage of the receiver. Most modern rig manufacturers use such an attenuator, usually 10 or 20dB. The reason for this is that the input to the receiver is inherently the most wide-band, so that literally hundreds of signals appear at the base of the first transistor. Some of these are in the ammeter’s red hot range! When I am listening to, and some — usually the “Really Big Ones” are further away but still major, the signal size is so large after going through any a.t.u. and the first tuned circuit in the receiver.

Now, as long as the receiver stages are still in the linear range, the signal size is no longer operating linearly, and so it behaves as a mixer of sorts, mixing everything in sight and creating a whole new unwanted signal. The result of this mixing action is of course just plain noise — so many signals mixing result in broad-band noise and it is the one you are listening to, you may in fact note the sort of behaviour I used to call “plugging! I don’t think the result is to be seriously distressed. Should you be listening to a small signal, then as soon as you plug, the mixing increases and the non-linearity, the resulting noise swamps the weak signal totally. If you had an a.t.u. control, you would find that the meter needle moved away from the noise. Now, in the linear range, the noise will fall in volume along with the signal until this resulted in the “Big Ones” ceasing to overload the “front end” when suddenly, lo! the noise level drops to reveal lots of previously inaudible smaller signals for you to listen to. The noise has picked up more than the signal level at this point.

The practical situation is that you can either have an a.t.u. control, or an attenuator, or maybe both. Disregarding the attenuator and using the r.f. gain control, the side-effect is that the receiver’s “Noise Figure” tends to deteriorate somewhat. Thus an attenuator is considered a negative feature, and a r.f. stage base is a sightly better bet. Ideally one would like a fully variable attenuator, but anyone who has tried to make a practical variable attenuator can tell you it is one thing to design it on paper, but quite another to guarantee it does the job. Most of the cost of a precision step or switched attenuator lies in the cost of skilled individual adjustment of component positions as part of the test procedure. Hence a compromise: a receiver with a fixed r.f. attenuator and a separate adjustable r.f. gain control which usually acts by adjusting the bias conditions. In addition the receiver will probably be fitted with an a.v.c. line, which automatically backs the r.f. and i.f. gains down when a big signal reaches the detector.

The problem of course is that a.v.c. (or a.g.c. as it is more properly called) will only control the receiver gain when the wanted signal is the “Big One”; whereas we want to reduce the off-wanted signal which probably never gets as far as the a.v.c. stage. Ideally of course, one would have a lossless crystal filter connected between antenna and r.f. stage — but that would slightly limit one’s ability to tune around, to put it mildly. Thus the fixed r.f. attenuator, sometimes correctly labelled, sometimes called a DX/Local switch.

This, in simple terms, the story. However, when all is said and done, the stage that more often overloads first is in fact the mixer, but the argument doesn’t really change much as it is a fact of life that the mixer stage usually, by its very nature, overloads before the r.f. stage. Most of the difference in the design lies around the best balance of characteristics, bearing in mind the device characteristics — home constructed or an a.t.u. ‘sort through’ the box and select the devices to give the best combination, which is why you get so many viewpoints on this practical on a mass production line.

One other factor is that so many of the broadcast stations are using up to megawatt of power into, say a rhombic antenna to lay down a mighty signal — great for a listener to that particular broadcaster who has a lossy skywire, but a pain for the s.w.l. who has a good, but relatively small antenna to hand.

And, of course, if you happen to be in an area where the local noise from the broadcast stations is rather high, then you may get a reversal of direction as you tune up and down. This can be done with a g.d.o. and sensitive reflectometer or s.w.r. meter.

For the lower bands, about all you can do is hang up the proverbial “Best Bent Wire” and feed it to the receiver in conjunction with an earth, preferably through a t.a.u. of some sort. In these circumstances, the easy part is the antenna and the a.t.u. — but the key to success is the earth system. Here the station earth comprises a short (2 metres) and relatively useless earth spike, which is backed up by many radials as can be got down under the station and the lawn — just far enough down to avoid them fouling the mower blades is enough — coming to a point at the base of the mound. In addition I have a wire-mesh fence on each side of the garden all bonded together and to the earth, plus a couple of metal works which are also bonded. The result is a really good earth system.

Amateur Bands Round-up

The next three deadlines for your letters are: November 15, December 19 and January 16
Antenna Tuning Units

Antenna tuning units can be quite expensive to buy. If you have a dipole, properly cut and in the clear, or carefully resonated by g.d.o. and s.w.r. meter if not so clear, then you don't really need an antenna tuner. Either of us use one wire or one antenna for all bands, when an a.t.u. is decidedly useful — it makes a lot of sense as a couple of S-points or more on some frequencies. For a first trial, you can wind some wire on a toilet roll core, and connect a variable capacitor out of

an old transistor portable in parallel with the coil. The aim is to resonate the coil with the tuning capacitor on the chosen band, and to fiddle with the coil until you get about 1.5pF of tuning capacity for every metre of wavelength, 30pF for the Twenty Meter band for example, as judged by eye. Knowing how much RF maximum the capacitor is, and looking at the shape, a reasonable "gueستimate" is quite enough.

Now you can run a bit of coaxial cable between the receiver antenna terminals and the coil. Connect the braid to the rear panel end of the coil and one conductor to a croc-cro. Connect the antenna by way of a croc-cro. Now fiddle with the position of the croc-clips and tuning on whatever band you are trying. For example, you are trying to peak up 14MHz. Sit in the middle of the band with the receiver r.f. gain well up, a.f. at a reasonable volume, band open. Connect the croc-clips, tune the a.t.u. capacitor for a peak. If you have no joy, move croc-clips and repeat. When you get some joy, adjust the croc-clips and tune with more care for the best result.

You are aiming for a situation where the a.t.u. peaks the incoming signals, and not so sharply as to call for a slow motion drive.

You've just made an a.t.u. You had one here for years made like this, sat on a packet of envelopes on the window sill, with the wire laid straight through the wooden, opening, window surround. Of course, you can elaborate with a case and chassis, and a better former — or a lack of shell varnish — and make it cover two or three bands by winding the coil for the lower band, and then the higher one for the turns for a higher band. The principle is unchanged, though.

SEE & HEARD

Decoded on Wednesday 28 September 1988
Ruth Laura — congratulations to
Elaine & Mike Richards

Readers Letters

My idea of a tape containing sample RTTY text was a very popular move. Mr. M. Newbold of Derbys has written expressing an interest in these tapes to help him resolve amateur RTTY signals through which he doubts this will lead to a wider

interest in utility stations. His station currently comprises a Yaesu FRG-9600 receiver with an AEA PX-322 multi-mode terminal unit. The computer is a Commodore 64 and the antenna is a Danong active unit.

This international response to this column is still growing and this month John Dimond of Green Point South Africa has written describing his success with utility station QSLs. Since obtaining his copy of the Utility Address Handbook by Richard Klein-Arends in April '86 he has managed 98 successful QSLs which is pretty impressive. John hasn't sent me his full station details, but I can tell you that he uses a Kenwood R-2000 receiver.

I've only received one plea for help this month and that comes from Harold Pinkney who uses a Spectrum + computer with his Trio R1000 receiver to receive SSTV and FAX signals. Harold was hoping that we might be able to help him dump FAX images from his computer to his Citizen 102D parallel printer. If you can help please drop me a line.

My second international letter comes from Eric Billich in Ontario, Canada. Eric has been involved in radio since joining the RAF in the 1940s, though he has lived in Canada since 1946. One point he makes concerns equipment prices which are generally about half the UK price. Perhaps because of this, Eric operates a very simple 10-meter station decoding is achieved using the Infortech M-7000 multimode unit, which decodes FAX in addition to most of the RTTY modes.

The antennas in use are a 25m long wire, commercial taped dipole and a random length of wire in the loft. Of course, it's an approved and successful DX station, Eric has sent in a log with over 1000 RTTY loggings as well as a large number of FAX and ARQ logs! To complete the picture Eric is a member of the Ontario DX club which has a thriving utility section within it's membership of over 1000.

My last international contact this month is Colyn Brookes from Cape Town, South Africa. He finds utility station DXing "a dream" from his location as he has a clear run into the Pacific via Indonesia. He can even log fishing boats off the Philippines without too much trouble. He writes the utility column for the 34 DX Club, a club for those living on the 34 degree parallel. Hopefully I shall have the space to add a few of his loggings into future lists.

Frequency List

The frequency list seems to be very popular, so much so that I am not sure how to be patient. By the time you read this we will have our hands full with the newly arrived member of the VK and T series of the letters are caught up in the postal dispute. Hopefully, once the post is back to normal you should be getting your S.A.S back with the latest frequency list quite quickly. Don't forget, if you have even one logging that could be added to the list I am always pleased to hear from you also. Once you receive your copy of the list if you can fill in any of the blanks , like callsign, etc., please drop me a line so I can keep the list as up-to-date as possible.

PC-Monitor

I have just received news of a new public domain program from Simon Collings G4SGI. Simon has written the program to allow total control of a Yaesu FRG-8800 receiver with an IBM PC or compatible computer. The facilities included are quite impressive:

1. Keyboard entry of frequencies.
2. Tuning up the arrow keys with selectable step sizes.
3. One key mode selection.
4. On-board memories which can store mode and a fifty character comment.
5. Ten channel seven day timer.
7. On-line frequency usage information.
8. Integral logbook facility.
10. Optional Morse identification of modes.
11. Can also handle the optional v.h.f. and I.M. modules.

The logbook facility sounds very useful and can store date, frequency, mode, time, report and a 255 character comment.

PC-Monitor was developed in Turbo Pascal and should run on any IMB compatible that allows direct screen access.

The program is available in two formats, the first contains the executable and documentation files, which is all you need to actually run the program. This is available directly from Simon, by sending a double density disk tape together with a cheque or postal order for £2.50.

If you are interested in modifying the program to run with other receivers, Simon is prepared to release the full source code for £2.50, again you need to supply a DDS disk.

Computer Prices

During my recent visit to the BARTG rally at Sandown Park I thought I would check-up on current hand computer prices. This rally is generally very good for computers as it is aimed specifically at the data enthusiast. I found the exercise quite interesting as the spread of prices and value for money was amazing. These are the sort of prices I found:

- Aral 8000KL — £30*
- BBC B — £195*
- BBC Electron — £35*
- Commodore +4 — £20
- Commodore C16 — £30*
- Commodore Vic 20 — £25*
- Micrac IBM compatible — £410**
- Sinclair Spectrum — £70**
- Sinclair Spectrum + — £80*.

The ones marked with a single star have only a very limited amount of software support, whereas those with two stars are quite well supported. I haven't given the poor old Commodore a single star as I don't know of any RTTY software that runs on it. If you have a Commodore and don't know different, whether about this machine or any other, then please let me know.

Short Wave Magazine November 1988
DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS

IF IT'S KENWOOD IT MUST BE DEWSBURY
A FULL RANGE ALWAYS IN STOCK

FRG 8800 £639

KENWOOD R5000 £875

NRD 525 £1,195

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS ARE ABLE TO OFFER THE SHORT WAVE LISTENER A FULL RANGE OF RECEIVERS, RTTY, TOR, FAX, ASCII, DECODERS, PRINTERS AND MONITORS.

AERIALS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ANY SIZE OF INSTALLATION.

A STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WILL BRING YOU DETAILS OF ANY OF THESE PRODUCTS. REPAIR FACILITIES AVAILABLE.

VISIT OUR STAND AT THE LEICESTER SHOW

Stockists of DAIWA — MET ANTENNAS — POCOM — ICOM — YAESU — TASCO TELEREADERS — MICROWAVE MODULES — ICS AMTOR — AEA PRODUCTS — DRAE

Dewsbury Electronics, 176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands.
Telephone: Stourbridge (0384) 390063/371228
Telex: 336712 SHELTN G

Instant finance available subject to status. Written details on request.
Weather Satellites

A new signal is to be heard on 137.4 MHz emanating from a brand new satellite from the USSR, stable called OKEAN-1. As may be guessed from the name, it is an Ocean Reconnaissance Satellite, not so much like the old COSMOS-1900, but one giving visible, microwave sounding and RADAR pictures! The view observed during the course of a pass can suddenly change from the normal definition weathersat type expected, complete with the usual cloud cover to one of very high definition and a complete absence of cloud. Our regular correspondent Lawrence Harris of Plymouth has obtained some very interesting pictures, which are reproduced here. Our first, Fig. 1, is assumed to be a microwave sounder, and was captured on 14 July 1988. Fig. 2 is of the same date, at 2032 UTC, and depicts the microwave image, the RADAR image (before enhancement), the phase bars and the “piano key” telemetry. Fig. 3 is the left hand side of a double picture, which was taken by Lawrence to be an image from the microwave sounder over the Gulf of Bothnia. Fig. 4 is the other half of the previous and probably a RADAR map of the same area of the Gulf of Bothnia.

He points out that the 137.4 MHz transmission is not continuous, but is on particularly for the eastern passes, i.e. those within range of the USSR, “it transmitted one of the first pictures at 2031 UTC on 14 July for some minutes” says Lawrence, “it included the ‘piano key’ telemetry plus two images, one of which appeared to be RADAR and the other a low visibility image. Since then I have seen a very good RADAR image of the Norwegian coast with an adjacent picture of the same area taken with another instrument, possibly a microwave sounder, but I am not sure how to interpret some of these images.”

The most recent set of Keplerian elements for this satellite read as follows:

- Epoch Year: 88
- Epoch Day: 192.929
- Inclination: 82.518
- Right Ascension: 91.6982
- Eccentricity: 0.0022022
- Argument of Perigee: 259.1511
- Mean Anomaly: 100.7431

Mean Motion: 14.73246649
Decay or Drag Factor: 4.6E-6
Rev. or Orbit Number: 80

This set, taken at 1954:10 on 30 November 1988 may have drifted a little since then, as in the long term the solar flux is rising fast and expanding the atmosphere. This elevates the drag factor, and reduces the period.

Based on this set of data, we can predict to within a few minutes a reference orbit close to the time you read this column to apply to those of you who prefer to use trackers, plotters, or even mathematical means to locate your satellites. OKEAN-1 should cross the equator northbound at 0015 UTC on 30 October 1988 when it will be at 53 degrees west longitude. The following orbit will cross 97.7 minutes later at 24.5 degrees west. For calculations on the day following, we find the first equatorial crossing occurring 26.1 minutes later than the prior day, and 8 degrees further west than the previous days, e.g. 0041.1 UTC at 61 degrees west longitude.

Acquisition of signals for passes on 30 October 1988 will commence at 0536 UTC at 4 degrees azimuth, at 0714 at

352 degrees, 0853 at 339, 1034 at 312, 1825 at 74, 1957 at 125, 2136 at 205, and 2316 UTC at 261 degrees azimuth. It would be as well to start looking well before these times to allow for the expected added drag factor with solar flux escalation likely.

The GM4HU “ecker” Spectrum computer program produced Fig. 5 which shows the expected sub-satellite points. They are marked by “S” at 0720 and 2000 UTC on 30 October, which will help identify any pictures received from the new satellite.

Chinese Weathersat?

Pictures from early September monitoring on 137.8 MHz show a strong resemblance to those received from the NOAA series, with similar edge markings and enumerations. At first it was believed that NOAA-11 was up and active at long last, but no indication has yet been given of this launch from source. It is now believed that the station came from a new Chinese weather satellite, for which no details of Keplerian elements are yet available. As soon as they are on hand, a set, plus some pass times, will appear in this column.
This rogue satellite, first reported some two months ago to be falling out of orbit at some 100 metres per day with its 50-kW nuclear power plant still attached, is now falling fast, descending at almost one mile per day in early September. The rate of descent is expected to be increasing very rapidly, so as it brake's further and meets denser atmosphere, the orbit circumference will reduce, thus bring it into even greater drag.

The "ROWSAT" USSR family of satellites, and their USA counterparts, monitoring shipping movements and probably in the worlds oceans, as they are purported to be capable of detecting the motion of submarines in deep water, by scanning, doppler shift and phase measurement of the surface wave created, COSMOS-1900 will undoubtedly re-enter close to the time that you are reading this column, and may have descended by late September or early October, but could equally well still be coming in, dependent upon several non-determinative variables. To help you attempt to track using your computer programs, the latest Keplerian element set for this threatening incoming cargo reads as follows:

Epoch Year: 1988
Epoch Day: 233 (6.85 - 7.28)
Inclination: 76.947
Right Ascension: 353.1053
Eccentricity: 0.020615
Argument of Perigee: 282.7903
Mean Anomaly: 77.1552
Mean Motion: 16.78746017
Decay or Drag Factor: 0.00074563
Rev. or Orbit Number: 4057

The decay rate will be going up rapidly with elevating solar flux, the mean motion increasing, the altitude decreasing, and in fact it may well have passed this critical point before this column is available to you to be able to use the latest information. The chances of it descending on a highly populated area are remote, as most of the earth is covered by oceans. At this point in time it is almost impossible to say where and when it will come down, and only that it will be somewhere between north and south latitudes 65 degrees, and at any longitude. The chances of "hitting" any one area are quite small, being that ratio of the area considered to that of the entire earth's surface between 65N and 65S. As the vast majority of that surface is open sea, the chances are that it will miss a land mass altogether. It may burn completely, and spread a diluted radioactive vapour over a wide area of atmosphere, or it may come down in large pieces, giving a highly dangerous concentration over a very small area.

A secondary automatic safety factor has been built in, that is sensitive to sudden changes of orientation, pressure and temperature, such as will occur when the satellite reaches between 115 and 124km altitude (according to atmospheric density at the time) as friction causes the spacecraft to tumble and heat up. At this point the system should boost the nuclear power source into a 800-900km orbit out of harms way for a good length of time. As radio contact and telemetry are lost, it will not be known if this last ditch safety measure has succeeded until after the time it is due to re-enter.

A reference orbit for 30 October 1988, it is still in orbit, is 0026 UTC at 31° degrees west. The dangerous periods for the UK currently appear to be from 1136 to 1140 and 1743 to 1748 on October 113 to 1113 and 1720 to 1725 on the 21st, 1030 to 1055 and 1658 to 1702 on 22nd, 1028 to 1032 on 23rd, 1005 to 1009 on 24th, 0942 to 0947 on 25th, 0918 to 0923 on 26th, and 0855 to 0902 on 27th, of October, plus, of course, those graphed times on adjacent days. The reduced period and lower increment in the last few orbits will alter the times given accordingly.

Space Missions

USSR Cosmonaut Vladimir Leyskov and Afghan visitor Mohmadall made a successful docking with the MIR space station, and were heard en route to the Soyuz module by many listeners to the Airbands, where their strong f.m. signal amidst the air traffic a.m. ones was very noticeable. This launch was quite interesting, as it was the first manned flight to MIR using a window normally reserved for the PROGRESS automatic supply depot missions. After a short stay with the existing long term crew of Vladimir Titov and Musa Manarov, Leykov and Mohmad returned whilst medical doctor Valery Polyakov stayed aboard to keep an eye on the health of the stay-on crew as they approach the duration at which problems of prolonged weightlessness began to tell on the previous crew. At this time all is well, the crew are in good health and spirits, and are busy studying high frequency radiations from other galaxies.

It was on the return of Leykov and Mohmad from MIR that a potentially more dramatic episode arose. While they were to fire the retro-rocket for a 230 second burn to commence the re-entry procedure, the computer switched off the propulsion system after only one minute. It would appear that the earth horizon sensor was unable to determine the true manning angle when the work ground was changed from sunlight to darkness, and thus automatically aborted the re-entry attempt, but this time the attitude was wrong, so the system had to be manually shut off by the highly experienced Lyul' to avoid inerception.

Following re-adjustment of the Soyuz attitude, a third and successful attempt was made, which brought the astronauts back safely to earth in Kazakhstan 24 hours after the intended landing.

The problem was not so serious as one might have been led to believe by the more sensationalist media, as after the landing, the mission was declared a success by the mission controllers, who were actually quite well. The astronauts were medically examined and managed quite well without computer control.

Leonid Laptinen VASCR, during a recent stay with G3OR reported that at this time there are no radio amateurs in the Soviet space crews, but, one cosmonaut is a keen short wave listener, who may be taking his licence examination soon as to permit a MIR "harn in space" mission.

PHOBOS Lost

Whilst PHOBOS-2 is functioning perfectly, all signals have been lost from PHOBOS-1, one of the pair of USSR exploration satellites that were supposed to explore Mars and its major moon. Informed sources relate that an incorrect piece of software was loaded to the satellite commanding both the turning of the high gain antenna away from earth, and also steering the solar panels, which was an important part of the power system. At this time no commands are possible, and no feed-in of commands is possible.
During the summer months we were receiving stations in Band II (88-108MHz) from the Middle East to Scandinavia via Sporadic-E, but now the 1988 Sporadic-E season has ended and any DX that we receive over the coming winter period will be mainly European caused by minor or major tropospheric openings. With this in mind, keep an ear on the band, an eye on the barometer and the TV weather charts for high pressure systems especially when they begin to move. It will add interest and scientific value for future reference if you include the atmospheric pressure readings for, say, noon and midnight, in the log each day, plus a few notes about your local weather at the same time.

Most readers know that in my office at home, I use an ex-military R216 v.h.f. communications receiver, fed by a chimney mounted Revcone for Band II, and when out in the car I frequently check the band with a Pliustron TVR5D and its own rod antenna. Also in the car I have an ex-RAF altimeter which gives my height above sea level and the prevailing atmospheric pressure. In addition, your scribe keeps an eye on the sky and horizon for possible weather changes that can bring DX, as in Fig. 1, or be dramatic, like Fig. 2 and produce heavy rain. This is sometimes electrically charged causing a temporary "shriek" in receivers with outside antennas (precipitation static) and/or thunder static. Fig. 1 is a weather change seen from the west of my home and I photographed the storm clouds gathering, Fig. 2, when I visited Trundle Hill, a beauty spot, overlooking Goodwood, on the Sussex Downs on July 13th. When clouds like those in Fig. 1 begin to appear after a prolonged clear period, I usually hear signals from Radio Telefis Eireann and the BBC and IBA stations in Wales.

**New Stations**

At 0220 on August 27, I received a strong signal on 98.8MHz saying, "This is Radio 1 PM testing", ready for their start on September 19 and in Arbroath, David Glenday heard the F.M. test transmissions for Radio 1 and 4, on 98.6 and 95.8MHz respectively, from

**TELEVISION**

On August 28, I had the pleasure of meeting John Woodcock (Basingstoke), while he was looking at the vintage television receivers in the Radio Exhibition at the Chalk Pit Museum, Amberley, Sussex. John has a special interest in the early sets made by Bush because he recently renovated one of their models for his TV DXing. I think that the mouths of many television collectors will be watering when they see the latest addition to the Museum's Radio Exhibition (Fig. 1). Yes, it's a 1937/8 HMV, Model 905, table television receiver with radio combined. The vertical/video dial, situated between the loud-speaker and the 7in screen, has the usual 3-wavelengths with a dual speed tuning drive and a spinning logging scale (centre right of dial) for the short-wave band. The larger knobs are for volume and radio tuning, the outer of the lower four are twin controls for brilliance/contrast and in/fade frame hold and the inner knobs set the radio wave-change and focus. This combined receiver, which retailed for £36.15s Od. (£36.75), has a fine polished cabinet, 16 valves including two rectifiers and an Emiscope 3/2 cathode ray tube.

Many pre-1939 receivers were put back into service after WWII when television re-commenced in June 1946 on 45MHz, with a range of under 50 miles, from London's Alexandra Palace. My archives contain a copy of the Daily Mail Television Handbook, which I think was published in 1949, price 1s. 5p. This book contains a map of the Home Counties and has concentric circles graduated from 10 to 75 miles centred.
on AP with the caption, "The concentric circles enable intending viewers to estimate how far they live from the transmitting station. The heavy circle of 35 miles radius encloses the main areas in which reception is generally satisfactory according to the BBC although in many cases excellent transmission is received well beyond this distance."

In spite of any limitations enthusiasts will always try for the impossible and in 1947, a friend of mine, Bruno Perfect, built a pre-amplifier, using two SP61 (ex-radar) valves, and received a programme from London, which he thinks was called 'The Queen's Hussars', Fig. 2. Bruno lived in Rothley about 10km north of Leicester and just over 160km from the transmitter. He used a pre-war Ultra set with a standard vertical 'H1' antenna, somewhat different to the domestic u.h.f. antennas in use today some 41 years later and 18 times higher in frequency. We are still DXing, hi.

In Bailey, W. H. Licence has made a start with a Yoko receiver and although he is too late for the 1988 Sporadic-E season, it is always worth checking around Chs. E2/R1 (48.25/49.75MHz) in the early mornings and afternoons during the winter months.

While DXing on June 16 and 27 Stephen Moore (Newquay) photographed a programme schedule from Ireland (RT2), Fig. 3 and news of the Airbus crash in France which was being shown on Spain's TVE1, Fig. 4.

Having seen test-cards and programmes from Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad or Sri Lanka interfering with the local transmissions visible at his home in Taminadu, P. P. Guruprasad plans to add DX-TV equipment to his present short wave station and I will certainly look forward to having his reports in this column.

News from India

At his home in Meerut, India, L Col. Rana Roy received pictures from Dubai TV, Fig. 5, on Ch. E2 and the USSR, Fig. 6, on Ch. R2 during Sporadic-E disturbances on May 5 and July 5 and Lahore TV, Figs. 7 and 8, in Band III while tropospheric openings were in progress on March 6 and 15. Looking back to 1987, Rana's tropo log included a next day's programme schedule from Pakistan TV on January 9, Fig. 9 and Teletext from the low-power transmitter in Delhi on December 4, Fig. 10.

Band I

From the archives of Bob Brooks (Great Sutton) comes a photograph of news from the USSR which he logged in 1987. Figs. 11, note the TACC-TASS at the bottom) and during the latter half of the 1988 Sporadic-E season Mike Bennett (Sloough) received programmes and/or test-cards from Austria (ORF-FS1), Czechoslovakia (RS KH), Finland (YLE-TV1), France (Canal +), Iceland (RUV-Island), Italy (RA1-Televidio), West Germany (BR-Grunten and SWF-Baden), Holland (PTT-Ned1), Hungary (MTV), Norwegian regional (BAGN, Bremeranger, Gamlen, Hadsl, Hennses, Melhus, Steiggen), Poland (TVP), Portugal (RTPI), Spain (TVE), Sweden (Kanal 1-Sverige), Switzerland (PTT-SRG1), the USSR (TSS) and Yugoslavia (RTV-Ljubljana). Around 1045 on August 8, Mike logged five of the Norwegian regions in full colour and saw the Dutch PTT-NL AVVC letters over colour bars on Ch. E4 at 0750 on the 8th and 10th.

Stephen Moore received pictures from Spain and the USSR on July 20 and 23, Iceland and Norway on August 7 and 8 and Austria on the 14th.

David Glennay (Arbroath) reports an intense Sporadic-E opening throughout the afternoon of August 14 when he logged strong signals from Spain. At 1406 on the 23rd he watched a Soviet news programme and logged a test-card from Sweden (Kanal 1 Sverige) and test-cards from Spain and the USSR and programmes from Spain between 1000 and 1200 on the 25th. David added Finland (YLE-TV1), Norway (Steigen) and Sweden during the morning of the 26th.

In High Wycombe on August 24, Maurice Peal received a strong test-
More and more facilities are being offered by the receiver manufacturers the use of second-conversion frequencies and digital frequency displays are becoming commonplace and some of the more advanced designs have vast memory banks, memory scanning, band searching, clock/timers and even offer a voice synthesiser to announce a selected frequency. What will the designers think of next?

The stability of the more advanced receivers is so good that it is now possible to engage in a little DXing while asleep. It is simply a matter of tuning the receiver to a known station and setting the built-in timer to turn the receiver and a cassette recorder on for a pre-determined period before going to bed. The tape can be checked while enjoying breakfast and a reception report posted off to the station concerned while on the way to work!

Long Wave DX

Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz; Time in UTC.

Although the frequencies in the long wave band have not been used as extensively by the broadcasters on a shared basis, some of their signals can only be heard via some of the sky wave paths at night. The longer dark evenings now provide listeners with a good opportunity to hear some of them without the need to burn the midnight oil.

Using a Trio R2000 receiver with a random wire antenna in the loft, Fred Pallant (S10rington) has been searching the band for DX for the first time. He logged all of the signals he could hear via ground wave paths during daylight and then re-checked the band after dark. A total of fifteen stations were heard. Eleven of them were received during the week, although the SIO ratings of six of them changed around dusk. The broadcasts from the I.B.-TV via Munich, W. Germany 207 (500kW) rated as SIO 233 during daylight, but they became inaudible after dark. Four additional signals were heard during the same period from Bravos, Romania 153 (1200kW); Kaliningrad, USSR 171 (1000kW), rated as SIO 150 and 220 during daylight and 130 during the night; and Konstanzow, Poland 225 (2000kW), SIO 33.

David Wraith has been checking the long wave scene in Cambridge and has sent along a log of thirteen stations for the chart. He checked the band first at 1515 and it is clear to see that there are many more wave signals from Alltou 171, Saarolus 183 and Junghinter 234 rated at the same level as those from Donbach 153, Omanenberg 177, Munich 207 and Kalundborg 245 were 344. He checked the band again at 2250 and found that the sky wave signals from Kaliningrad 171, Roumoules 216, Konstanzow 225 and Togolopa 272 rated as 444, but Kishinev 234 was only 222.

MW Transatlantic DX

Writing from Grimsby, Jim Willett says he found the reception conditions to be rather variable during the five nights he searched the band for transatlantic DX. His interesting log of some twenty stations gives a good indication of what to expect if one is prepared to stay awake until 0330! The signal from CQVY in St. Johns, Newfoundland 6701 during daylight proved to be the best, rated as 333 at 0130. The only other signal to achieve a similar rating stemmed from WINS in New York at 0203.

Other MW DX

Five broadcasts from W. Africa were logged by Fred Pallant between 1930 and 2000. Three were in Arabic from stations in Algeria. Aljazair 331 (300kW), rated as SIO 344; Les Trembles 549 (600kW), 444; Algiers 891 (600/300kW), 333 and two stations from Seville, Spain, rated as 233.

The signal from CQVY in St. Johns, Newfoundland 6701 during daylight proved to be the best, rated as 333 at 0130. The only other signal to achieve a similar rating stemmed from WINS in New York at 0203.

Despite the 1400km which separates Sheila Hughes in Morden and Radio Tirana in Albania, their 1000kW transmission via Lushnje 1395 rated as 3222 at 2130. Using a Vega 206 portable with a home-made receiver, Sheila has been listening to the religious broadcasts from TWR in Monte Carlo, Monaco 1467 (1000/400kW) and rated them at S4444 at 2150. Another 1000kW broadcast was also mentioned in her report, Radio Moscow World Service via Kaunas 1360 which is about 1300km from Morden. Their signal rated as 43443 at 2130.

Five broadcasts from Radio Finland via Por 963 were mentioned in the report from Cyril Kellam, he rated their signal in Sheffield as 444 at 2045. The programmes from AFN via Frankfurt, W. Germany 873 (150kW) have been attracting his attention during the evening, their signal peaks at 444, but suffers from deep fading. Some of the other broadcasts from W. Germany were noted in the reports including DLF via Neumunder 1259 (600kW) from Stuttgart, Germany, which was welcomed by Alan Curry in Stockton-on-Tees at 1815 and Radio Bremen 936 (100kW), rated as 333 at 2030 by Fred Pallant. The broadcasts from Radio Luxembourg on 1440 stem from a 120kW transmitter in Marnach and reach most areas of the UK very well at night via the 1440 medium wave path.

The sky wave signals from Mana Radio via Foxdale, Isle of Man 1368 (20kW) also reach many areas of the UK well after dark. They were rated as SIO 333 in Sussex by Fred Pallant at 2030 and reported as good at 2300 in Northumberland.

We welcome detailed signal reports and comments on their programmes and confirm them with an attractive QSL card. If requested, they may also be able to send a leaflet about the history of the station, which makes very interesting reading.

A number of signals from distant locations may be heard via ground wave paths during daylight. No doubt the long sea path helped the 20kW transmission from AFN via Stuttgart, W. Germany 1143 to reach Alan Curry at 0735, he uses an icon R70 receiver with a random wire antenna. Listening in Wootton, lo! George Millmore has been hearing a transmission from a BRT 2 station in Kuume, Belgium on 1188 during the day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Time (UTC)</th>
<th>DXk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>660</td>
<td>WNCB</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>880</td>
<td>WCBS</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>0200</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1010</td>
<td>WBZ</td>
<td>Boston, MA</td>
<td>0230</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050</td>
<td>WAFN</td>
<td>New York, NY</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1240</td>
<td>WQAR</td>
<td>Stockton, ON</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1540</td>
<td>WPTR</td>
<td>Albany, NY</td>
<td>0245</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590</td>
<td>CRA</td>
<td>Ottawa, ON</td>
<td>0250</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>CQ</td>
<td>London, UK</td>
<td>0145</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>670</td>
<td>CQY</td>
<td>Toronto, ON</td>
<td>0015</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950</td>
<td>CJOY</td>
<td>St. John's, NF</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>980</td>
<td>CHER</td>
<td>Sydney, NSW</td>
<td>0215</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>WCKW</td>
<td>Hamilton, ON</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>770</td>
<td>RJMC</td>
<td>Sour Tree, Jamaica</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1570</td>
<td>ALB</td>
<td>Turks &amp; Caicos Isl</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1580</td>
<td>QA</td>
<td>Roseau, W. Indies</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>950</td>
<td>RVJ</td>
<td>Caracas, Venezuela</td>
<td>0215</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1220</td>
<td>RG</td>
<td>Rio, Brazil</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**AERIAL TECHNIQUES**

**FERNSEH-ANTENNA**
High Gain Wideband VHF
Band 3 Aerial for TV-DXING

The Autumn Tropospheric period should now have arrived. Aerial Techniques are again offering their High Gain Wideband VHF Band 3 Antenna at a very special price to all enthusiasts. The FERNSEH-ANTENNA model F1814 is a 14-element and covering all VHF channels in Band 3 from 520 to 720 MHz and a high front to back ratio of 26dB. For high resistance against extremes of weather, the aerial is gold lacquered for complete protection from corrosion, it also comes complete with a plated mast clamp which has a 2" maximum gap capability. The array is light and weighs under 30lbs, frequency coverage is a complete 175-2000MHz, a folded dipole is employed for peak efficiency. We are also offering the very popular Amphenol UP1300 amplifier at a special price. If purchased with the above Band 3 aerial, the price is only £16.30. This amplifier covers 40-2300MHz, which means it covers all Band 3 frequencies, the gain is 10dB, with a low noise figure of 2.5dB. This unit requires 15V DC @ 8mA from its power supply via the coaxial downlead.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- High Gain Wideband VHF Antenna - £30.50
  - (Carriage & Insurance on aerial £5.50)
- **ANTENNAE**: 1UP1300 - £16.30 (price applies if purchased with aerial) - normal price £18.25
- **ANTENNAE**: Matching 15V DC Power Supply (insulated) - £14.25
- **ARD30X**: Automatic offset Antenna Rotator & Control Console - £30.95
- **SUPPORT BEARING**: for heavier rotator applications - £17.00
- **STOP PRESS**: Recomended Large Upconverters (Marx Power) with built-in Pre-amp and Gain control - £300 TV-DXING
- **AERIAL**: The company that knows the TV-DXing hobby. We carry a large and comprehensive range of aerial equipment for every type of installation. Together with a vast range of filters, amplifiers, cables, rotators, masts and suitably made hardware. Send today for a copy of our latest covered illustrated Catalogue at 75p, in the unlikely event that is doesn't list what you want, we can obtain it quickly.

**PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD**
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks. MK16 8AQ

**WEATHER SATELLITES • FACSIMILE**

**SPECTRUM**
- A picture memories, each 256 x 256 pixels or 1 high resolution memory 512 x 512 pixels
- 32 grey scales
- Scan possibility of 2 or 4 memories in 2 speeds
- Video output (8080, Sync)
- 2 low frequency inputs (Tape or Receiver)
- Size: 26cm x 26cm x 2cm (Baize)
- Weight: 2.8kg
- DC powered controlled, 4kbyte software
- 74IC's, 6 transistors, 22 diodes
- Also available as a kit or as a complete set

- Decoding of all weather satellites: NOAA, Meteor, EOS, Meteosat

**WEATHER SATELLITES • FACSIMILE**

**SPECTRUM**
- 2 drum speeds: 120pm and 240pm
- Automatic or manual synchronisation
- 2 scanning detectors (circuit)
- Sync tone detector (for 300, 400, 832, 840, and 1000Hz)
- Contrast and brightness control
- Optional colour generator III

**FACSIMILE**
- All drum speeds: 45, 48, 60, 90, 120, 180 and 240pm
- Automatic or manual synchronisation
- 2 scanning detectors (circuit)
- Sync tone detector (for 300, 400, 832, 840, and 1000Hz)
- Contrast and brightness control
- Optional colour generator III
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**SEND TO BE RELEASED...**
**THE MARIFAX-1, WEATHER SATELLITE RECEIVER & CONVERTER COMPLETE IN ONE UNIT. R.R.P. £675.00 (P&P £4.00) OR WITH COLOUR GENERATOR. R.R.P. £750.00 (P&P £4.00)**

**AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM & YAESU. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE**

Spend up to £1.200 instantly with a PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD, CREDIT CARD - APPLY FOR DETAILS PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY GEEZER OR ANDY GAYLOR RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN TUESDAY 9.30 - 5.00, SATURDAY 9.30 - 4.30 Goods Blacklisted. Returns 48 hours. Please allow 7-10 days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - 1800.
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**PMX PRESELECTION-CALIBRATOR**

The PMX preselector-calibrator is an H.F. antenna tuner covering 1.7 to 34 MHz, a three stage preamplifier, a 150B attenuator, a calibrator having 1MHz, 100kHz and 10kHz outputs, plus a large panel meter as a main measuring device. There's more; the power supply has an output to power other transistor projects as well, giving 12 volts at 30mA stabilized.

As well as antenna matching, reduction of superhet image is greatly improved, only the band being used is amplified and everything else is attenuated. The receiver RF gain can be turned well down and in the majority of cases a very significant improvement in reception is noticed. The calibrator will give harmonics throughout the M/WHF spectrum and is extremely useful as an accurate and stable signal source to be used for a calibrator, an RF generator, or a source of FM test signals.

There are four pages of free information available on the PMX, one devoted to eight unusual antenna experiments using the PMX, non-technical and well illustrated. The PMX can be supplied unpowered (you provide 12V DC) or mains powered.

Unpowered PMX: £69.00

Mains powered PMX: £78.00

All prices include postage and packing. Despatch normally same day first class.

**HAMGARE ELECTRONICS**  
125 Wroxham Road, Norwich NR7 8AD.  
Tel: Norwich (0603) 405611.
MW Local Radio DX

Following his report last month of test transmissions on 603 from the new BBC Radio Gloucester station, David Whittaker has been hearing their broadcasts at SIO 333 around 0925. He used a Philips D2999 receiver with a loop antenna for his first visit to the list for the chart, which included the 0.5kW transmission from BBC Radio Guernsey 1116, rated at SIO 333 at 0935.

Some remarkable feats of long distance reception during daytime were noted in the reports this time. Using a Trio RRA17 receiver and a point antenna, he was able to hear BBC Radio Bedford via Mangostep (3.0kW). Listening in Morden at 0815, Sheila Hughes heard BBC Radio Clwyd via Wrexham 657 (2kW) and noted their signal as 43333.

A casual RRA17 receiver enabled George Millmore to hear BBC Radio Nottingham via Clifton 1584 (1kW) for the first time. He also logged two stations which have proved to be rather elusive in the past, BBC Radio Leicester via Freeman’s Common 837 (0.7kW), last heard by January 86; and BBC Radio Cambridgeshire via Gunthorpe 1449 (0.1kW), last heard in March ’88. His extensive log for the chart was compiled between 0800 and 1130.

A very warm welcome to Mark Selby of Aldershot. He took up short wave listening as a hobby last year and has found it to be very informative and interesting. Having read of the achievements of other listeners in this column he decided to try local radio DXing, his first log certainly makes an impressive entry in the chart.

Short Wave DX

The 25MHz (11m) band is now in regular use by three broadcasters, Radio Norway International beam their programmes in Norwegian to Africa via Fredrikstad on 25 750 each day between 1100 and 1245. So far, no logs or reports have been received from regular contributors in S. Africa to indicate just how well the transmissions are reaching the target, but the reports on the amateur signals reaching S. Africa from time to time give an idea of the reception.

As noted earlier, the various (10m) amateur band suggest that reception will be excellent. On average, their signal rates as SIO 343 here, which is rather better than earlier in the year – however that is relatively meaningless as their broadcasts are not intended for the UK.

Radio Denmark now broadcast in Danish to S. Asia and Australia via Copenhagen on 25 850 between 1200 and 1255. Although no reports on their signal have been received from overseas readers, I am hoping to hear from Dave Mackle and John Ratcliffe in Southport, Queensland in the near future. So far, no reports on their transmission here, which rates as SIO 243.

The third broadcaster who has decided to make daily use of this excellent band is Radio France International, Paris. Their broadcast in French started on 25 000 at 1200 and 1250 and 25 820, but the target area is not known to me at the time of going to press. There were no mention of their transmissions in recent logs, but they rate at SIO 343 here. No doubt all three broadcasters will be glad to receive detailed reception reports from any location.

During the years leading up to and beyond the peak of the last solar sunspot cycle, both the BBC World Service and Radio Moscow could be heard in the 11m band during the morning. The BBC transmissions steamed from Daventry on 25 650 and could be heard between 0800 and 1300. Radio Moscow broadcast on 25 620 from 0930. It may be worth checking both of these frequencies for test transmissions or actual broadcasts during the coming months.

Another notable condition prevailing in the 21MHz (13m) band have been disturbed from time to time by solar flares, reception from many areas has been good and many powerful signals have been reaching the UK.

Some of the broadcasts to Europe were noted in the reports. Radio Moscow via Molav 21 659 (Eng, Sep 0700-0830), rated as 35444 at 0727 by David Whittaker; VOA Radio Dubai 21 910 (Ar, Eng 0615-1400, 44434 at 1030 by Sheila Hughes; Voice of Israel, Jerusalem 21 675 (Eng, Fr, He 1000-1100), 45444 at 1024 by David Whittaker; Radio RSA为您服务, S.Africa 21 590 (Eng, Fr, Ger, Du 1400-1800), 44444 at 1400 by Cyril Kellam; Radio Jamaica via Mozambik, Gabon 21 700 (Eng, Sep 1500-1700), rated as SIO at 1508 by Kenneth Buck in Edinburgh. Ken heard WHRI South Bend, USA 21 655 (Eng 1500-1700), noted as SIO 455 at 1502 by Andy Keddle. Radio BBC Northumbia via Mozambik, Gabon 21 700 (Eng, Sep 1500-1700), rated as SIO at 1508 by Kenneth Buck in Edinburgh. Ken heard WHRI South Bend, USA 21 655 (Eng 1500-1700), noted as SIO 455 at 1502 by Andy Keddle. Andy Keddle heard WYRR via Okefoboro, Florida 21 615 (Eng, Ger, Fr 1600-1945), rated as SIO 1155. Many of the broadcasts to other areas were logged by DXers, including Radio Prague, Czechoslovakia 21 705

**Note:** Entries marked * were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged during daylight.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Power (kW)</th>
<th>DXer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>Bechar</td>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>Brasov</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>DLF Dornbach</td>
<td>W. Germany</td>
<td>A,E</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153</td>
<td>Alfious</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>A,B,D,E</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Kaliningrad</td>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>A,B,E</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Oranienburg</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>A,B,E</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>Searhals</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>A,B</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>Mozáia</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>A,B,E</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Entries marked * were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged during daylight.

**DXers:**

A: Lee Bart, Sunderland.  
B: Alan Curran, Stockton-on-Tees.  
C: Sheila Hughes, Morden.  
D: George Millmore, Woodton, iW.  
F: Mark Selby, Aldershot.  
G: Jim Willett, Grimsthorpe.  
H: David Whittaker, Cambridge.
The most consistent signal from Radio Australia stems from their Shepparton station in S.E. Australia on 15.240 (Eng to S.Pacific Area 2100-0730). The DX programmes from the UK have become more popular with listeners around the world.

Solar events have also affected the conditions prevailing in the 15MHz band, but reception of the broadcasts from most areas has been good. The long distance paths have been open and some of the stations originating from Radio Australia have been reaching the UK at considerable distance despite the fact that they are intended for other areas.
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The day. The report from George Hewlett notes their transmission on 11110 via Sheppton (Eng to S. Asia, Europe 0600-0630) as SIG 322 at 0400, rapidly improving to 433 by 0415, but from time to time he has heard ajammer on the h.f. side of their signal. Their signal at 0630 was rated as the best heard by Alan Smith, he uses an ITT Tautopour 220 with an a.t.u. and outdoor folded dipole. Their transmission frequency via Darwin was also noted by C. A. To C. Asia 2100-2200 was logged by Christian Pritchard as 24332 at 2100. The broadcast from Radio Sahara, Philippines 11.850 (Eng to S.E.A 0830-0930) were noted in the log from Sheila Hughes as 33323 at 0835, this may be due to one or two DX. Some of the other long distance signals noted in the reports stemmed from WWW via Ocechobee, Florida 11.580 (Eng to W. Africa 0700-0940), 433 at 0700 by Alan Smith; Radio HCJQ Quito, Ecuador 11.585 (Sp to 0700 by Robert Dan, Fr, Eng to Europe 0200-0830), rated as 33343 at 0821 by Leo Barri; Sheppton 9.565 commences at 0700. The primary target area for the 9MHz (21m) broadcasts from Radio Australia is Europe. Their transmission via WWW at 0630 was rated as 0700. George Hewlett quoted SIG 444 in his report at that time, but their signal usually deteriorates and fading occurs fairly rapidly. The 444 at 0800 and Philip Rambaut (Macclesfield) quoted SIG 111 at 1000, quite a fine signal and the excellent reception a few months ago.

Many of the broadcasts using this bandwidth are international programmes towards Europe at some time during the day. They include TWR Monte Carlo, Monica 9.610 (Nor 0700-0720), 0800 by Alan Smith transmits from Bahrain; John Nash using a Hammarlund HQ 180XE receiver in Blackpool (see Fig. 1); WCSSC Scotia Condor, Malhe 9.495 (Eng, Fr, Ger 0600-0755), rated as 44344 at 0730 by Leo Barr; Radio HCJQ Quito, Ecuador 9.610 (Eng, Fr, Ger 0730-0830), 44404 at 0800 by Philip Rambaut, Radio Yugoslavia, Belgrade 9.620 (Ar, Eng 1400-1500), 45444 at 1445 by Philip Rambaut, Radio Pakistan 9.540 (Ger, Eng 1800-1930), SIG 111 at 1711 by Julian Wood; Radio Beijing, China 9.820 (Ger, Eng 1155-1205), 42242 at 1205 by Kenneth Kiddie; Radio Baghdad, Iraq 9.770 (Eng, Ger 1800-2155), logged at 1800 by Alan Curty; Voice of Iran 9.022 (Fr, Eng, Sp, Fr 1845-2200), logged at 1948 by Ron Pearce using his receiver and rated SIG 322 by Kenneth Buck; Radio Cali, Eng 9.900 (Ger, Fr, Eng 1900-2245), noted as 33333 at 2130 by Christian Pritchard, RHC Havana, Cuba relayed via USSR 9.590 (Fr, Eng 2100-2300), 43333 at 2230 by David Wratten.

Some of the broadcasts to other areas were logged by DXers, TWR Monte Carlo, Pacific 9.800 (Eng 1500-1640), rated as 34342 at 1500 by Leslie Hollis; Radio Beijing, China 9.700 (Eng to Australia 0830-1025), 22222 at 0830 by Andy Keddie; Medi 1 Nador, Morocco Radio 9.575 (Fr, Ar to N.Africa 0745-2045), SIG 333 at 1215 by John Evans in Shawforth; Pyongyang, N.Korea 9.977 (Kor, Eng, Fr to Africa 1400-2150), 24332 at 1515 by Leslie Hollis; Voice of Greece, Athens 9.425 (Fr, Eng to USA 1500-1550), 44334 at 1540 by Sheila Hughes; Voice of Revolution Addis Ababa, Ethiopia 9.660 (Eng, Fr, Eng to Middle East 1800-1955), logged at 1650 by Ron Pearce using his receiver and rated SIG 333 at 18222 by John Evans; WWW to Taipei, Taiwan 9.955 (Russ to N.Africa, E.Europe 1515-2100), logged by 1700 he heard the BBC via Khajang, Singapore 9.575 (Eng to S. Asia 1615-1830) at a surprising 34543.

The broadcasts from Radio Australia via Carnarvon 6.035 (Eng to Asia, Europe 1530-2030) were monitored in several reports, Alan Smith rated their signal as SIG 333 at 1627, but by 1845 it had deteriorated to 322. A programme about farming in China, broadcast by Radio Beijing, China 6.955 (Eng to W.Africa 1930-2152) attracted the attention of Leslie Hollis as at 1930, he logged their transmission as 34543.

Abbrev Language
Ar Arabic
Beng Bengali
Bur Burmese
Chin Chinese
Cz Czechoslovakian
Dan Danish
Dutch Dutch
Eng English
Faro Farsi
Fin Finnish
Fr French
Ger German
Gre Greek
Ha Hausa
Heb Hebrew
Hin Hindi
Hun Hungarian
Ic Icelandic
Ind Indonesian
It Italian
Jap Japanese
Kor Korean
Nor Norwegian
Pa Pashto
Pols Polish
Port Portuguese
Rub Russian
Sp Spanish
Swe Swedish
Sr Sinhalese
Ta Tamil
Tur Turkish
Ur Urdu
Vie Vietnamese
Yi Yugoslavian
Numerous Maritime Radio beacons have been installed around the UK and many other countries of the world. They provide a navigational aid for yachtsmen, fishermen and other small boat owners, but they also attract a large number of DXers who simply log them.

All of the British beacons operate in the long wave band between 285 and 315kHz. The majority of them operate continuously throughout the 24 hours of each day on shared frequencies in groups, but a certain number are only operational during fog. A minority operate for a period of six minutes two or four times an hour.

They send a repeated identification signal consisting of a two letter call sign in Morse code for about 22 seconds, followed by a long dash lasting for 25 seconds. The call sign is then repeated once or twice for 8 seconds and a silent period lasting at least 5 seconds then follows. By using a receiver with a built-in directional ferrite rod or loop antenna and a compass, two bearings from nearby beacons may be obtained during the long dash period – where they cross when plotted on the relevant chart will indicate the position at sea.

Most DXers find it helpful to use a directional antenna with their receiver, but this is by no means essential. In order to identify the location of a station it may be necessary to visit your local library and refer to a copy of Reed's Nautical Almanac, however, a few of the stations are already detailed in the first beacon chart, which will appear quarterly.

Please note that this column will only be published quarterly. The next one will appear in the February '89 issue.

### LW MARITIME RADIO BEACONS

Brian Oddy G3FEX
Three Corners, Merryfield Way, Storrington, West Sussex RH20 4NS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freq kHz</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Station Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>DXer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>287.3</td>
<td>DG</td>
<td>Douglas</td>
<td>IsM</td>
<td>C.E*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287.3</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>Wainey Island</td>
<td>off Lincs.</td>
<td>C.E*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287.3</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Point Lynn</td>
<td>Anglesey</td>
<td>E*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>291.9</td>
<td>KD</td>
<td>Kinwards Head LH</td>
<td>Aberdeen</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294.2</td>
<td>DA</td>
<td>Medway Light</td>
<td>Is of Arran</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>296.2</td>
<td>RN</td>
<td>Rocks of Islay</td>
<td>Is of Ilay</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>296.5</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Cabo Machichaco LH</td>
<td>N. Spain</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>296.5</td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>Cap Ferret LH</td>
<td>W. France</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301.1</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>Croydehead</td>
<td>IsM</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301.1</td>
<td>PY</td>
<td>Point of Aye</td>
<td>IsM</td>
<td>C.E*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301.1</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>Skerries LH</td>
<td>Anglesey</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301.1</td>
<td>SU</td>
<td>South Rock LV</td>
<td>Co. Down</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303.4</td>
<td>FB</td>
<td>Flamborough Head LH</td>
<td>E. Yorkshire</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303.4</td>
<td>GK</td>
<td>Isle de Grain LH</td>
<td>NW. France</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303.4</td>
<td>LM</td>
<td>May Island</td>
<td>Fife</td>
<td>B.D*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303.4</td>
<td>SJ</td>
<td>Souter Light</td>
<td>Sunderland</td>
<td>B.D*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303.4</td>
<td>YE</td>
<td>Ile d'Yeu LH</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Entries marked * logged during darkness. All other entries logged during daylight.

DXers:
A: Jean Yves-Camus in La Rochelle, France.
B: David Edwardson, Wallsend.
C: Bill Eyre, Stockport.
D: Glen Glen-Davison, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
E: Neil Wheatley, Lytham St. Annes.
**WHAT RECEIVER**

**Panasonic RF-B400L**
- Multi-band Portable Receiver
- **COVERAGE:** I w. 146 – 288kHz, m.w. 520 – 1611kHz, s.w. 1 615 – 28.995MHz, f.m. 87 5 – 108MHz
- **MODES:** a.m., f.m.
- **SENSITIVITY:** I w. 2.5µW, I v. 65µV ± 281kHz S/N 20dB, m.w. 4.5V, s.w. 11V at 5MHz S/N 20dB
- **RESOLUTION:** 8 and 9kHz
- **SELECTIVITY** •
- **IF REJECTION** •
- **SPURIOUS REJECTION** •
- **FREQUENCY STABILITY** •
- **AUDI0 OUTPUT** 550mW (r.m.s. max)
- **FEATURES:** Mains adapter included; operation key lock switch; a.m. sensitivity switch; 27 station preset tuning and i.f. display
- **REVIEWED:** Short Wave Magazine September 1987
- **PRICE:** £359.95

**Grundig Satellit 400 International Multi-band Portable Receiver**
- **COVERAGE:** I w. 146 – 283kHz, 513 – 1611kHz, 1.6 – 30MHz, 87.5 – 108MHz
- **MODES:** a.m., f.m., s.w.
- **SENSITIVITY** •
- **SELECTIVITY** •
- **IF REJECTION** •
- **SPURIOUS REJECTION** •
- **FREQUENCY STABILITY** •
- **AUDI0 OUTPUT** 3 watts
- **FEATURES:** Automatic waveband scan; i.e.d. clock; sockets for headphones, external antenna, line in, line out and external d.c. supply and peak tuning meter
- **REVIEWED:** Short Wave Magazine August 1987
- **PRICE:** £159.95

**Sony ICF-PRO80**
- Portable Receiver
- **COVERAGE:** 150kHz – 108MHz, 115.5MHz – 222MHz (using supplied frequency converter)
- **MODES:** a.m., f.m., n.b.f.m.
- **SENSITIVITY** I w. m.w. 43dBμV (999kHz), s.w. 20μV (2kHz a.m.), 4μV (text n.b.f.m.), f.m. 5μV
- **RESOLUTION:** I w.: 3kHz, m.w.: 10kHz, s.w.: 5.5kHz, f.m.: 50kHz
- **SELECTIVITY** ±3kHz (6kHz) (50dB)
- **IMAGE REJECTION:** 11dB
- **IF REJECTION:** 63dB
- **SPURIOUS REJECTION** •
- **FREQUENCY STABILITY** •
- **AUDIO OUTPUT:** 500mW at 10% t.h.d.
- **IF STAGE:** I w.: m.w.: 55.65MHz, 455kHz; f.m.: 50kHz
- **FEATURES:**
- **REVIEWED:** Short Wave Magazine March 1988
- **PRICE:** £390

**Sony ICF-7600DA**
- Portable Receiver
- **COVERAGE:** f.m. 87.5 – 108MHz, I w.: 150 – 289kHz, m.w.: 531 – 1602kHz, s.w.: 3.050 – 3.585MHz, s.w.: 2.3 – 4.215MHz, s.w.: 3.455 – 5.185MHz, s.w.: 4.5 – 6.315MHz, s.w.: 5.695 – 7.465MHz, s.w.: 6.875 – 9.615MHz, s.w.: 7.935 – 10.010MHz, s.w.: 11.525 – 12.106MHz, s.w.: 13.375 – 14.010MHz, s.w.: 14.975 – 15.611MHz, s.w.: 10: 17.475 – 18.111MHz, s.w.: 11: 21.325 – 21.966MHz, s.w.: 12: 25.476 – 25.161MHz
- **MODES:** a.m., f.m.
- **SENSITIVITY** I w.: 0.1mV at 999kHz, s.w.: 30dBμV, f.m.: 100μV
- **RESOLUTION:** 8kHz on s.w., 3kHz on I.w., 3/10kHz on m..., 50kHz on f.m.
- **SELECTIVITY** I.w., m.w. B.s.w.: ±5.6kHz – 50dB, f.m.: ±53dB (400kHz)
- **IMAGE REJECTION:** 63.5dB (r.m.s.) and m.w.: 44.5dB on I.w.
- **IF REJECTION:** 50dB
- **SPURIOUS REJECTION:** 50dB
- **FREQUENCY STABILITY** •
- **AUDI0 OUTPUT:** 45mW at 10% t.h.d.
- **IF STAGE:** 10.7kHz, 458kHz
- **FEATURES:** digital and analogue display, clock and alarm, 15 memories, telescopic antenna
- **REVIEWED:** Short Wave Magazine August 1987
- **PRICE:** £159.95

**Panasonic RF-B60**
- Portable Receiver
- **COVERAGE:** m.w. 520 – 1611kHz, s.w. 1 5.95 – 6.20MHz, s.w. 2 7.10 – 7.30MHz, s.w. 3 9.95 – 10.90MHz, s.w.: 4 11.65 – 12.05MHz, s.w.: 5 15.10 – 15.60MHz, s.w.: 6 17.55 – 17.90MHz, f.m.: 87.5 – 108MHz
- **MODES:** a.m., f.m.
- **SENSITIVITY** I.w.: 0.1µW at 2kHz, 30dBμV at 1kHz
- **RESOLUTION:** I.w.: 260kHz, 3dBμV, m.w.: 1400kHz, 380kHz, f.m.: 100kHz, 24dBμV, s.w.: 1: 5.5MHz, 22dBμV, s.w.: 2: 7.4MHz, 20dBμV, s.w.: 3: 10MHz, 18dBμV, s.w.: 4: 14MHz, 16dBμV, s.w.: 5: 18MHz, 14dBμV, s.w.: 6: 280MHz, 10dBμV
- **IF REJECTION:** I.w.: 260kHz, 28dBμV, m.w.: 600kHz, 28dBμV, f.m.: 900kHz, 85dBμV, s.w.: 1: 4.5MHz, 70dBμV, s.w.: 2: 8MHz, 75dBμ.v., s.w.: 3: 8.4MHz, 75dBμV, s.w.: 4: 11.5MHz, 80dBμV, s.w.: 5: 15MHz, 80dBμV, s.w.: 6: 21MHz, 80dBμV
- **SPURIOUS REJECTION** •
- **FREQUENCY STABILITY** •
- **AUDI0 OUTPUT:** 200W
- **IF STAGE:** Operation hold switch; i.e.d. tuning indicator, carrying case and earphone included
- **REVIEWED:** Short Wave Magazine May 1987
- **PRICE:** £170

**Realistic DX 360**
- Portable Receiver
- **COVERAGE:** I.w.: 150 – 285kHz, m.w.: 520kHz – 1620kHz, s.w.: 4.5 – 5.5MHz, s.w.: 2: 5.8 – 7.5MHz, s.w.: 3: 8.2 – 10MHz, s.w.: 4: 11.4 – 14MHz, s.w.: 5: 14.6 – 18.2kHz, s.w.: 6: 21 – 26.1MHz
- **MODES:** a.m., f.m.
- **SENSITIVITY** At – 6dB: 600kHz, 250μV, 1000kHz, 250μV, 1400kHz, 250μV
- **RESOLUTION** At 600kHz: 28dB normal 20dB limit; at 1MHz: 30dB normal 24dB limit; at 1.4MHz: 38dB normal 30dB limit
- **IF REJECTION:** I.w.: 260kHz, 36dBμV, m.w.: 1400kHz, 380kHz, f.m.: 10kHz, 24dBμV, s.w.: 1: 5.5MHz, 22dBμV, s.w.: 2: 7.4MHz, 20dBμV, s.w.: 3: 10MHz, 18dBμV, s.w.: 4: 14MHz, 16dBμV, s.w.: 5: 18MHz, 14dBμV, s.w.: 6: 280MHz, 10dBμV
- **SPURIOUS REJECTION** •
- **FREQUENCY STABILITY** •
- **AUDI0 OUTPUT:** 860mW
- **IF STAGE:** 70.7kHz
- **FEATURES:** telescopic antenna, low battery indicator, wide strap
- **REVIEWED:** Short Wave Magazine July 1987
- **PRICE:** £99.95

**Panasonic RF-B20L**
- Compact Portable Receiver
- **COVERAGE:** I.w.: 150 – 285kHz, m.w.: 520 – 1611kHz, s.w.: 1: 5.95 – 6.20MHz, s.w.: 2: 7.10 – 7.30MHz, s.w.: 3: 9.95 – 10.90MHz, s.w.: 4: 11.65 – 12.05MHz, s.w.: 5: 15.10 – 15.60MHz, s.w.: 6: 17.55 – 17.90MHz, f.m.: 87.5 – 108MHz
- **MODES:** a.m., f.m.
- **SENSITIVITY** I.w.: 125µV, m.w.: 100µV, s.w.: 1.4µV (average, f.m.), 2µV
- **RESOLUTION** •
- **SELECTIVITY** •
- **IMAGE REJECTION** •
- **IF REJECTION** •
- **SPURIOUS REJECTION** •
- **FREQUENCY STABILITY** •
- **AUDI0 OUTPUT:** 400mW
- **IF STAGE:** Operation hold switch; i.e.d. tuning indicator and external speaker/earphone socket
- **REVIEWED:** Short Wave Magazine November 1987
- **PRICE:** £174.95
**WHAT RECEIVER**

**Grundig Yacht Boy 215 Portable Receiver**

- **Coverage**: 150 - 260kHz, 510 - 1620kHz, 5.9 - 21.9MHz, 87.7 - 108MHz
- **Modes**: a.m., f.m.
- **Sensitivity**: 87.5 - 108MHz
- **Resolution**: 1.2 Watts
- **Selectivity**: 5.9 - 21.9MHz, 10kHz
- **Image rejection**: 21.4 - 21.9MHz
- **Spurious rejection**: 3dB
- **Frequency stability**: ± 10kHz
- **Features**: Carry strap, 3.5mm headphone socket, 12 day clock and snooze and sleep facilities
- **Reviewed**: 1988
- **Price**: £39.95

**Uniden CR-2021 Portable Receiver**

- **Coverage**: 148 - 420kHz, 510 - 1620kHz, 1.6 - 30MHz, 87.5 - 108MHz
- **Modes**: a.m., f.m., s.s.b.
- **Sensitivity**: 1.2W output
- **Resolution**: 15 watts
- **Stage**: Features: Sockets for external antenna, line-in, line-out, cassette recorders, external loudspeakers and headphones: clock; mains or battery operated; peak tuning meter and separate bass and treble controls
- **Reviewed**: 1988
- **Price**: £59.95

**Grundig Satellit 650 International Multi-band Portable Receiver**

- **Coverage**: 150 - 260kHz, 510 - 1620kHz, 87.5 - 108MHz
- **Modes**: a.m., f.m., c.w., s.s.b.
- **Sensitivity**: 136kHz
- **Resolution**: 10 kHz
- **Selectivity**: 5.9 - 21.9MHz
- **Image rejection**: 21.4 - 21.9MHz
- **Spurious rejection**: 3dB
- **Frequency stability**: ± 10kHz
- **Audio output**: 50mW
- **Features**: 3.5mm headphone socket
- **Reviewed**: 1988
- **Price**: £180

**Panasonic RXC34L Portable Stereo System**

- **Coverage**: 150 - 29.999MHz, 87.5 - 108MHz
- **Modes**: a.m., f.m., s.s.b., c.w.
- **Sensitivity**: 1228 SINAD with 90% a.m.
- **Resolution**: 2.4MHz
- **Selectivity**: 114dB
- **Image rejection**: 113dB
- **Spurious rejection**: 114dB
- **Frequency stability**: 114dB
- **Audio output**: 12W
- **Features**: External antenna socket, sleep timer, b.f.d.
- **Reviewed**: 1988
- **Price**: £59.99

**Panasonic RF1680L Portable Receiver**

- **Coverage**: m.w.: 530 - 1605kHz, s.w.1: 5.85 - 6.35MHz, s.w.2: 6.86 - 7.45MHz, s.w.3: 9.4 - 9.9MHz, s.w.4: 11.6 - 12.1MHz, s.w.5: 15 - 15.5MHz, s.w.6: 17.55 - 18.05MHz, s.w.7: 21.4 - 21.9MHz
- **Modes**: a.m., f.m.
- **Sensitivity**: 36dB, f.m.: 13dB
- **Resolution**: 10kHz, m.w.: 10kHz, s.w.: 10kHz
- **Selectivity**: ± 2kHz (-50dB)
- **Image rejection**: 2100kHz at ± 10kHz
- **Spurious rejection**: 100kHz at ± 10kHz
- **Frequency stability**: ± 10kHz
- **Audio output**: 100mW
- **Features**: 3.5mm headphone socket
- **Reviewed**: 1988
- **Price**: £99.99

**Sony ICF-5100 Portable Receiver**

- **Coverage**: I.F.: 433kHz, m.w.: 522 - 1611kHz, s.w.: 10kHz, 13dB
- **Modes**: a.m., f.m.
- **Sensitivity**: 36dB, f.m.: 13dB
- **Resolution**: 10kHz, m.w.: 10kHz, s.w.: 10kHz
- **Selectivity**: ± 2kHz (-50dB)
- **Image rejection**: 50dB
- **Spurious rejection**: 100kHz at ± 10kHz
- **Frequency stability**: ± 10kHz
- **Audio output**: 50mW
- **Features**: 3.5mm headphone socket
- **Reviewed**: 1988
- **Price**: £180

**Sony ICF-7600DS Portable Receiver**

- **Coverage**: I.F.: 420kHz, 510 - 1620kHz, 1.6 - 30MHz, 87.5 - 108MHz
- **Modes**: a.m., f.m., s.s.b.
- **Sensitivity**: 1.2W output
- **Resolution**: 15 watts
- **Stage**: Features: Sockets for external antenna, line-in, line-out, cassette recorders, external loudspeakers and headphones: clock; mains or battery operated; peak tuning meter and separate bass and treble controls
- **Reviewed**: 1988
- **Price**: £59.95

**Grundig Music Boy 160 Portable Receiver**

- **Coverage**: 150 - 29.999MHz, 87.5 - 108MHz
- **Modes**: a.m., f.m., s.s.b., c.w.
- **Sensitivity**: for 1228 SINAD with 90% a.m.
- **Resolution**: 2.4MHz
- **Selectivity**: 114dB
- **Image rejection**: 113dB
- **Spurious rejection**: 114dB
- **Frequency stability**: 114dB
- **Audio output**: 12W
- **Features**: External antenna socket, sleep timer, b.f.d.
- **Reviewed**: 1988
- **Price**: £59.99

**Matsui MR4099 Portable Receiver**

- **Coverage**: 150 - 29.999MHz, 87.5 - 108MHz
- **Modes**: a.m., f.m., s.s.b., c.w.
- **Sensitivity**: for 1228 SINAD with 90% a.m.
- **Resolution**: 2.4MHz
- **Selectivity**: 114dB
- **Image rejection**: 113dB
- **Spurious rejection**: 114dB
- **Frequency stability**: 114dB
- **Audio output**: 12W
- **Features**: External antenna socket, sleep timer, b.f.d.
- **Reviewed**: 1988
- **Price**: £59.99
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The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are supplied from our editorial address direct to your door. Some titles are overseas in origin.

**HOW TO ORDER**

Add 75p per order postage (overseas readers add £1.50 for surface mail postage), and send a postal order, cheque or international money order with your order (quoting book titles and quantities) to PW Publishing Limited, FREEPPOST, Eneflo House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP. Payment by Access, Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa also accepted on telephone orders to Poole (0202) 678558. Books normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery.

★ A recent addition to our Book Service.  O/P = Out of print,  O/S = Out of stock.

**LISTENING GUIDES**

**AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK**
David J. Smith
Written for the air band radio enthusiast, this book can be cross-referenced to the discussions between aircraft and those on the ground. It provides comprehensive details on airmen's radio plans, more about this listening hobby. 174 pages £5.95

**AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL**
David Ade
A guide to air traffic control with maps, drawings and photographs explaining how aircraft are guided through controlled airspace. 176 pages £3.25

**DIAL SEARCH** (5th Edition 1988/89)
George Wilkinson
The listener's check list and guide to European broadcast. Covers medium wave, long wave, VHF and short wave, including two special maps, making the most of your portable and many more. 46 pages £3.25

**FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1988**
T. T. Willams
Identifies the flights of 161 airlines, schedule, charter, cargo and postal, and to and from 260 countries and 1000 cities and airports across Europe and America. 104 pages £4.00

**GUIDE TO BROADCAST STATIONS** 19th Edition (1987/88)
Phil Dargling
Frequency and station data, receivers, antennas, Latin American direct broadcast, equipment in computer, radio, etc. 240 pages £6.95

**GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS** 8th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This manual is the basic reference book for everyone interested in FAX. It contains the information of over 7000 facsimile services and provides a complete overview of the equipment used to transmit facsimile images. 216 pages £12.00

**GUIDE TO FORMER UTILITY TRANSMISSIONS** 3rd Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This manual is built on continuous monitoring of the radio spectrum from the sixties until the present day. It is a useful summary of former utility radio stations and provides information to the active radio monitor in the classification and identification of radio signals. 126 pages £8.00

**GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS** 7th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
This book covers the complete short wave range from 3 to 30MHz plus the adjacent frequency bands from 0 to 15MHz and from 1.6 to 3MHz. It includes details on all types of utility stations including FAX and RTTY. It contains over 2000 entries in the frequency list and includes all the alphabetical callsign lists plus great services and meteorological stations. 456 pages £19.95

**HF OCEANIC AIRBAND COMMUNICATIONS** (3rd Edn.)
Bill Laver
A complete guide to the frequency and band, main ground stations, European R/T networks, North Atlantic control frequencies, 38 pages £3.50

**INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS** (Guide P255)
Revised and updated in 1988, this book provides the site, frequency and wavelength and power of stations in Europe, the Near East, the Far East, the Americas and the Caribbean, plus short wave stations worldwide. 128 pages £4.95

**THE COMPLETE VHF/UHF FREQUENCY GUIDE Updated 1988**
This book gives details of frequencies from 28-2250MHz with no gaps and who uses what. Recently updated, it is particularly useful for equipment requirements as well as antennas, etc. 88 pages £5.95

**THE INTERNATIONAL SERVICES GUIDE**
7th Edition
John Baldwin GZUM S. Kirk Parkridge GBAAU
The latest edition of this useful book gives concise details of frequencies and stations worldwide plus coverage maps and further information on UK receivers. 70 pages £3.50

**UK LISTENERS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST** (5th Edition)
Bill Laver
Covering the services and transmission modes that can be heard on the bands between 1636 and 2871 MHz, 147 pages £6.95
AUDIO FREQUENCIES

FOR SALE
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R. A. Penfold

This book studies sound and hearing, and the operation of microphones, loudspeakers, amplifiers, oscillators, and both oscilloscopic and magnetic recording. 200 pages.

ANTENNAS (AERIALS)

AERIAL PROJECTS (BP105)
R. A. Penfold

Practical designs including active, loop and ferrite aerials plus accessory units. 96 pages £1.95

ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD (USA)
W. I. Orr W5SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX

Theory, design, construction, adjustment and operation of quads. Quads vs. Yagis. Gain figures. 109 pages £0.95

ALL ABOUT VERTICAL ANTENNAS (USA)
W. I. Orr W5SAI and S. D. Cowan W2LX

Theory, design, construction, operation, the secrets of making vertical working. 191 pages £7.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO ANTENNA THEORY (USA)
H. C. Wright

A book which clearly explains the basic concepts relevant to receiving and transmitting antennas. Lists of diagrams during the amount of mathematics involved. 86 pages £2.95

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK (USA)
W. I. Orr W5SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX

Design, construction, antennas and installation of h.f. beam antennas. 198 pages £6.75

M H ANTENNAS

FOR ALL OCCASIONS (RSGB)
L. A. Moxon G6XN

A new look at h.f. antenna work, and putting theory into practice. 260 pages £5.69

OUT OF THIN AIR

Collected Antenna Articles from WP 1977-1980 including such favourites as the ZL Special and 281X 144-146MHz beam for ZL, and the famous "Slim Jim", designed by Fred G2JBGX. Also features systems for Top Band, medium wave/long wave loop designs and designs for the TOP, LL and loop finder. Also items on propagation, accessories and antenna design. 80 pages £1.80

SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS (USA)
W. I. Orr W5SAI and S. D. Cowan W2LX

Efficient antennas built from wire, including invi-
tible antennas for difficult station locations. 191 pages £6.75

THE ARRAN ANTENNA BOOK
15th edition (USA)

A station is only as effective as its antenna system. This book covers propagation, practical constructional details of almost every type of antenna, test equipment and formulas and programs for beam heading calculations. £13.95

THE ARRAN ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume 1 (USA)

This book makes fascinating reading of hitherto unpublished material. Among topics discussed are quads and loops, log periodic arrays, beam and multi-band anten-
as, verticals and reduced size antennas. 175 pages £8.25

TWO-METRE HANDBOOK
F. C. Judd wrote this book for radio amateurs new to the 144-146MHz band. The range of antennas described will cater for most situations, particularly where space is a problem. 157 pages £9.96

BIW AERIALS

Collected Antenna Articles from WP 1980-1984

Antenna and propagation theory, including NBS Yagp design data. Practical designs for antennas from medium waves to microwaves, plus accessories such as a.t.s.u., sw.v. and power meters, and a noise bridge. Dealing with TV. 180 pages £3.00

WASP''S ANTEENNA NOTEBOOK
Doug DeMaw W1EF

This book provides lists of designs, in simple and easy to read terms, for antennas from top band to 2m, including drawings and clear making construction much easier. 124 pages £3.95

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS (BP125)
E. M. Noll

How to build 25 simple and inexpensive aerials, from a simple dipole through beam and triangle to multi-frequency, plus accessories such as the VARC bands. 80 pages £1.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS (BP136) E. M. Noll

Designs for people who live in flats or have no gardens, etc., giving surprisingly good results considering their limited dimensions. 64 pages £1.75

25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS (BP132)
E. M. Noll

Designs for 25 different aerials, from a simple dipole through helical designs to a multi-band umbrella. 80 pages £1.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS (BP145)
E. M. Noll

Simple and inexpensive aerials for the broadcast bands from medium wave to 69m. 64 pages £1.75

THE RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK
Wlarm I. Orr W5SAI & Stuart D. Cowan W2LX

Yagi, quad, oval, lip, vertical, horizontal and "skimmer" antennas are all covered. Also towers, grounds and rotators. 190 pages £6.75

COMPUTING

AMATEUR RADIO SOFTWARE

John Morris GM4ANB

Using a computer for c.w. RTTY, data, plus calculations for antennas, distance, bearing, locators, satellites, sun- moon and circuit design. 328 pages Hardback £7.04

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS (BP17)
R. A. Penfold

Details of various types of modem and their applications, plus how to interconnect computers, modems, and the telephone system. Also networking systems and RTTY 96 pages £2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PERIPHERALS (BP170) J. W. Penfold

Covers printers, disk drives, cassette record-
ers, modems, etc. explaining what they are, how to use them and the various types of standards. 80 pages £2.50

MICROPROCESSORS AND CIRCUITS (BP77) Elements of Electronics (Book 4) F. A. Wilson

A comprehensive guide to the elements of micropro-
cessors and systems, which are becoming ever more vol-
ved in radio systems and equipment. 256 pages £2.95

MORSE

INTRODUCING MORSE

Collected Articles from WP 1982-1985

Ways of learning the Morse Code, followed by Construct-
drobnets of a variety of keys including lambic, Trombic, phone. A guide to sending and receive Morse code signals. 48 pages. £1.25

THE MORSE CODE

FOR RADIO AMATEURS (RSGB)
M.B. Mutch M1GBM

A guide to learning to send and receive Morse code signals up to the 12 w.p.m. required for the RA8 19 pages £2.88

THE SECRET OF LEARNING MORSE CODE

M. Francis

Designed to make you proficient in Morse code in the shortest possible time, this book points out many of the pitfalls that beset the student. 87 pages £4.95

FOR SALE

Yasu FRG-7 comms receiver. Mint, box with manual. £140 buyer collects. E. Wilea, Bookham, Surrey. Tel: Bookman 56741.

FOR SALE

Realistic DX-301 £110 ono. SEM QRM Broadcast Equipment. 30 Orme Park Drive, Kent. Tel: 0322 516994.

WANTED

Service manual for Sony CRF-5000 (Earth Dribble) short wave radio. Gordon Rowen, 7 Oakwood Drive, East Horsley, Surrey KT7 4G0. Tel: 0486 5230 after 5pm.

FOR SALE

RSGB Publications – Radio Communication. Complete set of 3 volumes. £5.00. Orme Park Drive, Kent. Tel: 0322 52202.

FOR SALE


FOR SALE

Yasu FRG-95 66010 boxed as new plus h.f. manual. £250. Photo Copiers of Top Field, 3 Lower Ham, Langport, Somerset TA10 9DT. Tel: 0580 25222.

FOR SALE


FOR SALE

Yasu FRG-95 66010 boxed as new plus h.f. manual. £250. Photo Copiers of Top Field, 3 Lower Ham, Langport, Somerset TA10 9DT. Tel: 0580 25222.

FOR SALE

Yasu FRG-7000 v.h.f. frequency converter type A, covering arond. Will consider FRG-8800 if reasonably priced. Tel: John 0272 163195.

FOR SALE

JF SX-200 scanning RX £180 ono. Peter Franklin, 7 Manilla's Drive, Skgneass, Leics PE5 1HS. Tel: 0754 68279 after 6pm.

FOR SALE

Trio R-2000 general coverage h.f. communications receiver. Condition as new £900. Tel: Walsall (0292) 30075. A. Neenan, Fair A. Iliche Court. Licnheld Road, Walsall WS4 2DX.

FOR SALE

Yasu FRG-8800 150m old in excellent condition with original owner's manual. £250 for quick sale. Tel: 0463 38285. Stephen Guettier, 7 Martin Close, Merrow, Guildford, Surrey GU1 2SW.

WANTED

German military radio equipment of WWII vintage. Will collect. Listok, Rue M. Poudr's 9, B-1160, Brussels, Belgium. Tel: 02 322 637115.

Complete the form in July's Short Wave Magazine, or write out your advertisement in black capitals — up to a maximum of 30 words plus 12 words for your address — and send it, together with your payment for £2.30, to TRADING POST, Short Wave Magazine, Enefco House, The Quay, Poole, Dorset BH15 1PP. Advertisements will be published in the earliest available issue and SWM reserves the right to exclude any advertisement not complying with the rules. You must send the Corner Flash from this page, or your subscription number as proof of purchase of the magazine.

Advertisements from traders, apparent traders or for equipment which is illegal to possess, use or which cannot be licensed in the UK will not be accepted.
YOUR ONE STOP LISTENER SERVICE!
HUGE STOCKS — BEST PRICES — GOOD BACKUP — FREE SECUCOR
ALMOST EVERY ITEM IN THIS MAGAZINE FROM STOCK!

Established 1973

SONY AIR-7 HAND-HELD AM/FM/108-176 MHz + LW/MW/FM
UNBEATABLE VALUE
The new model means that is a fact! 108-176 MHz, plus LW/MW/FM broadcast. Covers air marine PMR etc. LCD display, memory, scanning, lockout, priority, etc. Supplied with '20' but we are the UK’s largest stockist to check with us.
£227 FREE SECUCOR

SONY ICF7600DS PORTABLE COMMUNICATIONS!
Not a toy, but a serious communication. 150MHz-30MHz AM/SSB plus FM-75 kHz, Digital. Headset, memories, lockout for internal antenna. Listen to the UK’s largest stockist Mains or Battery
New SW-1 in stock £249 £159 FREE SECUCOR

SONY ICF2001D RECEIVER SUPER PORTABLE AM/SBB/CW + AIR BAND COVERAGE
Described as the best portable, market by a recent reviewer, it covers 30MHz + plus AM. VHF air band and FM broadcast, VFO scanning, etc included. The SSB performance is superb and can match many basic stations on 2180 to 110 dB power supplied.
£299 FREE SECUCOR

85375 AIR BAND MONITOR 118-136 MHz
This well known receiver is ideal forthe enthusiast. The excellent sensitivity and selectivity, this pocket size monitor is unexcelled in value for money. 12 channels are possible and the switch control ensures silent background. Complete with battery and whip.
£65.90 CARR. FREE

NEW SCANNER FOR AIR ENTHUSIASTS! BJ-200
The BJ-200 is a handheld monitor that covers a good part of the military band as well as the civil frequencies. Range is 24.300MHz-50.000MHz, 110-180MHz, 200-300MHz, 350-500MHz AM & FM.
£225

NEW SCANNER AND AIR ENTHUSIAST'S BJ-200

BOOKS SPECIALY FOR YOU!
NEW 1988 EDITION
COMPLETE VHF/UHF FREQUENCY GUIDE 26-2200MHz £5.95 + £1.00 p&p

NEW 1988 EDITION
UK LISTENERS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 1.6-30MHz £6.95 + £1.00 p&p FIFTH EDITION

This fantastic listing is now in its fifth edition. Company updated for 1988 and a striker. Many additional frequencies have been added. Covering the U.K. and Europe, including Specials and Specials listings, the frequency listing is complete. The book contains: All the essential frequencies, Marine, aircraft, mobile, etc. Many of these services use duplicate frequencies and full facilities are needed to base and mobile, although many of the frequencies listed cannot be monitored without a licence. All listeners will find this book a mine of information. Transmission values.

NEW EDITION VHF/UHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE £5.95 + £1 p & p

The new edition of this ever popular reference guide is now in stock. Completely updated and much expanded, it contains just the kind of information that airband enthusiasts are always asking for. As well as improving the layout, we have done the page order for the first time provided a comprehensive index in numerical order to make the guide even more useful. This directory has also been expanded with a lot more information. Order your copy today.

Send s.a.e. for full price list.

Published on the Fourth Thursday in March by PV Publications Limited, Earls Way House, Dorking, Surrey RH4 3BS. The previous issue was dated 1800 copies in March. This issue is © 1988 PV Publications. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced without the written consent of the Publishers.

Please note: We cannot guaranty delivery of all issues of this publication at the full price advertised above. Please allow 10 days for delivery. All prices include vat at current rate. We accept payment by credit card, cheque, or postal order. We are unable to accept credit card payments for orders of less than £10. All orders are subject to availability. We reserve the right to change prices without notice. We regret that we cannot accept liability for orders lost in the post.

Railway Station Cards and Posters

Retails & Warehouse

Visa and Access by telephone 24hr Answerphone Early Closing Wednesday

Yaesu has serious listeners for the serious listener.

Yaesu's serious about giving you better ways to tune in the world around you.

And whether it's for local action or worldwide DX, you'll find our VHF/UHF receivers are the superior match for all your listening needs.

The FRG-9600. A premium VHF/UHF scanning communications receiver. The 9600 is not a typical scanner. And it's easy to see why.

You won't miss any local action with continuous coverage from 60 to 905MHz.

You have more operating modes to listen in on: upper or lower sideband, CW, AM wide or narrow, and FM wide or narrow.

You can even watch television programmes by plugging into the optional video output. (NTSC System).

Scan in steps of 5, 10, 12 1/2, 25 and 100kHz. Store any frequency and related operating mode into any of the 99 memories. Scan the memories. Or in between them. Or simply "dial up" any frequency with the frequency entry pad.

Plus there's more, including a 24-hour clock, multiplexed output, fluorescent readout, signal strength graph, and an optional PA4C, AC power adaptor.

Extend the coverage further with the optional FC96SDX 0.15-30MHz and FC1300 800-1300MHz external converters.

The FRG-8800 HF communications receiver. A better way to listen to the world. If you want a complete communications package, the FRG-8800 is just right for you.

You get continuous worldwide coverage from 150kHz to 30MHz. And local coverage from 118 to 174MHz with an optional VHF converter.

Listen in on any mode: upper and lower sideband, CW, AM wide or narrow, and FM.

Store frequencies and operating modes into any of the twelve channels for instant recall.

Scan the airwaves with a number of programmable scanning functions.


Listen in. When you want more from your VHF/UHF or HF receivers, just look to Yaesu. We take your listening seriously.

Yaesu South Midlands Communications Ltd
S.M. House, School Close,
Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate,
Eastleigh, Hants SO5 3BY
Tel: (0703) 25511
UK Sole Distributor

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
FRG-9600 SSB coverage: 60 to 460 MHz.